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Sound propagation in a porous medium filled with superfluid helium
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A theory of the propagation of acoustic waves in a porous medium filled with superfluid helium
is developed. The elastic coefficients in the system of equations are expressed in terms of
physically measurable quantities. The equations obtained describe all volume modes which
propagate in a porous medium saturated with superfluid helium. The propagation velocities
of longitudinal and transverse waves are calculated in the limit of high and low oscillation
frequencies of the thermodynamic quantities. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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Sound propagation in a porous medium filled with a l
uid has been investigated theoretically and experiment
for a long time.

Porous media are bodies which contain a large num
of voids which are small in size compared with any char
teristic dimension of the experimental body. The distributi
of these voids inside the body is ordered or disordered
the channels connecting the voids are curved. If the fl
particles traverse a path that is longer than the sample, th
is helpful to introduce the concept of sinuosity, defined as
ratio of the average trajectory length of a free particle in
sample length. The presence of voids leads to the defini
of the porosityw of a porous material as the fraction of i
total volume occupied by voids. The property of a poro
body that characterizes the capacity of the body to pass
uid under an applied pressure gradient is the permeab
The macroscopic characteristics, studied in the present w
of the system play an important role in describing the mot
of liquids in porous media.

There are three basic approaches to studying so
propagation in the physical system under study—He II in
porous medium. In the first one the superfluid helium fills t
porous solid body, which can be taken as absolutely rigid,
the solid body does not participate in the vibrational mot
of the liquid. This direction of investigation first appeared
1948 in Ref. 1, where attention was first called to the f
that the character of sound propagation in superfluid hel
can be strongly altered by retarding the motion of the norm
component in the helium. Fourth sound propagates in
case.2 The first experimental measurements3,4 of the propa-
gation velocity of fourth sound were described well by
formula derived from a two-fluid linearized system of equ
tions of hydrodynamics in which velocity of the normal com
ponent of the fluid was set equal to zero and the equa
describing the law of conservation of momentum was elim
nated. These experiments were performed on a complic
system of branched capillaries; of course, it is very diffic
to investigate such a system theoretically. A quite comp
theory of sound propagation in a porous medium was c
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structed in Refs. 5 and 6, where sound propagation was s
ied in an isolated capillary and in a system of identical ca
illaries oriented parallel to one another. The experimen
results, which agreed well with this theory, are published
Refs. 7 and 8.

The second direction of research is more recent
arose after the first experiments on sound propagation in
easily entrained porous medium—an aerogel.9–11An aerogel
is of interest because of its unique acoustic, mechanical,
electrochemical properties. For example, it exhibits h
acoustic insulation—the sound velocity through an aeroge
only 100 m/s.

The third direction is based on the works of Biot12,13 for
classical liquids filling a ‘‘partially entrained’’ porous me
dium. Our work concerns this more general direction,
first two directions being particular cases of the latter. T
Biot theory predicts propagation of two different volume lo
gitudinal waves and one shear wave. These waves are s
tions of two coupled differential equations which descri
the motion of a two-component system. The parameters
the Biot theory are the porosityw, the sinuositya, the fluid
densityr f , and the solid body densityrsol, the bulk modulus
of the fluid K f and of the solidKsol, and the bulk modulus
Kb and the shear modulusN of the ‘‘dry’’ sample.14,15 It
should be noted that if the solid framework is very stiff, i.
Kb , N@K f , the phase velocity of the slow longitudina
wave isC5Vf /Aa`, whereVf5AK f /r f is the sound veloc-
ity in the liquid anda` is the sinuosity at high vibrationa
frequencies. In this limit the slow wave is also the wa
propagating in a liquid, the difference being that because
the sinuosity of the channel it becomes modified. This wa
was observed first in Ref. 16 in a porous medium consist
of sintered water-filled glass beads~consolidated porous me
dium!. The porosity of the samples ranged from 7.5
28.3%; the measurements were performed using the the
trasonic load conversion technique.

Biot’s theory of wave propagation in a fluid-filled porou
medium has been was used17 to study the propagation o
superfluid4He in a porous medium. In Ref. 17 it was a
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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sumed that atT,1 K, when the density of the normal com
ponent of He II can be set equal to zero, fourth sound
helium corresponds to the slow longitudinal wave arising
the Biot theory. The coefficientn, due to multiple scattering
of sound in a porous medium and playing a large role in
description of the measurements of the velocity of sound
related with the structure factora` in the Biot theory by the
relation n25a` . The values of the velocity of the corre
sponding waves in He II were predicted on the basis of
results obtained from the experimental study of Biot wav
in water filling a porous structure. The velocity of the slo
longitudinal wave agrees well with the velocity of four
sound.

Landau predicted the existence of second sound in
He II.18 Peshkov was the first to observe the propagation
second sound.19 Singer et al. studied experimentally in the
temperature range 1.32Tl second sound in He II filling the
channels of a porous medium. The porous medium cons
of sintered 180–210mm glass particles with porosity rangin
from 16 to 33%. Capacitive transducers with a vibrating p
rous membrane served as emitter and detector of se
sound. It was shown that the second sound velocity i
porous medium is lower than the bulk velocity, and the d
ference is all the greater, the smaller the porosity. The
rametern was determined in Ref. 20 from these data.

The ultrasonic properties of unconsolidated~in the ideal
case a suspension! and consolidated porous media satura
with water have also been investigated.21 Only one wave was
observed in the first case; a small and a fast waves pr
gated in the second case. The ultrasound emission techn
based on the concept of mutual conversion and refractio
a liquid-solid interface, was used to excite volume waves
a solid layer of the material. The acoustics of He II filling
porous medium consisting of spherical glass grains with 3
porosity was analyzed. The results obtained in Ref. 21 fo
superleak consisting of compressed Al2O3 powder with 65%
porosity and filled with He II agreed with the conjectur
made in Ref. 17.

Investigations of transverse waves in a porous so
liquid system are very informative. The authors of Ref.
probed various ceramic materials with superfluid heliu
The porosities of the samples were 44, 45, and 92%.
different pore sizes and the wide spectrum of permeabili
made it possible to perform measurements in the high-
low-frequency limits of the oscillations of the thermod
namic quantities. Ultrasonic measurements were perform
using a phase-sensitive pulsed technique. The results
tained made it possible to determine the structural par
eters of the porous medium: the sinuosity, the permeabi
and the effective size of the pores. In Ref. 22 specific por
media filled with He II were studied, and Biot’s approa
must be used in order to investigate simultaneously the tr
verse and longitudinal waves propagating in such system

The experimental and theoretical works presented ab
indicate that the Biot theory needs to be extended to the
where superfluid helium saturates a porous medium. I
superfluid liquid, in contrast to an ordinary liquid, seve
waves propagate. In the present paper the propagatio
waves is studied in a three-component system por
medium-superfluid liquid-normal liquid in a wide range
n
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porosities. This made it possible to study the properties
the porous medium in greater detail.22,23The problem studied
in this paper is to obtain the equations describing sou
propagation in a consolidated porous medium filled with
perfluid 4He, determine the elastic coefficients, appearing
the equations, in terms of physically measurable quantit
and calculate the propagation velocities of transverse
longitudinal waves at high and low vibrational frequencie

1. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE STRESS AND STRAIN
TENSORS

Let us introduce a rectangular coordinate system
consider a cube of unit volume whose edges are paralle
the coordinate axes and which contains a large numbe
pores. In a state of mechanical equilibrium of the syst
porous body-superfluid liquid the resultant of all forces a
ing on this distinguished volume is zero. In the presence o
deformation the system leaves the state of equilibrium wh
it initially occupied. In the process, internal stresses arise
the system. The normal and tangential stresses in the sy
can be determined as follows:12,13

S sx1s81s9 tz ty

tz sy1s81s9 tx

ty tx sz1s81s9
D , ~1!

wheresx ,sy ,sz andtx ,ty ,tz are the normal and tangentia
forces acting on an element of the solid surface with
corresponding orientation;s8 ands9 are the forces acting on
the liquid part of a phase, which correspond to the superfl
and thermal components of the liquid, and

s852wps, s952wpn. ~2!

Here ps5rsm and ps1pn5p,15 where m is the chemical
potential andp is the pressure of the liquid. Thus, we ha
taken into account the fact that in contrast to an ordin
liquid the existence of a pressure gradient is insufficient
accelerate the superfluid and normal components of the
uid.

Following Biot, we shall write the deformation tensor o
the solid in the form

S ex
1

2
gz

1

2
gy

1

2
gz ey

1

2
gx

1

2
gy

1

2
gx ez

D , ~3!

where

ex5
]ux

]x
, ey5

]uy

]y
, ez5

]uz

]z
,

gx5
]uy

]z
1

]uz

]y
,gy5

]ux

]z
1

]uz

]x
,gz5

]ux

]y
1

]uy

]x
;

ux , uy , anduz are the components of the displacement v
tor of the solid. Since the present system is a porous st
ture, we shall assume that the unit volume is much lar
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than the pore size. We shall determine the displacement
tor u as the displacement of the solid averaged over a volu
element.

The average displacement vectorU of the liquid part of
the cube, which vector determines the fluid flow, can be
termined in the same manner. Since two types of motions
possible in He II,U consists of a sum of two parts:

U5
rs

r
Us1

rn

r
Un, ~4!

corresponding to the displacement of the superfluid and
mal components; herers and rn are the densities of the
superfluid and normal components of the fluid, andr is the
total volume density of the superfluid liquid. Thus, the d
formation of the liquid can be determined as follows:

«5
rs

r
¹Us1

rn

r
¹Un. ~5!

We shall now establish the relations between the com
nents of the stress and strain tensors which were defi
above. For the time being we shall neglect the dissipa
forces and assume that the system is in equilibrium. T
any deformation is a deviation from the state with minimu
potential energy. Therefore, to a first approximation the
tential energy is a positive-definite quadratic form

2Ep5sxex1syey1szez1txgx1tygy

1tzgz1s8«s1s9«n. ~6!

Here the eight components of the stress ten
sx ,sy ,sz ,tx ,ty ,tz ,s8, and s9 are linear combinations o
the eight components of the deformation tens
ex ,ey ,ez ,gx ,gy ,gz ,«s, and «n. The linear relations be
tween the eight deformation and eight independent stre
~Hooke’s law! are determined by 64 elastic moduli. Since t
potential energy is a real quantity, these coefficients mus
symmetric. Thus, in the most general case with the high
symmetry there remain only 36 independent elastic mod
As a further simplification we shall consider a statically is
tropic system. Indeed, let us consider, for example, the r
tion

sx5a11ex1a12ey1a13ez1a14gx1a15gy1a16gz

1a17«
s1a18«

n. ~7!

It follows from the static isotropy of the system that a
directions in the system are equivalent, so thata125a13, i.e.
the same deformations of the solid along they andz direc-
tions produce identical stresses in thex direction. It can also
be assumed thata145a155a1650, i.e. stresses in thex di-
rection should not give rise to displacements. As a resul
similar considerationsa115a225a33 anda445a555a66.

Then the relations between the stresses and strains
the form

sx5~a112a12!ex1a12e1a17«
s1a18«

n;

sy5~a112a12!ey1a12e1a17«
s1a18«

n;

sz5~a112a12!ez1a12e1a17«
s1a18«

n;

tx5a44gx , ty5a44gy , tz5a44gz ;
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s85a17e1a77«
s1a78«

n;

s95a18e1a78«
s1a88«

n, ~8!

where e5ex1ey1ez characterizes the volume expansio
~or, correspondingly, compression! as a result of deformation
and is an invariant. The construction of the remaining inva
ants fromsx ,sy ,sz ,tx ,ty , andtz establishes a relation be
tweena112a22 anda44. Indeed, we can write

sx
21sy

21sz
212~tx

21ty
21tz

2!5 inv; ~9!

ex
21ey

21ez
212F S 1

2
gxD 2

1S 1

2
gyD 2

1S 1

2
gzD 2G5 inv.

~10!

Equation~8! gives

sx
21sy

21sz
25~a112a12!

2~ex
21ey

21ez
2!12~a112a12!

3~ex1ey1ez!B13B, ~11!

where

B5a12e1a17«
s1a18«

n5 inv;

2~tx
21ty

21tz
2!52a44

2 ~gx
21gy

21gz
2!. ~12!

Sinceex1ey1ez5 inv and taking account of the relation~9!,
we can write

~a112a12!
2~ex

21ey
21ez

2!12a44
2 ~gx

21gy
21gz

2!5 inv.
~13!

Comparing the relations~10! and ~13! we conclude thata11

2a1252a44. Consequently, introducing the notations

a445N; a125A; a175Qs; a185Qn;

a775Rs; a885Rn; a785Rsn,

we replace the relation~8! with

sx52Nex1Ae1Qs«s1Qn«n;

sy52Ney1Ae1Qs«s1Qn«n;

sz52Nez1Ae1Qs«s1Qn«n;

tx5Ngx , ty5Ngy , tz5Ngz ;

s85Qse1Rs«s1Rsn«n;

s95Qne1Rn«n1Rsn«s. ~14!

Since the superfluid and normal components canno
physically separated in He II and it is meaningless to t
about whether individual atoms of the liquid belong to t
superfluid or normal components, the following relatio
should be satisfied:

Qs«s1Qn«n5Q«, ~15!

whence follows

Qs5
rs

r
Q, Qn5

rn

r
Q,

s81s95~Qs1Qn!e1~Rs1Rsn!«s1~Rn1Rsn!«n

5Qe1R«. ~16!

Correspondingly, the deformations of the normal and
perfluid components of He II are
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«s5div Us, «n5div Un. ~17!

The constantsA and N correspond to the well-known
Lamécoefficients in the theory of elasticity and are positiv
Q andR were introduced by Biot;12,14 RS(Rn) is a measure
of the stress arising in the superfluid~normal! component
when a unit volume of the system is compressed with
compressing the normal~superfluid! component and the po
rous medium. The coefficientRsn determines the stresse
arising in the superfluid component when the normal co
ponent is compressed without compression of the super
component and the porous medium, and vice versa.

Let us consider hypothetical experiments which mak
possible to determine the generalized elastic coefficient
terms of the measured coefficientsKs ,K f ,Kb , andN. Such
an approach was proposed in Ref. 25 for a normal liquid

In the first experiment the porous sample was placed
superfluid liquid to which pressurep8 was applied. Under
pressure liquid completely penetrates into the pores and
quantitiese and« are measured. ThereforeKs andK f can be
determined as

1

Ks
52

e

p8
,

1

K f
52

«

p8
~18!

and according to Eq.~14! we can write

sx5sy5sz52~12w!p8;
~19!

s852w
rs

r
p8; s952w

rn

r
p8.

We shall also use the condition«s5«n5«. Then the
relations~19! can be put into the form

2

3
Ne1Ae1Q«52~12w!p8;

rs

r
Qe1~Rs1Rsn!«52w

rs

r
p8; ~20!

rn

r
Qe1~Rn1Rsn!«52w

rn

r
p8.

The last two equations give

Rs1Rsn5K f

rs

r S w2
Q

K f
D ;

Rn1Rsn5K f

rn

r S w2
Q

K f
D . ~21!

In the second experiment the porous solid sample is enclo
in a thin impermeable shell and is subjected to the pres
p8 of the liquid. To ensure a constant pressure inside
liquid the liquid must flow out through a tube into an exte
nal reservoir. Thus,«s5«n5« andKb is given by the rela-
tion

1

Kb
52

e

p8
. ~22!

In this experiment

sx5sy5sz52p8,

s85s950 ~23!
;
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or

S 2

3
N1AD 1

Kb
2Q

«

p8
51;

rs

rKb
Q2~Rs1Rsn!

«

p8
50; ~24!

rn

rKb
Q2~Rn1Rsn!

«

p8
50,

whence

rn~Rs1Rsn!5rs~Rn1Rsn!. ~25!

It is easy to show from Eqs.~20!, ~21!, and~24! that25

Q5

wKsS 12w2
Kb

Ks
D

12w1w
Ks

K f
2

Kb

Ks

;

2

3
N1A5Ks

~12w!S 12w2
Kb

Ks
D1w

Ks

K f

12w1w
Ks

K f
2

Kb

Ks

. ~26!

In the third experiment a superleak provides the coupl
with the reservoir. This leak passes only the superfluid co
ponent, so that

sx5sy5sz52~12w!p8;

s850; s952wp8 ~27!

or

S 2

3
N1ADe1

rs

r
Q«s1

rn

r
Q«n52~12w!p8;

rs

r
Qe1Rs«s1Rsn«n50; ~28!

rn

r
Qe1Rn«n1Rsn«s52wp8.

In this case the relation between«s and «n can be ob-
tained using the laws of conservation of mass and entro
Then

«s2«n5
CHep8

rss2T
, ~29!

whereCHe and s are the specific heat and entropy per u
mass of He II. Finally, after some laborious calculations
find the desirable relations

Rsn5
rsrn

r2 R2
w~rs!2Ts2

rCHe
;

Rs5
~rs!2

r2 R1
w~rs!2Ts2

rCHe
; ~30!

Rn5
~rn!2

r2 R1
w~rs!2Ts2

rCHe
,

where the Biot–Willis coefficientR is25
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R5
w2Ks

12w1w
Ks

K f
2

Kb

Ks

. ~31!

We note once again that the coefficientsK f ,Ks ,Kb , andN
are experimentally measurable quantities.

2. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

We shall use Lagrange’s formalism to find the equatio
of motion of the system porous solid-superfluid liquid.
construct the desired equations the kinetic energy of the
tem must be determined after the generalized coordinate
chosen. We assume that the physical point is a region of
much greater than the pore size but much smaller than
characteristic lengths in the problem~for example, the wave-
length when considering wave processes!. For the general-
ized coordinates of the system we choose the nine com
nents of the displacement vectors of the liquid and so
averaged over the volume of the physical poi
ux ,uy ,uz ,Ux

s ,Uy
s ,Uz

s ,Ux
n ,Uy

n ,Uz
n . Then the kinetic energy

T per unit volume can be represented as

2T5r11F S ]ux

]t D 2

1S ]uy

]t D 2

1S ]uz

]t D 2G12r12
s F]ux

]t

]Ux
s

]t

1
]uy

]t

]Uy
s

]t
1

]uz

]t

]Uz
s

]t G12r12
n F]ux

]t

]Ux
n

]t

1
]uy

]t

]Uy
n

]t
1

]uz

]t

]Uz
n

]t G12r22
s F S ]Ux

s

]t D 2

1S ]Uy
s

]t D 2

1S ]Uz
s

]t D 2G12r22
n F S ]Ux

n

]t D 2

1S ]Uy
n

]t D 2

1S ]Uz
n

]t D 2G .
~32!

The form ~32! presupposes that the system is statistica
isotropic. The mass coefficientsr11,r12

s(n) , andr22
s(n) take ac-

count of the additional motion which the solid and liqu
acquire.12,26 Therefore by analogy to Ref. 12 it is easi
found that

wrs5r22
s 1r12

s , wrn5r22
n 1r12

n ,

~12w!rsol5r111r12
s 1r12

n . ~33!

Here

r12
s ,0, r12

n ,0 ~34!

are mass parameters characterizing the increase in the in
mass and, as usual, this increment to the inertial mas
called the associated mass. Accorrding to Berryman27 the
associated mass tensor is given by

r12
s~n!52~a`21!wrs~n!, ~35!

where a`>1 is a geometric quantity, independent of t
density of the solid and the density of the liquid, and c
vary from 1~for plane-parallel capillaries! to ` ~for isolated
pores or pores oriented perpendicular to the motion!.

Let qx be the total force acting on the solid part of a u
volume andQx

s andQx
n the total forces acting on the supe

fluid and normal components per unit volume. Then the
grangian equations become
s

s-
re

ze
he

o-
,

:

y

tial
is

n

-

]

]t S ]T

]u̇x
D5

]2

]t2 ~r11ux1r12
s Ux

s1r12
n Ux

n!5qx ;

]

]t S ]T

]U̇x
sD 5

]2

]t2
~r12

s ux1r22
s Ux

s!5Qx
s ; ~36!

]

]t S ]T

]U̇x
nD 5

]2

]t2
~r12

n nx1r22
n Ux

n!5Qx
n .

With no loss of generality we shall write the equatio
for the motion only along thex direction. Expressing thes
forces in terms of the stress tensor

qx5
]sx

]x
1

]tz

]y
1

]ty

]z
, Qx

s5
]s8

]x
, Qx

n5
]s9

]x
, ~37!

we obtain the dynamical equations

]sx

]x
1

]tz

]y
1

]ty

]z
5

]2

]t2 ~r11ux1r12
s Ux

s1r12
n Ux

n!;

]s8

]x
5

]2

]t2 ~r22
s Ux

s1r12
s ux!; ~38!

]s9

]x
5

]2

]t2 ~r22
n Ux

n1r12
n ux!.

Similar equations can be obtained for motion along thy
andz directions.

Substituting the expression~14! into Eq. ~38! we easily
obtain the equation in vector form:

N¹2u1~A1N! grade1
rs

r
Q grad«s1

rn

r
Q grad«n

5
]2

]t2 ~r11u1r12
s Us1r12

n Un!;

rs

r
Q grade1Rs «s1Rsn grad«n5

]2

]t2 ~r12
s u1r22

s Us!;

rn

r
Q grade1Rn grad«n1Rsn grad«s5

]2

]t2 ~r12
n u1r22

n Un!.

~39!

In Eqs.~39! we neglected dissipative processes. To ta
such processes into account we shall assume that the
mechanism of dissipation in the system porous bo
superfluid liquid is deceleration of the normal component
the superfluid liquid by the walls of the pores. Since all d
formations are assumed to be small, the macroscopic
tions studied in the theory are small elastic oscillations
waves. Consequently, as in most physical systems, the
tion forces are proportional to the velocities of the movi
physical points and can be described using a dissipa
function. The dissipative function is, by definition, a hom
geneous quadratic function of generalized velocities. Th
similarly to the Biot procedure, we obtain for the dissipati
terms in the equations of motion of the solid and norm
component of the superfluid liquid

]2

]t2 ~r11u1r12
s Us1r12

n Un!1bF~w!
]

]t
~u2Un!

5N¹2u1~A1N!grade1
rs

r
Q grad«s1

rn

r
Q grad«n;
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]2

]t2 ~r22
n Un1r12

n u!2bF~w!
]

]t
~u2Un!

5
rn

r
Q grade1Rn grad«n1Rsn grad«s. ~40!

The complex functionF(w) reflects the deviation from a
Poiseuille flow taking account of the geometric features
the porous material;23 the coefficientb5hw2/k0 is the ratio
of the total friction force to the average~relative to the solid!
velocity of the normal component, whereh is the viscosity
of the fluid andk0 is the permeability.13 The possibilities of
using the acoustics of a superfluid liquid to study vario
parameters of porous materials was analyzed theoretical
Ref. 23. To this end the functionF(w) was expressed in
terms of the key parameters: the sinuosity, the permeabili
dynamical parameter with the dimension of length, and
porosity. Some of them were obtained from the solution
the problem of the electric conductivity of a porous mediu
consisting of an insulating porous material filled with a co
ducting liquid. The response of the rigid porous medium w
calculated. The results obtained make it possible to inve
gate the characteristic features of two-fluid hydrodynam
of He II in a rigid porous medium and to determine t
parameters of the medium from experimental data for
velocities of first, second, and fourth sounds.

3. WAVE PROPAGATION IN THE HIGH-FREQUENCY LIMIT

Solids, in contrast to liquids, are characterized by,
addition to ordinary elasticity, elasticity with respect to she
deformations. Not only longitudinal but also transver
waves can exist even in an infinite solid medium.14 Conse-
quently, the picture of wave propagation in our system
much richer than in a solid and in a superfluid liquid cons
ered separately. On the other hand two important limit
cases are possible. The penetration depth of a viscous w
can be large or small compared with the pore sizes. The
case corresponds to low oscillatory frequencies of the th
modynamic quantities and the second case correspond
high frequencies.

In the high-frequency limit the dissipative terms can
neglected, and the system of equations~39! can be used to
investigate propagating waves. Taking the curl of both si
of these equations gives

N¹2V25r11

]2V

]t2
1r12

s ]2vs

]t2
1r12

n ]2vn

]t2
;

~41!
r12

n V1r12
n vn50; r12

nsV1r22
s vn50,

whereV5curl u, vn5curl Un, andvs5curl Us.
The equations~41! show that the vorticity of the solid

and the superfluid liquid are intercoupled. The following e
pression for the velocity of transverse sound can be ea
obtained from the system of equations~41! using the expres-
sions~33! and ~35!:10

Ct
25

N

rsc1S 12
1

a`
Dwr

. ~42!
f

s
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Here rsc5(12w)rsol. In the expression~42! the velocity
becomes lower than for a ‘‘dry’’ material as a result of e
trainment of a portion (12a`

21) of the liquid by the ‘‘frame-
work’’ of the porous body because of the sinuosity and
associated increase in the effective density. In this wave
superfluid and normal components move as a single ent

vn5vs5
a`21

a`
V, ~43!

and the liquid and solid rotate in the same directions.
Landau always supplemented the hydrodynamic eq

tions of motion of a superfluid liquid by the requirement th
the superfluid motion be potential: curlVs50. That is, the
superfluid component cannot rotate as a rigid body. If in o
theory the displacement~deformation vector! Us of the su-
perfluid component occurred in a region greater in size t
the size of atoms but much smaller than the distance betw
pores, then Landau’s condition would be satisfied in t
case. However, in the theory which we are proposingUs is
the displacement of the superfluid component averaged
an element much greater in size than the pore size. Co
quently, there is no need for the motion to be irrotational. F
this reason, the displacementsUs andUn appear in the equa
tions as equivalent quantities. The only difference betwe
them is that the superfluid motion occurs without entro
transport. We note that in this work the vortex motion~43! of
the superfluid liquid is not a complex rotation around vort
singularities, but rather it is due to the fact that the so
gives rise to partial entrainment of the liquid in the vort
motion.

To study longitudinal waves we shall consider all d
placements as a gradient of some scalar function. Then,
following dispersion equation follows from the system
equations~39!:

S a`wrsC21
rs

rn Rsn2RsD $@~rsc1wr!a`2wr#wrnC4

2rnC2@~rsc /r1w!R22w~V1R!1a`w~A12N

12Q1R!#1R~A12N!2Q2%50. ~44!

One solution of this dispersion equation is second so
~temperature wave! in a porous medium:8

C25
C2

2

a`
, ~45!

whereC2 is the velocity of second sound in unbounded h
lium. In addition to this solution Eq.~44! possesses two othe
solutions which are similar to the fast and weak waves i
porous medium filled with an ordinary classical liquid.

For an unconsolidated porous medium (Kb5N50) the
velocity of the slow wave, just as the velocity of the she
wave, is identically equal to zero even in the limit of hig
oscillation frequencies:21

Cslow
2 ~Kb5N50!50. ~46!

Finally, the velocity of a fast compressible wave has t
form21
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Cfast
2 ~Kb5N50!5

a`1wS rsc

r
1w22D

@~rsc1wr!a`2wr#S 12w

Ks
1

w

K f
D .

~47!

For a rigid porous mediumK f!Kb , N!Ks . In this
case, for the fast and slow modes we obtain from Eq.~44! the
well-known expressions21

Cfast
2 5

Kb1
4

3
N

rsc1wr~12a`
21!

; ~48!

Cslow
2 5

C1
2

a`
, ~49!

whereC15(]p/]r)1/2 is the volume propagation velocity o
first sound in He II.

4. WAVE PROPAGATION IN THE LOW-FREQUENCY LIMIT

Since the penetration depth of the viscous wave beco
large in the limit of low oscillation frequencies, the norm
component of the superfluid liquid completely sticks to t
matrix of the porous medium, as a result of which t
‘‘framework’’ of the solid body and the normal liquid mov
with the same velocityVnÞ0. Obviously, to examine this
situation the friction force must be eliminated in Eqs.~40!
and Un5u must be set in the two equations obtained. T
yields

N¹2un1S A1N12
rn

r
Q1RnDgrad divun

1S rs

r
Q1RsnDgrad divus5

]2

]t2 @~r1112r12
n

1r22
n !un1r12

s us#,

S rs

r
Q1RsnDgrad divun1Rs grad divus

5
]2

]t2
~r12

s us1r22
s us!. ~50!

Just as in the preceding section, from Eq.~50! we can
calculate the velocity of a transverse wave in the limit of lo
oscillation frequencies:22

Ct
25

N

~rsc1wrn!1~12a`
21!wrs . ~51!

For low oscillation frequencies the velocity of a tran
verse wave is lower than for the ‘‘dry’’ material by an eve
larger amount than at high frequencies. This is because
normal component of He II now completely sticks to t
‘‘framework’’ of the porous body on account of viscosit
while the superfluid component is entrained only partia
because of sinuosity, just as at high frequencies. The form
~51! makes it possible to determine the parametera`

directly.22 In this case we have for the transverse wave
es

s

he

la

vs5
a`21

a`
vn. ~52!

For longitudinal waves we obtain the equation

wrs@a`rsc1w~a`r2rs!#C42C2

3FRs~rsc1wr!1wrsa`~A12N12Q1R!

22wrsS rs

r
Q1Rs1RsnD G1Rs~A12N12Q1R!

2S rs

r
Q1Rs1RsnD 2

50. ~53!

The two solutions of this equation in the low-frequen
limit are the velocities of fast and slow waves. For an aero
or, equivalently, for an open geometryw.1 andKb@Ks .
Under these conditions, taking account of the fact that i
‘‘framework’’ which is not filled with liquid the velocity of
the transverse waveCsc

2 5(Kb1(4/3)N)/rsc , the dispersion
equation~53! is identical to the dispersion equation obtain
in Refs. 9 and 10.

The theory developed in this paper makes it possible
find relations between quantities which oscillate in t
waves. Specifically, the temperature and pressure oscillat
are related with the displacement vector as

T85
srsT

rCHe
div~Us2Un!;

~54!

p852
K f

r
div~rnUn1rsUs!.

Using these expressions, we obtain for aerogels at
frequencies

p8

T8
5

K fCHe

sT

rn~C22C2
2!

rs~C22C1
2!

. ~55!

According to these formulas the pressure and temp
ture oscillate in fast and slow waves.11 However, it should be
noted that the main oscillatory quantity is the pressure in
sound and the temperature in slow sound. Therefore,
identical temperature oscillations we have

pfast8

pslow8
5

Cfast
2 2C2

2

Cfast
2 2C1

2

Cslow
2 2C1

2

Cslow
2 2C2

2 '
C1

2

Cslow
2 @1, ~56!

and for identical pressure oscillations in the wav
(Tslow8 /pslow8 )@1 for the ratio of the oscillatory values of th
temperature. Likewise, the ratios (p8/T8)slow and (T8/p8) fast

in aerogels are much larger than the corresponding ratio
pure helium. This shows that the temperature oscillations
first sound and pressure oscillations in second sound
much stronger in an aerogel filled with superfluid heliu
than in pure helium. It is well known that a similar phenom
enon is observed in weak solutions of3He in 4He; this is due
to the finite value of]r/]c (c is the concentration!. This
results in peculiarities in the method used for their excitati
This phenomenon was studied first, theoretically and exp
mentally, in Ref. 8 and in greater detail in Ref. 11.

One solution for a rigid body, corresponding to a wa
propagating in the ‘‘framework,’’ is modified because th
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normal component sticks to the ‘‘framework’’ and becaus
nonviscous superfluid component is present. It is expres
as follows:

Cfast
2 5

Kb1
4

3
N

rsc1wr2wa`
21rs

. ~57!

The second solution is fourth sound in a poro
medium:28

Cslow
2 5

C4
2

a`
. ~58!

In Ref. 28 a correction factorn, equal to the ratio of the
true to the measured value of the velocity of fourth sou
was introduced to determine the velocity of fourth sound a
a filter consisting of tightly compressed Fe2O3 powder was
used to observe the sound.

In summary, we have obtained the hydrodynamic eq
tions for the three-component system porous body-super
liquid 4He, using which enabled us to analyze the propa
tion of longitudinal and transverse waves in the low- a
high-frequency limits for any values of the porosity and el
ticity coefficients. The elasticity coefficients appearing in t
equations were expressed in terms of physically measur
quantities.
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Heat capacity of mesoscopically disordered superconductors: implications for MgB 2
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The electronic specific heatC as a function of temperatureT is calculated for a mesoscopically
disordereds-wave superconductor treated as a spatial ensemble of domains with
continuously varying superconducting properties. Each domain is characterized by a certain
critical temperatureTc0 in the range@0,Tc# and is supposed to have a sizeL.j, wherej is the
coherence length. Specific calculations are performed for exponential and Gaussian
distributions ofTc0 . For low T, the spatially averaged̂C(T)& is proportional toT2, whereas the
anomaly atTc is substantially smeared even for small dispersions. For narrow gap
distributions there exists an intermediateT range, where the curvêC(T)& can be well
approximated by an exponential Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer-like dependence with an effective
gap smaller than the weak-coupling value. The results obtained successfully reproduce
the salient features of theC(T) data for MgB2, where a wide superconducting gap distribution
has been observed previously in the tunneling, point-contact, photoemission and Raman
spectra. The conclusion is reached that the multiple-gap behavior of superconducting MgB2 is
due to the spatial distribution of dissimilar domains. Intrinsic nonstoichiometry of the
compound or possible electronic phase separation may be the origin of the mesoscopic
inhomogeneities. The same model describes the low-T heat capacity of cuprates, although the
sources of inhomogeneity are different from those in MgB2. © 2002 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1528571#
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1. INTRODUCTION

After the discovery of the superconducting compou
MgB2 with a critical temperatureTc'40 K1 it became clear
that high Tc’s may be brought about not only by variou
exotic mechanisms such as spin-fluctuation-driven Coo
pairing.2 Indeed, in MgB2 the electron-phonon origin of su
perconductivity seems highly plausible,3–10 phonon anhar-
monicity probably playing a decisive role.11 As for the sym-
metry of the superconducting order parameter, the availa
data are rather controversial, although the main body of
data correlate better with the isotropics-wave behavior. In
any case, the Cooper pairingper seas the background o
superconductivity in MgB2 is beyond question, as stem
from the existence of the Josephson effect in bre
junctions.12 Moreover, coherent peaks in the optic
conductivity13 and spin-lattice relaxation14 ~the latter results
were disputed in Ref. 15! are indicative of conventiona
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer~BCS! s-wave pairing in MgB2.
Nevertheless, the low-temperature~low-T! properties of
MgB2 deserve further attention, since genuine BCS-like
ymptotics of various quantities are never observed. The s
ation resembles that for high-Tc oxides, where a predomi
nantly dx22y2-wave symmetry of the superconducting ord
parameter is inferred both from phase-sensitive experim
8031063-777X/2002/28(11)/9/$22.00
er

le
e

k

-
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ts

and phase-insensitive ones, including measurements
low-T asymptotics.16 However, it was shown earlier that th
power-law behavior of the electronic contribution to the he
capacityC(T), thermal conductivity, NMR spin-lattice re
laxation, ultrasound attenuation, or magnetic field pene
tion depth may be equally well explained by the spatial a
eraging of these quantities over a random spatial distribu
of superconducting domains with differentTc’s and energy
gaps.17–19 This analysis was qualitative, and to describe t
diverse experimental data for MgB2 a more rigorous quanti-
tative approach has been developed and is given below.

Before proceeding further to the model, it is necessary
give a short summary of the measurements of different pr
erties appropriate to MgB2 with a special emphasis on th
inferred electron spectrum gapping in the superconduc
state.

The low-T asymptotics of the magnetic field penetratio
depthl(T) was shown by muon spin-rotation,20 microwave
surface resistance,21 and optical13 measurements to be
power-law one. This was interpreted as either unconv
tional superconductivity or at least as a highly anisotro
s-wave pairing. On the other hand, resonant technique inv
tigations of MgB2 wires22 and c-axis oriented films23 re-
vealed the exponential decrease of theT-dependent term
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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Dl(T) in l(T), with the pertinent superconducting ener
gap D(T) much smaller than is required by the wea
coupling BCS theory in view of the large resistively dete
minedTc of the substance. Actually, similar results were o
tained by muon spin-rotation,24 mutual inductance,25 and
resonance26–28 techniques. Nevertheless, those authors
cribed the apparent deviations from the BCS theory to
two-gap character of superconductivity in MgB2. We should
stress that those experiments, giving averaged quantities
not justify preciselythis scenario, although clearly indicatin
that a simple conventional description is not adequate. As
the improvement of fitting on the basis of the two-gap a
proximation, its merits should be considered with caut
too, since in this case at least two extra free parameters
added. On the other hand,l(T) measurements are particu
larly sample-dependent,29,30 which is very important for the
interpretation. Namely, a single-coil mutual inductance te
nique showed29,30 that for sintered pelletsDl(T)}T2,
whereas for thin filmsDl(T)}exp(2DL /T), with DL re-
duced in comparison with the BCS-inferred value~the Boltz-
mann constantkB51). Alternatively, the data for bulk
samples of MgB2 can be fitted well by the superposition o
two s-wave-gap contributions, previously used to descr
properties of YBa2Cu3O72y ~Ref. 31!. The authors of Refs
29 and 30 also make the important point that the magnitu
of l~0! and thel(T) curves nearTc differ substantially for
samples made in the same batch.

The results of thermoelectric powerS(T) studies reveal
the complexity of the electronic properties of MgB2. In Ref.
32 measurements ofS(T) and the resistivityr(T) of
Mg12xAl xB2 aboveTc were carried out, and a predominate
hole character of the current carriers was found, the de
tions from linearity at higher temperatures being attributed
the electron-like sheets of the Fermi surface~FS!. The exis-
tence of both holes and electrons in MgB2 with a consider-
able change of transport properties above 150 K also follo
from theS(T) measurements carried out in Refs. 33–35. T
thermal conductivityk(T) in polycrystalline samples o
MgB2 shows a superconducting gapping belowTc ~Ref. 33!,
apparently with smallerD than is consistent with the weak
coupling BCS value. On the other hand, experiments
single crystals,36 followed by the subsequent subtraction
the lattice termkph(T) from the overallk(T), led those au-
thors to the conclusion that the electronic partkel(T) of the
thermal conductivity is fitted well by a combination of tw
BCS-like terms with smaller and larger gaps,DS(0)
51.65 meV andDL(0)55.3 meV.

The optical data are more ambiguous than their trans
counterparts. Specifically, in the infrared reflectance,37,38

transmission,39,40 and Raman41 spectra only ones-wave-like
superconducting gap manifests itself. It also turns out t
the quasiparticle scattering ratest21 strongly exceed the rel
evantD amplitudes, so that the dirty limit is achieved~the
Planck’s constant\51). This is at variance with estimate
of the mean free pathl from transport phenomena,42–44 ac-
cording to which MgB2 is a well-defined clean supercon
ductor. High-resolution photoemission studies45 also found
one isotropic gap withD(T515 K)'4.5 meV and aT de-
pendence of the BCS type.

Other Raman,46 optical transmission47 and
-
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reflectance47,48 measurements, as well as photoemiss
studies,49 testify that a two-gap description in this case
more adequate than a conventional one, involving a sin
gap. In Ref. 38 it is concluded that the single gapD
'1.5– 2 meV found there is a minimal value of the anis
tropic gap covering the multi-sheet FS of MgB2.

Thermodynamic measurements might be decisive in
termining the low-T symmetry-based superconducting pro
erties of MgB2 because the minority phases or grain boun
aries do not affect the results substantially, in contrast
transport phenomena, for example. The behavior of the e
tronic heat capacityC(T) nearTc is also of great importance
for elucidating the nature of superconductivity here. An
indeed, there have been many specific heat investigation
MgB2 performed by various groups.50 Unfortunately, the iso-
lation of the current-carrier contribution to the overall he
capacity is obscured by~i! phonon anharmonicity,~ii ! the
involvement of low-T Einstein optical modes, especially fo
compounds containing light elements,~iii ! the Schottky term
due to paramagnetic impurities, and~iv! the complex elec-
tronic band structure of MgB2, leading to at least two im-
portant electron-DOS-driven terms.51 In this connection, it
should be stressed that although thetwo-bandapproximation
involving two Sommerfeld constantsgS

51 turns out to be a
satisfactory fitting procedure, it cannot be true from a fund
mental point of view because an almost continuous se
energy gaps is observed in different point-contact spectr
thesamepolycrystalline MgB2 pellet for varying locations of
the Pt needle.52 Such apparently random distribution of ga
has been observed, e.g., in the tunneling spectra
Nb3Sn.17,53

The main features of the data forC(T) are ~i! small
values of the phase transition anomalyDC5Cs2Cn at
Tc

50,54–56in comparison to the BCS case,57 when the ratio

m5
DC

gS~Tc!Tc
~1!

is equal to

mBCS5
12

7z~3!
'1.43; ~2!

and ~ii ! deviations from the asymptotic BCS behavior
T!Tc ,

Cs
asympt~T!5N~0!S 2pD0

5

T3 D 1/2

expS 2
D0

T D . ~3!

Here the subscriptss andn correspond to the superconduc
ing and normal states, respectively,N(0) is the electron DOS
at the Fermi level, andD0 is the energy gap value atT50.
As indicated above, for MgB2 it is necessary to take into
account a possibleT dependence of the Sommerfeld ‘‘con
stant’’. The deviations from Eq.~3! may be twofold: power-
law-like }T2 ~Ref. 54! and of the form}exp(2A/T),56,58,59

where the constantA is much less than (p/g)Tc'1.76Tc ,
the value inherent to the weak-coupling superconducto57

andg51.7810... is the Euler constant. Thus, the raw spec
heat data do not give definite answers to the problems of
order parameter symmetry and the underlying mechani
of superconductivity.
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In this article, on the basis of the experimentally prov
distribution of energy gaps we show thatboth main features
of the bulk propertyCs(T) can be explained by the conven
tional s-wave superconductivity, so that these data can
easily reconciled with other observations.13,14 The adopted
approach, being an outgrowth of the earlier one,17–19 is phe-
nomenological because the origin of the gap distribution
not known precisely. However, in accordance with the tu
neling data,60 the gap distribution is considered to occurin
real spacerather than ink space, as was suggested, e.g.,
Refs. 50 and 54. The theoretical description of such spati
disordered superconductors depends on the ratio betwee
characteristic superconducting domain sizeL and the coher-
ence lengthj.61 If L.j, the superconducting properties a
determined by local values of the order parameterD. Our
approach corresponds to these so-called large-scale inh
geneities, whereas the small-scale inhomogeneities co
spond to the reverse inequalityL,j ~Refs. 62 and 63!. The
quantityj is T-dependent and tends to infinity atTc . Hence,
in the close vicinity ofTc , strictly speaking, all inhomoge
neities become small-scale ones, and a divergent correc
proportional to (Tc /T21)21/2 appears in the expression fo
Cs(T).62 Nevertheless, it can be easily shown that for co
ventional superconductors including MgB2 the relevantT
range is very small, so that its influence on the phase tra
tion smearing is negligible. Moreover, it has been disclo
recently that the correction for three-dimensional superc
ductors is actually finite.63 Therefore we can identifyj with
the T-independent coherence length, dependent on the
pard coherence lengthj0'vF /pD and the mean free pathl
~Ref. 57!. HerevF is the Fermi velocity. For MgB2, which
can be considered a clean superconductor,42,44 the quantities
of interest arej'j0! l'600 Å, although there is a signifi
cant scatter of the values ofj0 inferred from different experi-
ments and fordifferent kindsof samples,6,64 so that we may
estimate this quantity as lying in the range from 25 to 120
This dispersion ofj0 qualitatively correlates with the broa
spectra of gaps in tunnel and point-contact spectra.6,50,52,60

A competitive theory65–72 was put forward to reconcile
the numerous transport, optical, microwave, and thermo
namic experimental data and the almost obviouss-wave and
phonon-driven character of superconductivity in MgB2. It is
based on the idea of multi-gap superconductivity with
gap diversity on the different sheets of the Fermi surface,
in momentumk space. This is an extension of the we
known two-band superconductivity concept,73 which, in turn,
approximates the complex anisotropy of the electron sp
trum in MgB2.6,74–77A more direct version of the anisotropi
s-wave superconductivity in MgB2 has also been
considered.78,79

The expected observable results of our theory and
two-band model differ in the sense that in the latter c
there should be two different gap parameters connected
interband scattering matrix elements or gaps clustered
two groups.68 On the other hand, we suggest that the g
distribution should be quasi-continuous due to the proxim
effect. Since our theory is phenomenological, it may be a
directly applied to other substances, including cuprates. T
will be done in subsequent publications.
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2. THEORY

Let us examine aT-independent configuration of meso
scopic domains, with each domain having the followi
properties:

~A! at T50 it is described by a certain superconducti
order parameterD0<D0

max;
~B! up to a relevant critical temperatureTc0(D0)

5(g/p)D0 , it behaves like an isotropic BCS superco
ductor, i.e., the superconducting order parameterD(T) is the
Mühlschlegel functionD(T)5DBCS(D0 ,T);57 and the elec-
tronic specific heat is characterized in this interval by t
function Cs(DT);

~C! at T.Tc0 it transforms into the normal state, and th
relevant property isCn(T).

At the same time, the values ofD0 scatter for different
domains. The current carriers move freely across doma
and acquire appropriate properties inside each domain.
adopted picture is especially suitable for superconduc
with small coherence lengthsj0 ~Ref. 50!, where even
nanoscale intrinsic inhomogeneities may comprise doma
of the sort discussed above.

In other words, each domain above itsTc0 is in the nor-
mal phase, and its specific heat is57

Cn~T!5
p2

3
N~0!T. ~4!

For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the situation wh
the whole sample aboveTc is electronically homogeneous
i.e., is characterized by a common, approximately cons
N(0) value. BelowTc0 for a given mesoscopic domain,
corresponding isotropic gap appears on the Fermi surf
The microscopic background of the assumed scatter inTc0

may be diverse but ultimately manifests itself as a variat
either of the magnitude of the electron-phonon interaction
of the local values of the Coulomb pseudopotential.

In the framework of our phenomenological approac
superconductivity~if any! inside a chosen domain is de
scribed by the relevant parametersD0 and Tc0 . They are
bounded from above byD0

max andTc , respectively. TheseD0

may or may not group around a certain crowding valueD0* ,
depending on the sample texture. The existence of such
possibilities is in accordance with the varied data
MgB2.6,50–52,60The specific gap distribution is described b
the functionf 0(D0).

Thus, for all T in the interval @0,Tc#, where Tc

5maxTc0, the superconducting sample consists of superc
ducting ~s! and nonsuperconducting~n! grains more or less
homogeneously distributed over the sample volume. T
critical temperatureTc defined in such a manner may n
necessarily coincide with the resistively determinedTc

resgov-
erned by percolation networks in the disordered samples.80,81

The measuredCs(T) is an averaged sum of contribu
tions from both phases,

^C~T!&5^Cn~T!&1^Cs~T!&, ~5!

which depends on the distribution functionf (D,T) of super-
conducting domains and on the normal-phase fract
rn(T):17–19

^Cn~T!&5Cn~T!rn~T!, ~6!
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^Cs~T!&5E
0

Dmax~T!
Cs~D,T! f ~D,T!dD. ~7!

Here Dmax(T)5DBCS(D0
max,T), and f (D,T) is a result of the

thermal evolution of the initial~at T50) distribution func-
tion f 0(D0).

It is convenient to normalize all temperatures byTc and
all energy parameters byD0

max:

t5T/Tc , d5D/D0
max, ~8!

with relevant indices retained, and to considerCs(T) and
Cn(T) together with their averaged counterparts, normaliz
by theCn(Tc) value, i.e., for example,

cs,n~ t !5
Cs,n~T!

Cn~Tc!
. ~9!

Then one can easily find that for each domain, character
by the parameterd0 at t50, the dimensionless heat capac
is either

cn~ t !5t for t.d0 ~10!

or

cs~ t !5d0cBCSS t

d0
D for t,d0 , ~11!

where cBCS(x) is a well-known normalized heat-capaci
function for a standard BCS superconductor.57 The parameter
N(0), due to theassumptionN(0)5const, disappears from
the normalized dependences~10! and ~11!.

For a surmised domain ensemble a distribution funct
f (D,T) for finite T is defined by the formula

f ~D,T!dD5 f 0~D0!dD0 . ~12!

Then Eq.~7! can be rewritten as

^cs~ t !&5E
t

1

cBCSS t

d0
D f 0~d0!d0dd0 . ~13!

To obtain the low-T asymptotics, we introduce a ne
integration variablez5t/d0 . Then,

^cs~ t !&5t2E
t

1 dz

z3 f 0S t

zD cBCS~z!. ~14!

Expanding the functionf 0(t/z) into a series

f 0S t

zD5 f 0~0!1 (
k51

`

BkS t

zD
k

, ~15!

we arrive at

^cs~ t !&5t2f 0~0!E
0

1 dz

z3 cBCS~z!1t2

3F2 f 0~0!E
0

t dz

z3 cBCS~z!

1 (
k51

`

Bkt
kE

t

1 dz

zk13 cBCS~z!G . ~16!

The first term in the right-hand side is the sought asympto
d

ed

n

s

^cs~ t→0!&5t2f 0~0!E
0

1 dz

z3 cBCS~z!'2.45f 0~0!t2. ~17!

Note that in our previous works,17–19to estimate the numeri
cal coefficient in the asymptotic term we used the dep
denceCs

asympt(T) instead ofCBCS(T), which led to the result
^cs(t→0)&'0.54f 0(0)t2.

The dependence of the next term in the expansion
^cs(t)& can be estimated in the limitt→0 by substitution of
the normalized expression~3! for cBCS(z). Then

E
0

t dz

z3 cBCS~z!'
3&g

p2Ap
GS 7

2
,

p

gt D . ~18!

For small t this expression decreases asO@ t5/2

3exp(2p/gt)#. At the same time, the convergence of t
series in Eq.~16! for t→0 is O(t4) if the function f 0(d0) has
an extremum atd050 ~then the coefficientB150), orO(t3)
otherwise.

Now, in the same low-T region let us take a look at th
contribution ^cn(t)& of the continuously expanding norma
phase. At anyT, all domains withD0,(p/g)T ~i.e., d0

,t) are nonsuperconducting, with the total normal-pha
fraction being

rn~ t !5rn~0!1E
0

t

f 0~d0!dd0 . ~19!

For simplicity, below we restrict ourselves to the case wh
all domains att50 are superconducting, i.e.,rn(0)50. The
generalization to the casern(0)Þ0 is obvious: at each tem
perature there exists an additional contribution from the n
mal phase. Then the functionf 0(d0) should be normalized
by 12rn(0), and allaveraging-driven effects would accord
ingly decrease. Moreover, ifrn(0)Þ0, the observed heat ca
pacity ^c(t)& must include an extra linear contributio
rn(0)t in the true superconducting state exhibiting t
Meissner effect. On the other hand, the observation of
resistive macroscopic superconductivity depends on
crossing of the percolation threshold by the superconduc
domain fraction.

As to the second term in Eq.~19!, the approximation of
f 0(d0) by its limiting valuef 0(0) demonstrates that the ma
temperature-dependent contribution torn(t) is linear in t.
Sincecn(t) is also a linear function oft, the apparent contri-
bution ^cn(t)& of the normal phase to the total specific he
^c(t)& is quadratic int for small t, similarly to ^cs(t)&. Thus,
in the proposed model of a disordered superconductor wi
broad continuous spatial distribution of domains possess
different Tc0’s, the normal and superconducting contrib
tions to thermodynamic quantities arefunctionally indistin-
guishablefrom each other.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In addition to the low-T asymptotics the overallT depen-
dence of the heat capacityC up toTc is also of considerable
interest. It is especially important to trace the smearing of
anomalyDC by the samedisorder effect that leads to th
transformation of the intrinsic exponential low-T behavior of
Cs(T) into power-law behavior. These objectives were m
by numerical calculations.
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For this purpose, two model distribution function
f 0(d0), namely, exponential

f 0
E~d0!}expF2

ud02d0* u
d G ~20!

and Gaussian

f 0
G~d0!}expF2

~d02d0* !2

2d2 G ~21!

were used. The parameterd0* designates the peak positio
which may vary from 0 to 1. By changing the parameted
we control the dispersion of the domain superconduct
properties: the sharper the functionf 0(d0), the more homo-
geneous the ensemble. Nevertheless, for anyd both functions
are nonvanishing in the limitd050 and their Taylor series
~15! begin with the relevant constants as the main ter
Only for highly improbable distribution functions such th
f 0(d0) extends tod050 and also satisfies the conditio
f 0(d050)50 can the Taylor series begin with the next ter
resulting in the asymptoticsCs(T)}T3.

Figure 1 shows the influence of the choice of distributi
function on^cs(t)& for d0* 51 ~a! andd0* 50 ~b!. In all cases,
for larger d the curves converge towards a common lim
which corresponds to the uniform distributionf 0

U(d0)

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of normalized~see the text! electronic
heat capacitŷcs(t)& of superconducting phase fraction for exponential a
Gaussian distributions of the parameterd0 over the inhomogeneous
ensemble of domains. The panels correspond to the maximum positio
d0* 51 ~a! and d0* 50 ~b!. For d50.12exponential~j!, Gaussian~h!;
d50.252exponential~d!, Gaussian~s!; d512exponential~m!, Gaussian
~n!.
g

s.

,

t

5const. For smallerd the curves approach opposite hom
geneous bounds: the discontinuous curve for a clean B
superconductor~Fig. 1a! and the straight line, coinciding
with the abscissa, for a normal metal~Fig. 1b!. Thus, on Fig.
1b the curves become more and more flat. As to Fig. 1a e
for d50.1 @i.e., whenf 0(0)/ f 0(1)'4.531026 for the expo-
nential distribution and'1.9310222 for the Gaussian# the
resulting curves are no longer discontinuous: the jump tra
forms into a hump. In addition, with variation of the param
eterd the peak positions on the two panels shift in oppos
directions.

Thus, the substantial spreading of the anomalyDC
readily seen in Fig. 1 seems quite natural in view of t
results for MgB2.50,54–56However, the concomitant superpo
sition of various domain contributions causes distortion
the overall curvesCs(T) and C(T), which is much less
trivial. This very superposition may lead for lowT to the
power-law behavior whose the asymptotics was analy
above.

Figure 1 also evidences that different distributions le
to similar results for each set of parameters, and it would
the more so if we plotted the relevant^c(t)& curves. Hence,
hereafter we confine ourselves to the Gaussian distributi

The dependenceŝc(t)& are depicted in the Fig. 2a fo
d0* 51 and different dispersion valuesd. The low-T parts of

at

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of normalized total electronic heat ca
ity ^c(t)& in comparison with the BCS dependence of the superconduct
phase fraction. Gaussian distributions withd0* 51 ~a!. Low-temperature por-
tions of the relevant curves on a log-log scale together with theirt2

asymptotics~b!. For d50.1 ~h!, d50.25 ~s!, d51 ~n!.
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the ^c(t)& curves are displayed on a log-log scale in Fig. 2
The dotted straight lines correspond to the pertinentT2 as-
ymptotics for each curve. It is clear that the validity range
the asymptotics extends with the increase ofd. Although
intervals where theT2 approximation holds good exist fo
any d, for small d this is merely of academic interest, b
cause both temperatures and heat capacities become too
to be experimentally significant. On the other hand,
higher T in this case the averaged curves^c(t)& lie rather
close to the exponential curve inherent to the BCS the
~the dashed curve!. Such transitional parts of the depe
denceŝ c(t)& describe well the exponential low-T behavior
for some samples of MgB2 ~Refs. 56 and 58! with smaller
exponents than in the BCS case.

For large d, when the Gaussian distribution functio
f 0

G(d0) becomes almost uniform~such a random dense, a
though quasi-discrete, distribution of gaps was found
point-contact spectra!,52 the quadratic asymptotics are val
at least up tot50.1 ~for the uniform distributionf 0

U(d0) the
relative error of thet2 asymptotics is'0.6% att50.1 and
'5% at t50.2), which agrees with the measurements.54 For
intermediated the experimental data in the relevantT range
may be satisfactorily represented by power-law cur
C(T)}Tn with n>2.

Figure 3 demonstrates the dependences^c(t)& for d0*
50. The overall behavior remains the same as ford0* 51, but
the validity range of the asymptotics extends because

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of normalized total electronic heat c
ity ^c(t)& for Gaussian distributions withd0* 50 ~a!. Low-temperature por-
tions of the relevant curves on a log-log scale together with theirt2 asymp-
totics ~b!. For d50.1 ~h!, d50.25 ~s!, d51 ~n!.
.
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y
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s

w

f 0(d0) has a maximum atd050, in full agreement with the
analysis given above~see Sec. 2!.

One can make another important conclusion from
numerical data shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Specifically, a o
parameter fitting explainsboth the smearing of the heat
capacity anomaly atTc and the appearance of the power-la
asymptotics. The latter reproduces the results appropriat
superconductors with order parameters ofdx2

2y2-wave82 or
extendeds-wave with uniaxial anisotropy50,54symmetry. The
patterns displayed in these figures explain well the exp
mental heat capacity dependencesC(T) for MgB2, which
demonstrate power-law behavior for lowest attainableT50,54

or above the exponential low-T tail.58 At the same time, the
reduction of the anomalyDC at Tc with the increase ofd,
traced in Fig. 2a, adequately describes theDC magnitudes
inferred from the analysis of the observed total heat capa
of MgB2, with allowance made for the crystal-lattice an
impurity components. Namely,m'1.13,56 0.82,50,540.7,55 so
that the experimental specific heat jump is substantia
smaller than the BCS valuemBCS @see Eq.~2!#.

A comparison of Figs. 2a and 3a shows that for wi
enough distribution functions the resulting^c(t)& curves are
almost identical. They lie very close to the correspond
curve for the uniform distribution. The latter has a gen
maximum at aboutt50.9, so that the actualt dependence in
the interval 0.8<t<1 may be readily overlooked. It is clea
that the peak positiond0* has no meaning in this case. At th
same time, for smalld, if the parameterd0* changes from 1 to
0, the curves transform from ones possessing w
pronounced maxima to almost monotonic ones. Such a tr
formation ‘‘process’’ is depicted in Fig. 4. In particular, th
results show an interesting feature: if the distribution overD0

is characterized by a small dispersion and a maximum p
tion at aboutD0

max/2, the apparent dependence^C(T)& should
demonstrate ‘‘oscillating’’ behavior in the superconducti
temperature region. For example, ford50.1 it would happen
above t'0.4, according to Fig. 4a. These departures fr
the BCS electronic specific heat describe qualitatively
deviations of the experimentalC(T) from their counterparts
measured in strong magnetic fields, when superconducti
is suppressed.51,54,55

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained here are of a quite general na
and fit well the observed heat capacity dependencies both
cuprates and magnesium diboride. Our main assumptions
thes-wave symmetry of the superconducting order parame
and the proposed large scale (L.j0) spatial inhomogeneities
of D ~andTc). As for cuprates, the origin of those heterog
neities was discussed in our previous publications.17,18 On
the other hand, in MgB2 large enough inclusions~they influ-
ence the heat capacity!! of different phases or planar defec
may be the most probable cause of theD spread. One can
mention, e.g., observed MgB4 grains and stacking faults83 or
nonstoichiometry modeled by Mg11dB2 phases.84 Mg vacan-
cies or B interstitials as well as some degree of oxidat
may be the inhomogeneities leading to conspicuous sca
of Tc .85 X-ray analysis shows that MgB2 can be microscopi-
cally nonstoichiometric up to 5–10%.86 Nonstoichiometry is
most likely an intrinsic phenomenon, since pressure dep

ac-
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dences of Tc are substantially different for variou
specimens.10,87 However, we cannot also exclude a pure
electronic phase separation,81,88–94 because the substanc
concerned is on the verge of an electronic topologi
transition74,77,95or a structural one.87,96

Bearing in mind these inhomogeneities of sintere
single-crystal, and thin-film MgB2 samples, we applied ou
theory to calculate the spatially averaged electronic heat
pacity ^C(T)&. The low-T asymptotics was shown to be
power-law one}T2, the anomalyDC at Tc being simulta-
neously smeared. These very features are appropriate t
heat capacity of MgB2. The existence of regions~domains!
with varying Tc undoubtedly manifests itself in the photo
emission, Raman, point-contact, and tunneli
spectra.6,46,49,52,60,97–104Usually the two-gap description i
sufficient to fit the observations, but we should stress tha
may be only a crude approximation of the actual rea
multiple-gappicture. For example, a three-gap structure w
also seen in the same tunneling spectrum.105

We suggest that the observed multiple-gap supercon
tivity in MgB2 originates from some kind of a phase sepa
tion or an intrinsic nonstoichiometry rather than from t
existence of several groups of current carriers in the sa
volume.65–68,70,72The proposed theory may be also invok
to explain the low-T properties of cuprates,17–19although the
microscopic background of the multi-gapness may be q
different in both cases.

FIG. 4. Influence of the peak positiond0* in the Gaussian distribution func
tion on the behavior of̂c(t)&. Dispersiond50.1 ~a! andd50.25 ~b!. d0*
varies from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1.
l
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One more circumstance should be highlighted to dis
guish between various scenarios of apparent two-gap~or,
better to say, multiple-gap! manifestations. It is often
claimed49,98 that for MgB2 both gaps close at acommon Tc .
But even a cursory examination of the relevant data sho
that the instrumental errors in the neighborhood ofTc and
the obvious uncertainties of applied fittings are too large
ensure the validity of such a conclusion. Indeed, some po
contact spectra could be explained on the basis of two g
one vanishing at the bulkTc while the other closing at
'0.7Tc .52 Also the differential conductivities of MgB2 /Ag
and MgB2 /In junctions have been interpreted in terms of tw
gaps with energies 4 and 2.6 meV, which close at 20 and
K, respectively.99 This alleged anticorrelation between th
D’s andTc’s seems doubtful and apparently is a conseque
of the two-gap prescription. On the other hand, the exp
mental results49,98,99can be naturally described in the fram
work of the scheme adopted here with a continuous se
gaps and critical temperatures rigidly bound to them. Hen
the two-gap fitting procedure is only a first approximation
the actual multiple gap superposition. Aside from the form
aspect of the problem consisting in the selection of a pro
fitting procedure, our point of view is favored by the dire
simultaneous experimental observations of more than
gaps for a number of samples.52,60
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Fluctuation conductivity in Y–Ba–Cu–O films with artificially produced defects
A. L. Solovjov*

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine, 47 Lenin Ave., 61103 Kharkov, Ukraine
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.28, 1138–1149~November 2002!

The fluctuation-induced conductivity~paraconductivity! measured in YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO!
films grown on 10° miscut SrTiO3 ~001! substrates is analyzed using various theoretical models
describing weak fluctuations in high-Tc superconductors and considering both Aslamazov-
Larkin and Maki-Thompson fluctuation contributions in the clean limit approach. The analysis
reveals a highly anisotropic pair-breaking caused by structural defects produced. This
result is in favor of an idea that pseudogap in high-Tc oxydes is mainly governed by the fluctuating
pairing. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1528572#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The pseudogap~PG! phenomenon in high-Tc supercon-
ductors~HTSC! is widely debated at present.1 Measurements
taken with a wide variety of techniques demonstrate that
pseudogap is present in both the spin and charge channe
theoretical views of the problem are still rather controvers
One point of view which stands out in the context of expe
mental evidence is the idea of preformed pairs1 considered to
be the fluctuating Cooper pairs which are believed to
present in HTSC well aboveTc ~Refs. 2 and 3!. As structural
defects are known to deeply affect the pair-breaking mec
nism in high-Tc oxides,2 investigation of the influence o
systematically produced structural defects on the fluctua
conductivity is to clarify the issue.

Measurement of the fluctuation conductivity~FC! is
known to be a powerful method of getting reliable inform
tion about the normal charge scattering and superconduc
coupling mechanisms in HTSC just in the PG temperat
region.4–11 Using FC analysis, such microscopic paramet
as the coherence length along thec axis, jc(0), and the
phase relaxation time of fluctuating pairs,tw(100 K), can be
determined. It also gives the possibility to address more f
damental issues, such as the contribution from or absenc
Maki-Thompson~MT! type fluctuations.12 The question is of
remarkable importance, since the MT fluctuation proces
strongly dependent on the pairing mechanism.12,13

Fluctuation conductivity, s85s(T)2sN(T), arises
from excess current carried by fluctuation-created Coo
pairs above the superconducting transition temperatureTc ,
as has been shown by Aslamazov and Larkin~AL !.14 The
additional contribution to FC, introduced by Maki an
Thompson12 to extend the AL theory, is treated as arisin
from interaction of the fluctuating Cooper pairs with norm
electrons resulting in the pair-breaking process. Finally,
fluctuation conductivity is taken to be

s8~T!5@rN~T!2r~T!#/@rN~T!r~T!#, ~1!

where r(T)5rxx(T) is the actually measured longitudin
resistivity andrN(T)5aT1b is the extrapolated normal
state resistivity. According to the nearly antiferromagne
Fermi liquid ~NAFL! model,15 the linear-in-T rxx(T) depen-
dence at high temperatures can be considered as a true
8121063-777X/2002/28(11)/9/$22.00
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of the normal state of the system, a state which is charac
ized by stability of the Fermi surface and, hence, by stabi
of the normal-carrier scattering rate. AsT is lowered,rxx(T)
deviates downward from theT-linear dependence at som
representative temperatureT* 0@Tc , giving rise to the ex-
cess conductivity which is usually considered as
pseudogap.1,15 However, in the temperature intervalTc,T
,Tc0, the excess conductivity is well described by the co
ventional fluctuating theories12–14 and is usually treated a
s8(T).4–10,16Tc05(10065) K is the temperature which de
termines the pair-breaking parameterd th5(Tc02Tc)/Tc

~Refs. 12 and 13!. The possibility of the fluctuating pairing in
HTSC atTc0,T,T* 0 is widely debated at present.1–3

As we have recently shown,16 the s8(T) dependence of
well-structured optimally doped~OD! and strongly under-
doped~UD! YBCO films always consists of two temperatu
regions with different FC behavior, separated by the dim
sional crossover atT0 . Accordingly, aboveT0 this is the
two-dimensional ~2D! fluctuation region commonly de
scribed by the MT term of the Hikami-Larkin theory~HL!,13

and atTc,T,T0 it is the region of three-dimensional~3D!
fluctuations always described by the 3D term of the A
theory.14 The Lawrence-Doniach~LD! model,17 proposed to
describe FC in any layered superconducting system,
found to fail in fitting experiment in this case. Really, the L
model predicts a smooth, gradual transition from 2D A
fluctuation behavior to 3D AL behavior as the temperatu
approachesTc , and it considers the MT contribution to b
vanishing. This kind of FC behavior has been shown to
typical for badly structured high-Tc oxides.2 However, in
most of the previous papers devoted to the problem, FC fi
by the LD model alone is reported,4–9 suggesting the pres
ence of different structural defects in the samples stud
The conclusion is corroborated by measurements of the c
cal current densitiesj c of thin epitaxial YBCO films, which
are known to be at least an order of magnitude larger t
that for high-quality YBCO single crystals.18 The main rea-
son for that is strong flux pinning in the films caused
specific defects such as point defects in the CuO2 planes,19

screw dislocations,20 and twin boundaries,21 expected to be
also responsible for observeds8(T) dependence of the LD
type. However, the properties of high-quality modern th
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. The sample parameters.
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epitaxial HTSC films prepared by pulsed laser depositio22

are believed to be mostly determined by some slight deg
of miscut growth of the films, resulting in the appearance
specific growth-related defects.23,24 These defects have bee
identified as effective pinning centers23 and have been found
to produce an appreciable anisotropy of the resistivity, m
netic flux penetration, and critical current densities in misc
grown YBCO films.24 However, a systematic study of th
effect of specific growth-related defects on the fluctuat
pairing in HTSC is still lacking.

In this paper we presented measurements of the fluc
tion conductivity in the c-axis-oriented YBa2Cu3O72d

~YBCO 123! films grown on 10° miscut SrTiO3 ~001! sub-
strates. The expected strong anisotropy of the scatterin
the fluctuating pairs due to growth-related defects influe
is revealed. The results are treated using a recently devel
approach to FC analysis in YBCO films.2,16

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

YBCO films with a thickness of 240 to 2400 Å wer
grown on vicinal SrTiO3 ~001! substrates by pulsed lase
deposition ~PLD! as described in detail in Ref. 24. Th
SrTiO3 substrates were cut and polished 10° off the~001!
plane towards@010#, as confirmed by Laue diffraction. Afte
the PLD process the deposition chamber was pumped
pressure of less than 1027 mbar and the samples were tran
ferred to the scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! stage
without exposure to air. To provide measurements of
pected resistivity anisotropy the samples were patterne
two different directions. These two directions are denoted
the text byL and T, respectively, since they coincide wit
the directions longitudinal to and transverse to the film s
edges. To get the resistivity data, standard 4-probe dc m
surements were performed using a fully computerized se
It should be emphasized that a certain care in the sam
preparation process enables to obtain highly reliable and
tematic data despite the evident complexity of the samp
structure.

Combined STM and cross-sectional transmission e
tron microscopy~TEM! measurements established a clo
relationship between the film morphology and defe
microstructure.24 It has been shown that almost periodic su
face and defect structure is generated for YBCO films gro
on 10° miscut SrTiO3 substrates. The TEM image has r
vealed a significantly disturbed YBCO lattice. The step str
ture persists on the YBCO surface due to the step fl
growth mechanism. This generates a multitude of tran
tional boundaries~TB!, extending throughout the entire film
thickness. The crystal lattice is slightly tilted across the
fects. Numerous stacking faults~SF! are also created, resul
e
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ing in a general waviness of the unit-cell-high layers as
served in the TEM image. A strong strain field is associa
with this specific defect structure. Some extended defe
~ED! with a structural width of 20–30 Å, penetrating most
the film thickness, are also present. All defects, and es
cially TB, are found to contribute to the strong flux pinnin
in the films. It has also been shown24 that the close corre-
spondence between the STM and TEM results suggests
most defects are aligned along the directionL of the regular
film step edges. This one-dimensional nature of the defec
found to be responsible for observed anisotropy of the re
tivity, magnetic flux penetration, and critical curre
densities.24 Naturally, one can expect to reveal an anisotro
of the pair-breaking mechanism in the films, resulting in t
anisotropy of the fluctuation conductivity. If pseudogap
high-Tc oxides is really governed by the fluctuating pairin
different temperature regions of the PG behavior have to
observed, depending on whether measurements are
formed in theL or in T direction.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Transport properties

To obtain more information, two films with differen
thicknesses commonly used in experiment,d051900 Å
~sample M23! and d05900 Å ~sample M35!, were chosen
for analysis. Both films exhibit a sharp resistive transition
Tc'90 K in both directions~see Table I!, i.e., can be consid-
ered as apparent representatives of OD YBCO systems.
ure 1 showsrxx as a function of temperature for sample M2
measured in theL andT directions, respectively. As can b
readily seen,rT(100 K)/rL(100 K)'3.2 in this case. More-
over, a valuerT(100 K)/rL(100 K)'9.5 is measured for
sample M35, suggesting the strong influence of the grow
related defects on the normal charges scattering. Howe
despite the considerable increase of the resistivity, the w
of the resistive transitionDT'1.2 K is estimated for M23 in
both directions ~Table I!, a value typical for well-
characterized OD systems. The representative tempera
T* 0L , marked by the arrow on the graphs, is also found to
in good agreement with the prediction of the NAFL mod
for OD films. According to the NAFL model, theT-linear
resistivity aboveT* 0 , extrapolated towardsTc ~as shown by
the dashed lines in the figure!, is treated as the sampl
normal-state resistivityrN(T) used to determines8(T) from
Eq. ~1!. However, resistivity buckling, which is uncharacte
istic of OD systems, is distinctly observed for both samp
at higher temperatures~Fig. 1!. The result suggests the pre
ence of a somewhat enhanced electron-electron interactio
the films,15 likely caused by the defect structure.
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But the most striking result is the fact that measured
both films representative temperaturesT* 0L andT* 0T appear
to be noticeably different~Fig. 1 and Table I!. As it is clearly
seen from the figure, the larger resistivity, the shorter is
T-linear resistivity region but the shorter becomes the
temperature range too, what is difficult to explain in terms
the normal charges scattering only. To account for the fi
ing, measurements of FC, sheding light on the fluctuat
pairing, are evidently required.

3.2. Fluctuation conductivity

3.2.1. Theoretical overview

The fluctuation conductivitys8(T) is computed from
the resistivity measurements~Fig. 1! using Eq.~1!, as dis-
cussed above. The experimental FC data are analyzed u
the HL theory,13 considering both the AL and MT fluctuatio
contributions. In the absence of magnetic fieldH the AL
theory yields

sAL8 5@e2/~16\d!#~112a!21/2«21 ~2!

and

sMT8 5
e2

8\d~12a/d!

~3!

3 lnH ~d/a!@11a1~112a!1/2#

@11d1~112d!1/2# J «21,

whered'11.7 Å is the distance between conducting Cu2

planes,a52jc
2(T)/d252@jc(0)/d#2«21 is a coupling pa-

rameter,

d51.203~ l /jab~0!!~16/p\!@jc~0!/d#2kBTtw ~4!

is a pair-breaking parameter, and«5 ln(T/Tc
mf)'(T

2Tc
mf)/Tc

mf is a reduced temperature. HereTc
m f.Tc is the

critical temperature in the mean-field approximation actua
separating the FC region from the critical fluctuation regio
The factor 1.203(l /jab(0)) @Eq. ~4!# is introduced by Bieri,

FIG. 1. Resistivity as a function of temperature for sample M23 measure
the L and T direction; the dashed lines in the extrapolated normal-s
resistivity.
r
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Maki, and Thompson~BMT!,25 who have extended the HL
theory to incorporate the clean limit approximation. Th
seems to be reasonable, as the mean free pathl .jab(0) for
YBCO systems, wherejab.jc is the intraplane coherenc
length. But whenH50 the only difference with the HL
theory is thatdBMT51.203(l /jab(0))dHL , assuming that
nonlocal effects can be ignored.25

Actually, Eq. ~2! reproduces the result of the LD
model,17 with allowance for the presence of Josephson-l
pair tunneling between conducting layers,26 which is mainly
pertinent to the 3D region, asjc(T).d near Tc . Accord-
ingly, the MT contribution gains importance atk(T2Tc

m f)
@\/tw ~Ref. 13!, where no intraplane tunneling is expecte
as jc(T),d ~2D region!.10,26 Thus the HL theory predicts
both 2D-3D and MT-LD crossovers as the temperature
proachesTc . The 2D-3D crossover should occur at the te
perature

T05Tc$112@jc~0!/d#2% ~5!

at whicha51/2, i.e.,jc(0)5(d/2)«0
1/2. The MT-LD cross-

over should occur at the temperature

«05~p\!/@1.203~ l /jab~0!!~8kBTtw!#, ~6!

whered'a, and this gives an opportunity to estimatetw .
No significant difference between the two crossover te
peratures is considered.13 In contrast to the HL theory, the 3D
fluctuation region in well-structured YBCO films16 has been
found to be described by the 3D term of the AL theory,14

sAL8 5$e2/@32hjc~0!#%«21/2. ~7!

No LD fluctuation mechanism is observed in this case,
was mentioned above. It is clear on physical grounds t
with increasing temperature the 3D fluctuation regime w
persist until jc(T)>d.16 Hence, in this case the 2D-3D
crossover should occur atjc(T)'d or at

jc~0!'d«0
1/2, ~8!

which is twice as large as predicted by the LD and HL the
ries@Eq. ~5!#. Besides, the crossover atT0 proves to be of the
MT-AL type.16

Actually, Eq.~7! depends only onjc(0), which is inde-
pendently determined by the measured value of«0 @Eq. ~8!#,
thus noticeably reducing the number of fitting paramete
However,tw @Eq. ~6!# still remains uncertain, since neitherl
nor jab(0) is directly measured in the FC experiment. T
circumvent this problem we have designat
1.203(l /jab(0))5b.16 As before, to further evaluate
tw(100 K) it is assumed that tw(T);1/T and
twT5const.7,15,16,27Hence, Eq.~6! can be rewritten as fol-
lows:

twbT5p\/~8kB«0!5A«0
21, ~9!

where A5p\/(8kB)52.988310212 s. Now the paramete
tw(100 K)b is strictly determined by the measured value
«0 and can be used in the fitting procedure together w
jc(0). Besidesd th(«0)52 ~Eq. ~4!!. Thus, the only fitting
parameter now remains aC-factor introduced to take into
account the structural imperfection of the sample.5 But in
contrast to Ohet al.,5 we introduceC as a factor by which
Eqs.~2!, ~3! and~7! must be multiplied to fit the experimen

in
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tal data. It is clear that the fartherC is from 1, the more
influence of defects is expected.2 However, independently o
the measured values of theC factors, the ratio C*
5C3D /C2D5(1.8260.2) was found for all well-structured
YBCO films with different oxygen concentration,2,16 as a
result of the layered nature of HTSC.

Compared to OD YBCO films, the MT fluctuatio
mechanism in films withTc<82 K ~so-called 80-kelvin
samples! is somewhat suppressed and partly substituted
the LD one because of the appearance of structural de
mostly produced by oxygen vacancies in the CuO chains
described in detail in Ref. 2. The more defects, the m
pronounced is the LD part of thes8(T) dependence and th
greater is the suppression of the MT contribution. Nevert
less, thes8(T) dependence nearTc is still described by the
3D term of the AL theory@Eq. ~7!#. Naturally,s8(T) exhibits
two dimensional crossovers in this case but just the sec
LD-AL ~3D! crossover at«0 has been shown to determin
jc(0) andtw(100 K)b in 80-kelvin samples.2

3.2.2. Fluctuation conductivity analysis

Outside the critical regions8(T) is a function of «
'(T2Tc

m f)/Tc
m f only. Thus the determination ofTc

m f is of
primary importance to the determination ofs8(T). As
before,2,16 Tc

m f is defined by extrapolating the linear 3D r
gion of thes822 vs T plot down to theT axis, sinces8(T)
should diverge as (T2Tc

m f)21/2 @Eq. ~7!# as T approaches
Tc

m f . Figure 2 showss822(T) for samples M23 and M35
measured in theL and T directions. As expected, the eac
plot is characterized by a pronounced 3D region fitted by
straight line to determineTc

m f . AboveT0 the data measure
for M23-L ~Fig. 2a dots! and the data measured for bo
samples in theT direction~Fig. 2a and 2b, circles! deviate to
the left from the line. The fact means the absence of any
fluctuation mechanism in this case.16 On the other hand, the
data measured for M35-L ~Fig. 2b, dots! demonstrate an evi
dent rightward deviation from the line atT0 , thus suggesting
the presence of the MT fluctuation mechanism in the sam
in the latter case. But, strictly speaking, the deviation is re
tively small in comparison with the well-structured O
films.16 But the more striking result is the fact that the 3
region measured for M23-T turns out to be extremely sho
~Fig. 2a, circles!, resulting in T0L2T0T'0.9 K ~Fig. 2a!.
Possible reasons for this finding will be discussed below

Figure 3a shows a plot of the lns8 vs ln« ~dots! for
sample M23-L in comparison with the LD term of the HL
theory @Eq. ~2!# ~curve2! and the 3D term of the AL theory
~Eq. ~7!! ~curve3!, as no MT fluctuation contribution is ex
pected~Fig. 2a!. The LD-AL ~3D! crossover, marked by th
arrow on the figure, is distinctly seen on the plot at ln«0

'23.98 (T0'91.83 K). Now the valuesjc(0)'(1.6
60.01) Å andtw(100 K)b'16.03310213 s can easily be
determined using the measured«0 and Eqs.~8! and ~9!, re-
spectively. The two parameters found enable us to rea
ably fit the data in the whole temperature region of inter
~Fig. 3a!. Besides, the valued th(«0)'2 is computed using
Eq. ~4!, in good agreement with the above theoretical co
sideration. It has been established16 that d th(«0)52 only
when«0 , which determines bothjc(0) andtw(100 K)b, is
y
cts
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properly chosen. This criterion plays a significant role in t
fitting procedure, especially when no MT contribution is o
served.

AboveT0 the LD term withCLD50.82 perfectly fits the
data up to ln«c0'22.98 (Tc0'94.72 K) ~Fig. 3a, curve2!.
In accordance with the analysis for the 80-kelvin sample2

observation of a fluctuation mechanism of the LD type c
be considered as an evident sign of structural imperfectio
a sample. Thus there should be a scatter of the intrap
distances in the sample even in theL direction as a result of
the influence of defects throughout the relatively thick film
This conclusion is in good agreement with the results of
defect microstructure study discussed above. Simple alg
yields d* 5jc(0)/«c0

1/2'7.2 Å, and, as before,d511.7 Å at
«0 is assumed.2 Thus, the scatter appears to be just the sa
as had been found for 80-kelvin films.2 Whether this is a
coincidence or not has yet to be settled.

Below T0 the LD model fails to fit the data because the
is a rather pronounced linear 3D fluctuation region here, p
fectly described by the 3D term of the AL theory withC3D

50.73~Fig. 3a, curve3!. Thus, the observed crossover atT0

is just of the LD-AL~3D! type expected to be responsible f
the parameters of fluctuation analysis in the presence

FIG. 2. s822 vs T for samples M23~a! and M35 ~b! measured in theL
~dots! andT ~circles! direction, respectively; the solid lines is extrapolate
3D fluctuation regions.
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defects.2 For more assurance the MT term calculated us
the found values forjc(0) andtw(100 K)b is also plotted
~Fig. 3a, curve1!. As expected,2 when drawn withC2D

5C3D/1.82'0.401, it intersects the data just at the crosso
point, accordingly marked as ln«0 on the graph. This resul
once again confirms the universality of theC* 51.8260.2
ratio for the high-Tc oxides.2 Nevertheless, the real MT fluc
tuation mechanism is completely suppressed here, being
placed by the LD one because of the presence of grow
related defects. The result of the structural imperfection
the observed diminution of theC3D factor, expected to be
close to 1 for well-structured OD YBCO systems.16 We think
that thes8(T) dependence found without any MT contrib
tion but with clear LD-AL~3D! crossover appears to be typ
cal for YBCO films with highly ordered defects. When d
fects are randomly distributed in the sample the crossove
never observed. In the latter case the data are tradition
fitted using the LD model alone,4–9 as was mentioned above

Despite the fact that the set of defects in sample M

FIG. 3. a—lns8 vs ln« ~dots! for sample M23-L (Tc
m f590.14 K) compared

with fluctuation theories: curve1—MT term (C2D50.401,d511.7 Å),
2—LD term (CLD50.82,d511.7 Å), 3—AL ~3D! term (C3D50.73). b—
ln s8 vs ln« ~dots! for sample M23-T (Tc

m f590.19 K) compared with fluc-
tuation theories: curve1—MT term (C2D50.07,d517.34 Å), 2—LD term
(CLD50.178,d535 Å), 3—AL ~3D! term (C3D50.127).
g

r

re-
h-
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was found to be the same,24 the FC behavior measured fo
sample M35-L appears to be rather different. Figure 4
shows a lns8 vs ln« plot ~dots! for sample M35-L compared
with the theory in the established manner. Here the 3D
gion is somewhat shorter and the crossover at ln«0'24.39
3(T0'91.72 K) becomes clear only when the correspon
ing theoretical curves are properly drawn. Using the m
sured «0 , the valuesjc(0)5(1.360.01) Å, tw(100 K)b
'24.24310213 s, and d th(«0)'2 can easily be derived
from the experiment. The parameters found enable one
reasonably fit the data in the whole temperature region
interest~Fig. 4a!. As before, the 3D fluctuation region nea
Tc is well described by the 3D AL term~Fig. 4a, curve3!
with C3D'0.31. However, aboveT0 the fitting process turns
out to be more complicated than before. As can be ea
seen from the figure, the LD term~curve2!, reduced to the
crossover temperature, does not fit the data in any temp

FIG. 4. a—lns8 vs ln« ~dots! for sample M35-L (Tc
m f590.60 K) compared

with fluctuation theories: curve1—MT term (C2D50.172,d511.7 Å),
2—LD term (CLD50.353,d511.7 Å), 3—AL ~3D! term (C3D50.31), 4—
MT1LD term (C50.116,d511.7 Å). b—lns8 vs ln« ~dots! for sample
M35-T (Tc

m f590.85 K) compared with fluctuation theories: curve1—MT
term (C2D50.00714,d511.7 Å), 2—LD term (CLD50.0238,d535 Å),
3—AL ~3D! term (C3D50.013).
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ture region. To complete the analysis the MT term, calcula
using the values for foundjc(0) andtw(100 K)b, is tradi-
tionally plotted ~Fig. 4a, curve1!. As before, when drawn
with C2D5C3D/1.82'0.172, it also intersects the data just
the crossover point. But in spite of the fact that the prese
of the MT fluctuation contribution is evident from Fig. 2b
the MT term also does not meet the case. Actually, all th
theoretical mechanisms evidently fail to fit the data in the
fluctuation region. In the end, all the way up to ln«c0

'23.15 (Tc0'94.48 K), the data are found to be well fitte
by the summary curve MT1LD ~Fig. 4a, curve4!.

Fluctuation behavior of the MT1LD type but without
crossover, likely overlooked by the authors, is reported
single crystals7 and some YBCO films.9 Thus a certain
amount of the growth-related defects, likely produced
twins7 or a slight degree of substrate miscut,9 has to be
present in the samples. In our case the structural imperfec
is apparently much stronger because of using the specific
miscut substrates, as is confirmed by the very small value
the C factors measured in the experiment. Besides,DT and
r~100 K! are about 2.2 times the value found for M23-L ,
whereas the ratiorT(100 K)/rL(100 K) is 3 times larger,
respectively~Table I!. All these facts evidently indicate th
enhanced role of the defects in the sample. That is why e
the partial observation of the MT fluctuation contributio
here turns out to be somewhat controversial.

At first sight the observeds8(T) dependence of the
MT1LD type is difficult to explain in terms of the FC ap
proach discussed here. Indeed, as is well established n2

the MT fluctuation mechanism gains importance in the d
tinct 2D fluctuation region and requires CuO2 planes to be
intact and regularly situated with an intraplane distanced
'11.7 Å.jc(T), whereas the LD mechanism is found to
typical for samples with a noticeable spread of the intrapl
distances and somewhat deteriorated planes. Thus,
would have to assume that the growth-related defects re
in some very specific sample structure, in which both the
and LD fluctuation mechanisms are able to exist in para
when measurements are performed in theL direction. As
follows from a structural analysis,24 the sample surface look
like a remarkably regular, row-like terrace structure. The
served FC behavior makes it sure that between the rows
planes are presumably fully intact, giving rise to the M
fluctuation contribution. On the other hand, the planes
expected to be badly deteriorated on the tops of the ro
These parts of the sample are to be responsible for the
pearance of the LD fluctuation mechanism. Despite the
that the measurements are carried out in theL direction, the
measuring current should evidently pass through both sam
regions discussed, giving rise to the observed MT1LD com-
bined fluctuation behavior~Fig. 4a, curve4!. Thus, influence
of the defects appears to be rather specific in this case. W
increasing sample thickness~e.g., for the sample M23-L ! the
regions with mixed planes are likely to overlap. Naturally,
MT fluctuation mechanism will be observed in this case~Fig.
3a!. Whether or not the difference in the FC behavior fou
for the miscut-grown films is really due solely to the mo
than twofold difference in the samples thickness has yet to
settled.

Unfortunately, miscut-grown films for Hall effect mea
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surements have not been prepared. As a result, the abs
value ofb; l /jab(0) remains unknown, giving us no poss
bility of directly deriving the explicit value oftw(100 K)
from experiment. However, for sample M23-L there is an
evident correlation between the ratioTc(M23-L )/Tc(F1)
51.03 andjc(0)(F1)/jc(0)(M23-L )51.031, respectively,
suggesting that the value found forjc(0) is in good agree-
ment with the conventional superconducting theory28 as to
the relationship betweenj andTc :

j0;\yF /@pD~0!#, ~10!

whereyF is the Fermi velocity andD~0! is the order param-
eter atT50 K ~F1 is the well-structured YBCO film with
Tc587.8 K ~Ref. 16!, considered to be the principal sample!.
Assuming j05jc(0) and taking into account that 2D(0)
'5kBTc for YBCO systems,29 one can rewrite Eq.~10! as
jc(0)5G/Tc , where G52K\yF /(5pkB) and K'0,12 is
the coefficient of proportionality. A plot ofjc(0) as a func-
tion of Tc is shown in Fig. 5~solid line! for the valueG
51.4631026 Å •K computed for F1~Ref. 2!. The dots are
the experimentaly measuredjc(0) values for samples M23
M35, and four YBCO films with different oxygen concentra
tions ~samples F1-F6 from Refs. 2 and 16!. With increasing
Tc the valuejc(0) gradually decreases in accordance w
the theory~Fig. 5, dots!, thus clearly suggesting the conclu
sion that the coupling mechanism of high-Tc superconduc-
tivity to a certain degree follows the conventional superco
ducting theory. At the same time the parametertw(100 K)b,
computed for the same samples, is found to be a linear fu
tion of Tc ~Fig. 5, circles!. All the data are normalized to th
valuetw(100 K)b'5.9310213 s for sample F6~Ref. 16! in
this case in order to make scales coinside. Since bothjc(0)
and tw(100 K)b are determined solely by«0 , which is
strictly determined by the crossover, the dependences fo
appear to be an inherent property of YBCO high-Tc oxides.
As is clearly seen from the figure, sample M23-L perfectly
matches both dependences shown at the highest tempera
in this way playing the role of the real OD system.

Summarizing the facts, it seems to be rather reason
to ascribe to M23-L the sametw(100 K)'3.35310213 s as

FIG. 5. jc(0) as a function ofTc ~dots!; the solid line represents the theor
Circles—tw(100 K)b vs Tc ; the dashed line is a guide for the eye.
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was found for all other films.16 The assumption could explai
the fact that no significant diminution of the PG region
observed in this case~Fig. 1!. Taking foundtw into account
one can easily derive the valueb'4.785 from the measure
tw(100 K)b. Since jab(0)513 Å for F1,16 the values
jab(0)513/1.03512.62 Å and l 5jab(0)b/1.203551.7 Å
can easily be obtained for M23-L . Both calculatedb and l
are in good agreement with the FC analysis,16 for which
evident increase ofb and l with increasingTc is observed.
The result evidently confirms the assumption and sugg
the conclusion that the fluctuating coupling mechanism
HTSC, leading to the appearance of fluctuation conductiv
has the same physics for all samples studied. But, on
other hand, the result looks somewhat surprising in view
the expected influence of the defects on the sample struc
and the estimatedl'51.7 Å looks suspiciously large for th
same reason. To avoid this problem one would have to
sume that influence of the growth-related defects on the s
tering of the normal charge carriers~which is responsible for
the resistivity! and on the fluctuating pairing~which deter-
minesTc) is not very considerable here, at least when m
surements are performed in theL direction. This conclusion
seems reasonable since sample M23-L has the lowest resis
tivity, the highestTc , and relatively large values of theC
factors as compared to the samples F1-F6.2,16 Besides, the
resistive transition is very narrow~Table I! and, additionally,
found T* 0'130 K is very close to that predicted by th
NAFL theory for OD YBCO systems.15 The only exception
is the absence of a clear MT fluctuation mechanism, wh
unexpectedly turns out to be the only evidence of the p
ence of defects in this case.

Strictly speaking, bothjc(0) andtw(100 K)b found for
M35 are not inconsistent with the dependences shown in
5. However, as it is easily seen from the figure, the abso
values of the parameters evidently do not match any of
plots shown. Especially tw(100 K)b'24.24310213 s
proves to be extremely large. As a result, there are no
sonable assumptions as to how to get credible valuesb
and tw(100 K) in this case. Nevertheless,tw(100 K) is ex-
pected to be rather high. As a result, the PG tempera
region determined by the measuredT* 0L'150 K is the same
as usually observed for OD YBCO films.3,9

As expected, results of the FC measurements, obta
from theT-direction experiment, appear to be noticeably d
ferent. Figure 4b shows a plot of lns8 vs ln« ~dots! for the
sample M35-T compared with the fluctuation theories. As
is easily seen, the absolute value ofs8 is deeply suppressed
and, as expected, theC factors are extremely small, evident
reflecting the enhanced role of the defects in this case.
easy to compute thatS* 5sL8 (92 K)/sT8 (92 K)528.8,
whereasr* 5rT(92 K)/rL(92 K)510.48 only. The corre-
sponding values ofS* and r* , found for sample M23, are
8.48 and 3.44, respectively. HereT592 K is chosen as a
representative temperature which is close to the measureT0

for each sample. Despite the fact that the absolute value
the parameters are noticeably different, the ratioS* /r* is
approximately the same for both samples, namely 2.75
2.47, respectively. The finding apparently means that
relative diminution of the paraconductivity is approximate
ts
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the same for both of the films discussed suggesting that
same mechanism of FC suppression occurs in each samp
should be noted that@rN(T)2r(T)# @Eq. ~2!#, measured for
both films in both directions, is of the same order. Hence,
observed diminution ofs8 is actually the consequence of th
corresponding increase of theT resistivity, as s8
;1/@rNr(T)# @Eq. ~2!#. Besides,s8(T) drops to zero at
T* 0'105 K ~Table I!, which is much lower than that mea
sured in theL direction. Thus, the PG temperature ran
turns out to be rather limited in this case, as was mentio
above.

Nevertheless, despite the strong influence of defects,
standard linears8(T) dependence, well described by the 3
AL term, but with C3D50.013 only, is observed nearTc

~Fig. 4b, curve3!. As before, the LD-AL~3D! crossover is
distinctly seen on the plot at the same ln«'24.393 as was
measured for M35-L . Thus, the same valuesjc(0)'(1.3
60.01) Å, tw(100 K)b'24.24310213 s, and d th'2 are
derived from the analysis, which seems reasonable. To ch
the type of crossover, the MT term calculated using the v
ues found forjc(0) andtw(100 K)b is also plotted~Fig. 4b,
curve 1!. As before, when drawn withC2D5C3D/1.82'
'0.0072, it intersects the data just at the crossover po
accordingly marked as ln«0 on the graph. This finding indi-
cates that the crossover is of just the type that has to de
mine the parameters of the fluctuation analysis,2 and it once
again confirms the universality of the ratioC* '1.82 found
for YBCO oxides.16 Nevertheless, the MT curve runs fa
away from the experimental data, which is not surprisi
since the CuO2 planes are expected to be badly mixed in t
T direction. But, surprisingly, the LD term~not shown to
prevent obscuring the graph! when drawn with jc(0)
'(1.360.01) Å and the valued511.7 Å commonly used in
the FC analysis does not fit the data in any temperature
gion below or aboveT0 . After many trials it was eventually
found that aboveT0 , all the way up to ln«c0'23.3 (Tc0

'94.2 K), the data can be perfectly extrapolated by the
term withjc(0)'(1.360.01) Å butd5(3561) Å ~Fig. 4b,
curve 2!. At first sight the result looks somewhat puzzlin
but sample M23-T demonstrates exactly the same FC beh
ior aboveT0 ~Fig. 3b, curve2!. Moreover, the similars8(T)
dependence aboveT0 , fitted by the LD term with d
'35 Å, was recently found for YBCO films which structur
was artificially deteriorated to increase the critical currents30

Thus, the specific temperature dependence found for
fluctuation conductivity aboveT0 appears to be universal fo
the YBCO oxides with defected structure. As the Cu2

planes are expected to be badly mixed in theT direction, it
seems reasonable to consider this temperature region
pseudo-two-dimensional one.

To account for this finding one would have to assum
that any new structure with the intraplane distanced'35 Å
is realized in the films as a result of the growth-related
fects presence. However, this most simple explana
proves to be somewhat contradictory since theL -direction
measurements indicate thatd511.7 Å, and just this value o
d is used in computingjc(0) and tw(100 K)b from the
T-direction experiment. Unfortunately, the 3D AL term@Eq.
~7!# does not depend ond and cannot help solve the problem
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Finally, before proceeding with assumptions it seems ra
reasonable to find out the features of the FC behavior c
mon to both of these films aboveT0 . Such a feature is the
faster diminution ofs8 with T in this temperature interval a
compared with theL -direction experiment. As a resul
s8(T) steepens, suggesting enhanced pair-breaking in
pseudo-two-dimensional region. In accordance with the
cussion of the 80-kelvin films,2 this s8(T) dependence is to
be described solely by the LD model, as a large spread o
intraplane distances in theT direction is expected. Strictly
speaking, it is difficult to distinguish any predominant d
tance in this case. Taking all of the above remarks into
count, the valued535 Å is obviously not to be considere
as the distance between the conducting layers but has on
reflect the fact that the scattering rate of the fluctuating pa
measured in theT direction aboveT0 , is at least 3 times tha
measured in theL direction @see Eq.~2!#. As a result, the
pseudogap temperature range measured in theT direction for
both films turns out to be rather limited~Fig. 1!, with T* 0L

2T* 0T'20– 45 K~Table I!. The finding permits to conclude
that the PG phenomenon, at least in OD YBCO oxides
mainly governed by the fluctuating pairing.

At first sight sample M23-T exhibits just the same FC
behavior~Fig. 3b, dots!. Above T0 , all the way up to ln«0

'23.7 (Tc0'92.41 K), thes8(T) curve is well described
by the LD model withd535 Å ~Fig. 3b, curve2!, as men-
tioned above. But the LD-AL~3D! crossover unexpectedl
occurs atT0T,T0L , resulting in the extremely short 3D re
gion in this case. Really, only the leftmost few data poi
can be fitted by the 3D AL term withC3D50.127 ~Fig. 3b,
curve 3! now. It looks as if all the data are shifted towar
low temperatures compared with theL -direction experiment.
The shift is distinctly seen on the graph as the differen
between ln«0T and ln«0L , also shown in the figure. Th
matter of whether we could again ascribe the shift to tw
the difference in the samples thickness or whether it is
intrinsic feature of sample M23 has yet to be settled, leav
this an open question. Since the FC parameters are str
determined by the«0 , the shift evidently suggests the chan
of bothjc(0) andtw(100 K)b compare with those measure
for M23-L . Using the value found for ln«0'24.766 (T0

'90.95 K), one can easily compute the valuesjc(0)
'(1.0860.01) Å and tw(100 K)b'35.21310213 s, sug-
gesting the anisotropy of the parameters. But the anisotr
of jc(0) and the enlargement oftw , appear to be rathe
unusual.

There are two possible approaches to estimation ofjc(0)
in the given case. The valuejc(0)'(1.0860.01) Å is com-
puted from Eq.~7! takingd511.7 Å. The other possibility is
the likely modification ofd as a result of the influence o
defects, consideringjc(0) to be stable. Simple algebra@Eq.
~8!# yields d'17.34 Å in the latter case. Analysis of th
defect microstructure24 evidently shows that the crystal la
tice is slightly tilted across the defects, and numerous sta
ing faults could result in a general change of the unit-c
height. That is why the second approach seems to be be
as it is difficult to see any physics behind the possible
isotropy ofjc(0) depending on the measuring current dire
tion in the ab plane. Finally, the AL and MT terms in th
er
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figure are drawn usingd517.34 Å, and accordinglyjc(0)
51.6 Å andtw(100 K)b'35.21310213 s. The only excep-
tion is d535 Å used for the LD fit. As expected, the AL an
LD fits prove to be rather good in this case. And, as befo
the MT term, drawn withC2D5C3D/1.82'0.07, intersects
the data just at the crossover point~Fig. 4b, curve1!. Thus, it
appears that, despite the strong influence of defects, the
approach developed in Ref. 16 enables the reasonable
scription of the data in all of the temperature region of int
est. As far as the noticeable enhancement oftw(100 K)b is
concerned, we think thetw should be the same as calculat
for M23-L , since the sameTc is measured in both direction
~Table I!, suggesting the fluctuating pairing in the 3D regio
to be independent of the presence of defects. The conclu
is confirmed by the fact that the temperature range of the
fluctuations observed for M35-T is the same as measured
the L direction ~Fig. 4b!. Thus, the influence of defects i
evidently much more stronger for the thicker sample. The
fore, to account for the enhancement oftw(100 K)b one can
assume the enlargement ofb; l /jab(0). Naturally, some
speculations as to the likely anisotropy ofl, jab , and, finally,
of the Fermi surface due to defect structure seem to be ra
possible, but more experiments are evidently required
shed light on the problem.

4. CONCLUSION

As expected, the structural defects produced by 10° m
cut growth of YBCO films24 appear to deeply affect the fluc
tuation conductivity of the films, ultimately resulting in
rather complicated and somewhat contradictory picture
the FC behavior~Figs. 3 and 4!. Nevertheless, the results a
shown to be reasonably described within the framework
the FC analysis developed for the well-structured YBC
films.2,16

Noticeable anisotropy of the FC behavior is found f
both films studied, depending on whether measurements
performed in theL or in T direction. The FC measured in th
T direction appears to be deeply suppressed. Moreo
aboveT0 the scattering rate of the fluctuating pairs is es
mated to be three times as large as measured in theL direc-
tion, suggesting enhanced pair-breaking in this case. A
result, the pseudogap temperature range measured in tT
direction for both films~Fig. 1! turns out to be rather limited
with T* 0L2T* 0T'20245 K ~Table I!. The finding permits
to conclude that the PG phenomenon, at least in OD YB
oxides, is mainly governed by the fluctuating pairing.

In the fluctuation region belowT0 , where the 3D vol-
ume FC is realized, the pair-breaking mechanism appear
be the same for all samples studied, resulting in the same
very highTc’s. As a result, independently of the direction
measurements, the FC in the 3D fluctuation region nearTc is
always fitted by the 3D term of the Al theory14 and in all
cases the ratioC* 5C3D /C2D'(1.8260.2) is held, as a re-
sult of the layered structure of HTSC. We think that bo
findings suggest the same fluctuating pairing mechan
nearTc for all YBCO oxides, independently of the presen
of defect structure.

However, despite the fact that the same set of grow
related defects was found for both films studied,24 the FC
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behavior, especially that measured in theL direction, turns
out to be rather different. Most likely the result can be attri
uted to the noticeable difference in the sample thicknessd0 ,
as the difference inTc is negligible~Table I!. Indeed, in the
relatively thin film ~sample M35! the influence of the defects
on FC is not so pronounced. As a result, the fine structure
the s8(T) dependence, including all three AL, MT, and LD
fluctuation contributions, is distinctly revealed on the pl
~Fig. 4a!. In contrast with the FC results an enhanced sc
tering rate of the normal carriers, leading to a very hi
resistivity measured in theT direction, is observed in this
case~Fig. 1!. As a result,dr/dT(M35)'2dr/dT(M23) is
found, and, besides, the wider isDT, the larger isr~T! and
the ratiorT /rL ~Table I!.

With increasing film thickness~sample M23! the sample
regions responsible for the different fluctuation contributio
have to overlap~see the text!, apparently leading to the av
eraging of the influence of defects ons8(T). As a result, the
smooths8(T) dependence described by the LD model alo
is observed in this case~Fig. 3a!. At the same time, all resis-
tivity parameters, includingdr/dT ~Table I!, measured in the
L direction turn out to be practically the same as those u
ally reported for the OD YBCO oxides.2,4–9Accordingly,rT

~100 K! is about 6 times as less as measured for M35-T. We
think all the findings have to corroborate this assumption

Summarizing the facts, one may conclude that investi
tion of fluctuation conductivity additionally provides a usef
method of getting reliable information on the inhomogene
of the sample structure. Depending on what kind ofs8(T)
dependence is observed, additional information as to the t
of defects and intensity of their influence on the resistiv
and FC can easily be obtained. The method appears to
especially useful when no thorough structural analysis is
available.
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The possible mechanisms of superconductivity and of the increase in the critical temperatureTc

of the phase transition into the superconducting state in doped cubic and hexagonal C60

fullerine crystals are analyzed. It is shown that the intramolecular Jahn–Teller vibrations~which
are due to the high symmetry of C60 molecules and fullerene crystals and arise as a result
of a change in the charge state of fullerene in an electron-phonon interaction!, the degeneracy
~multivalley nature! of the structure of narrow bands with a high density of states, and
multiparticle Coulomb correlations such as local field effects~which increase the coupling constant
in Cooper pariing of current carriers! all play a key role in the mechanism of
superconductivity in this molecular metal. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of a new allotropic form o
carbon—fullerene1—and the subsequent discovery of sup
conductivity in C60 fullerite crystals doped with alkali metal
~K, Rb, Cs!2,3 have opened up a new direction of research
solid-state physics, specifically, the study of a new class
molecular crystals~see the reviews Refs. 4–6!.

Electron~or hole! doped fullerite crystals~fullerides! are
a fundamentally new type of conductor with anomalou
narrow bands—a molecular metal with a high density
states~DS! at the Fermi level~FL!.

The question of the mechanism of superconductiv
~SC! in C60 fullerite and the absence of superconductivity
doped C70 fullerite crystals or mixed A3(C60)12x(C70)x crys-
tals is of special interest.7

The fact that the critical temperature of electron-dop
face-centered cubic A3C60 crystals increases monotonical
as the ionic radius of the doping metal increases—fromTc

519.3 K for K3C60 to Tc'31.3 K for Rb2CsC60
3 up to Tc

'40 K for Cs3C60
8 andTc548 K for RbTl2C60

9—has led to
the conjecture10 that the standard mechanism of Cooper pa
ing of electrons due to their interaction with phonons~BCS
model11! is the basis for the SC observed in A3C60. Indeed,
since fullerite is a molecular crystal with slightly overlappin
p orbitals of neighboring C60 molecules~which form an in-
termoleculars-type bond!, doping the crystal with atoms
with increasing radius increases the stretching~expansion! of
the lattice and decreases the degree of overlapping of thp
orbitals, i.e. it actually results in narrowing of the conducti
band. In turn, this increases the density of statesN(EF) at the
8211063-777X/2002/28(11)/9/$22.00
-

n
f
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-

FL and increases the dimensionless electron-phonon inte
tion ~EPI! constantlph5N(EF)g̃ph

2 ~where g̃ph is the EPI
matrix element averaged over the Fermi surface!, which, ul-
timately, increasesTc in accordance with the exponentia
BCS relation11

Tc5ṽphexp~21/lph!, ~1!

where ṽph is the average~close to the Debye! phonon fre-
quency. It should be underscored that the relation~1! holds
only in the weak coupling approximation, wherelph!1, and
neglects the Coulomb interaction.

According to the experimental data3 Tc increases in
A3C60 compounds almost linearly with the lattice constanta,
so thatTc increases by 12 K whena increases by 0.24 Å
from a514.25 Å for K3C60 to a514.49 Å for Rb2CsC60,
which corresponds to the derivative]Tc /]a'50 K/Å. On
the other hand an experiment measuringTc as a function of
the pressureP in A3C60 crystals12,13 showed thatTc in-
creases under hydrostatic compression and is characte
by an anomalously large~in absolute magnitude! negative
derivative ]Tc /]P'2(6.327.8) K/GPa, which is 3 to 4
times greater than the corresponding value of]Tc /]Pi with
anisotropic~uniaxial! compression or stretching of layere
and layer-chain HTCS crystals withTc>100 K based on
cuprate metal-oxide compounds~MOC! of the type
Y–Ba–Cu–O and Bi–Sr–Ca–Cu–O14–16 and 6 to 8 times
greater than in Hg–Ba–Ca-Cu-O.17 We note that the corre
sponding values of]Tc /]P for ordinary low-temperature su
perconductors~metals withTc,10 K) are 2 to 3 orders of
magnitude smaller.

In the present paper we discuss the various possible
fects which could give rise to superconductivity with highTc
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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in C60 crystals and the possible reasons for the absenc
suppression of superconductivity in C70 crystals. Specifically,
we discuss the role of symmetry and degeneracy of sta
the Jahn–Teller deformations of highly symmetric C60 mol-
ecules~bucky balls! in doped cubic and hexagonal fullerid
crystals, the influence of the multivalley structure of the ba
spectrum, the nonadiabaticity of the EPI, and the Coulo
effects due to the ‘‘local field’’ on the value ofTc . We shall
proceed from the ‘‘molecular metal’’ model, first studied
Refs. 18 and 19 in application to fullerite, with anomalous
narrow degenerate bands and, which is important,
electron-phonon~electron-vibrational! interaction at a site
taking account of the dynamic Jahn–Teller effect20 accompa-
nying a change in the charge states of the molecules in60

fullerite.

2. DEGENERACY OF THE ELECTRONIC STATES AND THE
MULTIVALLEY NATURE OF THE BAND SPECTRUM IN
FULLERENE CRYSTALS

2.1. Electron-doped A 3C60 fullerides

According to the point of view previously stated in Ref
18 and 19 the existence of SC in alkali-metal-doped A3C60

crystals2,3 and the absence of SC in A3C70 crystals7 are due
to the much higher symmetry of the almost spherical C60

molecules and the face-centered cubic A3C60 lattices as
compared with the axisymmetric~ellipsoidal! C70 molecules
and the low-symmetry A3C70 crystals. As recently shown in
Ref. 21 the lattice of even pure C70 fullerite has a low-
temperature phase with a monoclinic system where the c
tal field completely splits~lifts the degeneracy! of all elec-
tronic states.

At the same time only partial lifting of the degeneracy
the excited electronic terms of fullerene molecules, wh
possess icosahedral symmetry~point groupYh), occurs in
the crystal field of pure face-centered cubic C60 fullerite or
the stoichiometric compound A3C60, which possesses th
same lattice symmetry, where the dopant atoms A fill
three energetically favorable positions in the interstices
tween each C60 molecule. For example, the triply degenera
first excited statet1u remains degenerate in the singly- a
doubly-charged states, while the ground triply-charg
ground state~according to Hund’s rule! is nondegenerate
The ‘‘ground’’ fivefold degenerate termhu , completely filled
with 10 electrons, of the neutral C60 molecule remains un
split.

The simplest electronic Hamiltonian describing t
structure of an empty conduction band with one extra e
tron has the following form in the site approximation in th
second-quantization representation:19

H~ t1u!5« (
n,n,s

anns
1 anns (

n,m,s
(
n,m

tnm
nmanns

1 amms . ~2!

Here «5E(h1u)2E(hu) is the intramolecular electroni
transition energy from the ground state into the first exci
statet1u of an individual C60 molecule. This state forms
conduction band as a result of a finite probability of electr
tunneling between different crystal lattice sitesn andm with
matrix element~overlap integral! tnm

nm , where the indicesn
andm enumerate the levels~bands!, andanns

1 andamms are
or

s,

d
b

e

s-

h

ll
-

d

-

d

n

operators creating and annihilating an electron with spins in
the corresponding state at the corresponding site.

In the tight-binding approximation taking account
only the nearest neighbors, which is justified for we
p-orbital overlapping, so thattnm[t, the band spectrum
along the diagonals of the first Brillouin zone~BZ! assumes
the form19

«1.2~k!5«2tzg~k!; «3~k!5«12tzg~k!, ~3!

wherez is the coordination number andg(k) is the lattice
structure factor. Hence it follows that fort.0 eight doubly-
degenerate equivalent minima of the energy~valleys! with
high a DS exist at theL points on the diagonals of the BZ, i
complete agreement with numerical calculations of the b
spectrum.22,23 It should also be kept in mind that in a cub
C60 crystal six deeper nondegenerate equivalent valleys e
at theX points of the BZ.23

The high degree of degeneracy of the states~multivalue
nature! of the band spectrum in C60 fulleride actually elimi-
nates the problem, discussed in Ref. 24~see also Ref. 6!, of
the Mott–Hubbard metal-insulator transition in AxC60 with a
half-filled conduction band (x53), since, as shown in Ref
25, for N-fold orbital degeneracy of the electronic states t
criterion for the Mott–Hubbard transition is

U/W>~N11!. ~4!

HereU is the Hubbard constant describing the Coulomb
pulsion of two electrons at a single site. For fullereneU
5e2/2R0'2 eV, whereR0 is the radius of a C60 molecule
(R0'3.5 Å) and W is the width of the conduction band
which is 0.5 eV in order of magnitude~see the review Ref.
60 for a more detailed discussion!. Consequently, even if the
nondegenerate valleysl 56 at theX points of the BZ, when
N56, and especially the doubly degenerate valleysl 58,
whenN516, are taken into account, according to the cri
rion ~4! there is a large ‘‘store of strength’’ for the metalli
state, even taking account of the narrowing of the bands~3!
accompanying splitting of thet1u level.

Moreover, because of the presence of a large numbe
equivalent valleys (l 56 or 8! the electrons are uniformly
distributed over all valleys. As a result, only a relative
small fraction of all electronsn5ne/6 or ~taking account of
the double degeneracy! ñe5ne/16, wherene is the total elec-
tron density in a doped AxC60 crystal, equal to 3/a3 for
x53 ~here, once again,a'10 Å is the average distanc
between the nearest C60 molecules!, occupies each valley.

It should be noted that if the«12(k) and«3(k) bands do
not overlap, then because the width of the lower doubly
generate band«12(k) is two times smaller@see Eq.~3!# and,
correspondingly, the DS is two times higher than in the up
nondegenerate band«3(k), almost all doped electrons fill the
lower band. After the deeper and lighter valleys at theX
points of the BZ (l 56) are filled the doubly degenerate va
leys at theL points of the BZ (l 58), where the DS is much
higher, are filled. If it is assumed that it is these ‘‘heav
valleys that largely determine the position of the FL in t
conduction band, then, estimating the electron density
each such valley asñe'3/16a3'231020 cm23, we obtain
the Fermi momentumk̃F5(3p2ñe)

1/3'1.83107 cm21 and
Fermi energyEF' k̃F

2/2me* <0.12 eV with the effective mass
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of conduction electronsme* of the order of or greater than th
free-electron massme , which is justified for a band of width
W<0.5 eV. The latter means that even for the stoichiome
composition A3C60 the conduction band«12(k) is half
empty, which automatically eliminates the possibility of
Mott–Hubbard metal-insulator transition. In other words t
multivalley structure of the band spectrum is, in a cert
sense, s equivalent to deviation from stoichiometry of
compound AxC60.26

At the same time the sharp peak inTc observed experi-
mentally in electron-doped AxC60 crystals precisely a
x532,3 could be due to restoration of high symmetry a
ordering of the A3C60 crystal. The elastic Coulomb scatterin
of doped conduction electrons by regularly arranged im
rity ions of alkali metals~donors!, forming a characteristic
regular sublattice, does not result in mixing of states fr
different valleys, in contrast to unordered AxC60 crystals with
xÞ3 where this does happen. Consequently, it can be
sumed that the structure of the band spectrum of an A3C60

crystal is essentially identical, to a high degree of accura
to that of pure fullerite C60, while their phonon spectra diffe
substantially27 because of the contribution of additional o
tical modes associated with the vibrations of the A1 ions.6

2.2. C60 thin films

In contrast to C60 fullerite crystals, C60 thin films grown
by evaporation in a hydrogen stream and intercallated w
CHCl3 and CHBr3 molecules in solution28 possess not cubic
but rather hexagonal crystal structure.29

For a hexagonal lattice with symmetry axis C6iZ the
crystal field is uniaxial,30 so that all electronic states of th
fullerene molecules retain the projectionLZ of the orbital
angular momentumL on this axis and are divided into6LZ

doublets~except for the stateLZ50).
As a result, the electronic Hamiltonian of a C60 fullerene

molecule in the hexagonal lattice of C60 fulleride films can
be written as

Hmol5B2
0(

n
~Ln

Z!21B4
0(

n
~Ln

Z!4, ~5!

whereB2
0 andB4

0 are crystal-field parameters, and the ligan
for each C60 molecule consist of the identically charged~with
doping! C60 molecules.31

The first excited state is the doubletLZ561, which be-
gins to be filled when the doped hole concentrationnh cor-
responds to two holes per C60 molecule (xh52).

It should be noted that the hexagonal crystal symme
also results in additional degeneracy of the band spect
relative to the C6 axis and to the appearance in the cond
tion band and the valence band of six equivalent valleys
the boundary of the first BZ. This degeneracy withN56
makes the metallic state of doped C60 fullerene films stable
with respect to the Mott–Hubbard metal-insulator transit
@see Ref. 25 and the criterion~4!#.

The question of the spatial distribution of the char
carriers~electrons or holes! injected into a C60 film, taking
account of the long-range Coulomb interaction and nonlin
screening of the electrostatic potential by free doped carr
~see Ref. 32 and the literature cited there!, is of special in-
terest.
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In principle, such a one-dimensional problem can
solved by the Thomas–Fermi method, which reduces to s
ing the nonlinear Poisson equation33

d2w

dz2 5
4e

3p F2m* e

\2 ~w2w0!G3/2

. ~6!

Introducing the dimensionless variablesz̃5z/a0 and
y5e(w2w0)/E0 , where a05\2/m* e2 is the Bohr radius
of the electron ~hole! with effective mass m* , and
E05(3p/8)2e2/2a0 is the characteristic energy of the pro
lem, we write Eq.~6! in the form

d2y~ z̃!

dz̃2 5y3/2~ z̃!. ~7!

The equation~7! is a particular case of a nonlinea
Emden–Fowler equation

ya1bz̃nym50 ~8!

with b521, n50, andm53/2. It is well known34 that this
equation has the exact particular solution

y5a z̃b, ~9!

where

am2152
~n12!~n1m11!

b~m21!2 ; b5
21n

12m
. ~10!

In our present casea5400 andb524, i.e.

y5400/z̃4. ~11!

In the spherically symmetric case the corresponding solu
has the formy( z̃)5144/z̃3.33 Ordinarily, solutions of this
type are discarded on the basis of physical considerat
because they diverge asz̃→0.

However, doped C60 fullerite is an unusual molecula
metal with spherically symmetric cavities, which are inacc
sible to current carriers, with radiusR0 equal to the radius of
a C60 molecule.35 As a result, the particular solution~11! of
Eq. ~7! is actually applicable in the regionz̃>2R0 /a0 ,
where it is finite and consequently can be used to desc
the nonlinear screening of the electrostatic field by dop
carriers in C60 films. The power law

n~z!5
1

3p2 H 2me

h2 @w~z!2w0#J 3/2

2~a0 /z!6, ~12!

i.e. n(z) in the regionz̃.2R0'7 Å decreases very rapidly
away from the first monomolecular C60 layer with character-
istic scalea0;1 Å, describes the spatial density distributio
of free charge carriers. However, this still does not give
basis for believing that the electron or hole spectrum in t
layer is two-dimensional because the carrier motion tak
account of carrier scattering by almost spherical C60 mol-
ecules is very complicated. In addition, because of the
cluded volume of the impenetrable spherical cavities w
radiusR0 , in momentum space the electrons~holes! cannot
fill states with momentap.p05p/R0'93107 cm21, i.e.
the Fermi momentumkF5(p2ne)

1/3 cannot exceed the valu
P0 and the electron~hole! densityn0 cannot exceedp/3R0

3

'2.431022 cm21.
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3. ELECTRON–PHONON AND COULOMB INTERACTIONS IN
FULLERITES

3.1. Critical temperature

The experimental data on the dependence ofTc on the
lattice parametera of doped C60 fullerite crystals2,3 and on
the pressure12,13 are generally consistent with th
conjecture10 that SC in these crystals is due to a phon
mechanism.6 The positive isotopic effect36 observed in
A3C60 with complete or partial substitution of13C for 12C
atoms in fullerene36 also indicates this, though there are
number of anomalies in the measured values of the isot
shift of Tc .6

The main feature of the phonon spectrum in fuller
crystals~just as in other molecular crystals! is the clear sepa
ration of the vibrational phonon modes into intermolecu
low-frequency~LF! acoustic and optical~primarily, libronic!
modes associated with the relative C60-C60 translational and
orientational vibrations of the molecules, and intramolecu
high-frequency~HF! optical modes due to the relative vibra
tions of carbon atoms directly in the C60 molecules.37 The
frequencies of the former are 10– 102 cm22 and those of the
latter are 102– 103 cm21. Addional modes due to the relativ
vibrations of the A1 ions and C60 molecules also arise in
doped AxC60 crystals.

It is the ‘‘hard’’ intramolecular vibrations, which include
the strongest ‘‘breathing’’ modes withAg symmetry, that are
responsible for the facts that the phonon spectrum of fulle
crystals is very wide and, just as in the C60 molecule, extends
right up to energyvph'0.2 eV.27 There are a large numbe
of works on computer calculations and experimental m
surements of the phonon frequencies and the EPI cons
~see, for example, Refs. 38–43!. However, as noted in the
review Ref. 6, there is a large discrepancy between the
perimental data obtained by different methods~for example,
neutron and Raman scattering or photoemission spec
copy! and between theoretical results obtained by vari
groups using different computational methods.

Moreover, the standard theory of SC due to the EPI,44,45

taking account of all phonon modes, cannot explain why
SC transition exists in doped C60 fullerite crystals and is
absent~or, in any case, strongly suppressed! in C70 crystals,
where the phonon spectrum is even more developed on
count of the large number of intramolecular vibration
modes.

In this connection we shall proceed from the model p
posed in Ref. 18 and 19 for a molecular metal on the basi
the tight-binding approximation with local interaction o
doped current carriers~electrons, holes! with intramolecular
vibrations of highly symmetric~almost spherical! C60 mol-
ecules whose degenerate charge states are unstable wi
spect to the Jahn–Teller deformation.

In contrast, the C70 molecules, which are shaped lik
elongated ellipsoids, do not undergo a Jahn–Teller instab
in the charged state of C70 fullerite. In our opinion it is this
fundamental difference in the structure and symmetry of60

and C70 molecules~and other types of CN fullerenes with
N.70 orN,60) that explains the difference in the SC pro
erties of doped C60 and CN with NÞ60 crystals.

According to quantum-chemical calculations46 of the
electronic and electron-vibrational~vibronic! states of C60
ic
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molecules and their negatively charged states—the molec
cations C60

n2 with n5126, with maximum relative distortion
of the order of 12%, which is due to the flattening of th
initial spherical shape of C60, the cation C60

22 possesses in
the singlet spin state two excess electrons. At the same t
the cation C60

32 in an energetically favorable~according to
Hund’s rule! state of a spin quartet with spin 3/246 is charac-
terized by zero distortion, since it corresponds to an orb
singlet and has the same icosahedral symmetry as the ne
C60 molecule. This serves as additional confirmation of t
fact that a doped fullerite crystal with stoichiometric comp
sition A3C60 in which all C60 molecules~on average! are in
the charge state C60

32 ~with spin S53/2) possesses the sam
symmetry as undoped C60 fullerite.

However, it should be kept in mind that as a result
charge-carrier migration C60 molecules in the conducting
metallic phase, which form a narrow-band molecular crys
with a partially filled conduction band~or valence band! and
are immersed in a ‘‘sea’’ of degenerate electrons~holes!, are
in indefinite ~intermediate! valence and spin states. In add
tion, it is known46 that the charge states of C60

2 and the singlet
C60

22 ~with S50) possess almost identical energy gainsDE
'22.7 eV, which are associated with the Jahn–Teller
formation. Consequently, it has not been ruled out that
C60 molecules in electron-doped crystals A3C60 are in not
only the state C60

2 but also the states C60
2 or C60

22 . Transitions
from one charge~anionic! state into another with~or with-
out! a change in the total spin of the C60 molecule give rise
to a change in the Jahn–Teller deformation~distortion! and
the corresponding deformational and Coulomb energies
the fullerene molecule.

The electron~hole! interaction Hamiltonian in a narrow
band molecular metal with intramolecular vibrations of C60

molecules at thenth lattice site has the form18,19

Hel-vib5(
n,s

(
n,m

xn
nmanns

1 anmsQn
nm , ~13!

wherexn
vm is the matrix element of the electron–vibration

~more accurately, electron–vibronic! interaction andQn
nm is

the normal coordinate~operator! of the corresponding tran
sition of an electron~hole! from the nth into themth state
~including, from one valley of the conduction band or v
lence band into another valley!.

In electron-doped cubic fullerides A3C60
2,3 the Jahn–

Teller deformations of the C60
n2 cations are determined pri

marily by the intramolecular quadrupole vibrations withHg

symmetry. Indeed, as shown in Ref. 46 the distortion of
charge states of C60

n2 with n51 – 5 is almost completely de
termined by the displacements of carbon atoms, which c
respond to fiveHg modes. In addition, two of the lowes
frequency modes with frequenciesv15214 cm21

('308 K) andv25387 cm21 ('557 K) determine a large
part ~from 60 to 80%! of the distortion. We note that in Ref
6 somewhat higher values are given for these frequenc
v15273 cm21 ('393 K) andv25437 cm21 ('629 K).

In C60 thin films with hexagonal lattice symmetry tran
sitions between electronic doublets6LZ conserving the pro-
jection of the orbital angular momentumL on theC6iZ axis
~specifically, a transition into a state withLZ561) are di-
rectly related with the quadrupole molecular vibration, whi
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gives rise to orthorhombic Jahn–Teller deformation of
C60 molecule and, correspondingly, removes the doublet
generacy. In this case the electron-phonon interaction Ha
tonian has the form@compare with Eq.~13!#

Hel-vib5B2
2(

n
@~Ln

X!22~Ln
Y!2#Qn

rh , ~14!

where B2
2 is a crystal-field parameters@compare Eq.~5!#

which in the present case determines the EPI constantLn
X

and Ln
Y are projections of the orbital angular momentumL

on theX and Y axes; and,Qn
rh is the normal component o

the ‘‘shear’’ orthorhombic vibration withD2h symmetry. The
Hamiltonian of teh crystal in the nearest-neighbors appro
mation of the transition in Eq.~13! or ~14! to collective lat-
tice vibrations~phonons! can be written the form47

H5Hmol1Htun1Hel-vib , ~15!

where

Hmol5 (
n,s,n

«nanns
1 anns1(

n
vJTbn

1bn ; ~16!

Htun5 (
n,r,s

(
n,m512

tnmanns
1 an1r,ms ; ~17!

Hel-vib5
1

AN
(

n,q,s
(
n,m

xn
nm~q!anns

1 anms@b~q!1b1~q!#,

~18!

where«n is the energy of the molecular terms;r is the radius
vector of the sites closest to the siten of the neighboring C60

molecule; xn
nm(q) is the EPI matrix element with Jahn

Teller intramolecular modes;vJT is the average frequency o
the deformational vibrations of C60 molecules with a transi-
tion into different charge states;bn

1 andbn are Bose opera
tors creating and annihilating, respectively, phonons for s
vibrations;N is the number of C60 molecules in the crystal
b1(q) andb(q) are operators creating and annihilating, r
spectively, phonons corresponding to these Jahn–Telle
brations.

It is known47 that the Hamiltonian~15! with the EPI in
the form ~18! can be exactly diagonalized by means of
unitary transformation expŜ where the antihermetian opera
tor Ŝ is determined from the condition that the reconstruc

HamiltonianH̃ have no terms which are linear in the Bo
phonon operators, i.e. actually the operator~18!. Using stan-
dard calculations47,48 we obtain the following renormalized
Hamiltonian for fullerite:

H̃5 (
n,n,s

«nans
1 ans1(

q
vJT~q!b1~q!b~q!

1 (
n,r,s

(
n,m

t̃ nmanns
1 an1r,ms

2(
n,m

Ṽnm
nmann↑

1 ann↑amm↓
1 amm↓ , ~19!

wherevJT(q) is the phonon frequency corresponding to
tramolecular Jahn–Teller modes;t̃ nm is the renormalized
e
e-
il-

i-

h

-
i-

d

~owing to the polaron effects! probability amplitude of elec-
tron ~hole! hops between neighboring C60 molecules:

t̃ nm5tnm expH 2
1

N (
q

Uxn
nm~q!U2/vJT

2 ~q!J , ~20!

whereṼnm
nm is the matrix element of the effective interactio

of electrons at the sitesn and m, including the effective
miniband interelectron attraction as a result of exchange
virtual phonons with frequencyvJT(q):

Vnm
nm52

1

N (
q

xn
nm~q!xm

nm~q!/vJT~q!, ~21!

and screening of the Coulomb repulsionṼC(un2mu).0
which is greatest for electrons located on the same mole
(n5m) and in this case is, in order of magnitude,ṼC

5e2/2R0'2 eV ~neglecting polarization of the molecule!.
For relatively weak dispersion of the vibronic Jahn–Tel
modesvJT(q) the interactionVnm

nm is likewise different from
zero only forn5m, which attests to the tendency for Coop
pairs to form with size equal to~or of the order of! the
diameter of a C60 molecule!.1!

The interelectron interaction Hamiltonian in Eq.~19!,
similar to the interaction Hamiltonian in the multiband BC
theory11 in the site representation, can be written as

H̃ee52(
n,m

F(
nm

UVnm
nmU2ṼC~ un2mu!GBnm

1nmBmn
mn , ~22!

where

Bnm
1nm5ann↑

1 amm↓
1 ;Bmn

mn5~Bnm
1nm!1. ~23!

The operatorsBnm
1nm and Bmn

mn are analogs of the opera
tors creating and annihilating spin-singlet Cooper pairs.11 It
follows from Eq. ~22! that the effective attraction and th
associated Cooper pairing of electrons located at the sitn
andm are possible only if

(
n,m

uVnm
nm u.ṼC~n2m!. ~24!

As follows from Eqs. ~20! and ~21!, the lowest-
frequency ~‘‘soft’’ ! Jahn–Teller modesvJT(q) make the
main contribution to the polaron band narrowing and to
interelectronic attraction as a result of the EPI. On the ot
hand it is evident from Eqs.~22!–~24! that from the stand-
point of the Coulomb energy Cooper pairing of electro
~holes! on different and quite distant sites of the crystal la
tice (nÞm) is favorable when repulsion is weakened
screening effects. Consequently, when studying SC in ful
ite crystals it is convenient to switch to the band~quasimo-
mentum! representation and use the standard equations o
BCS theory.11,44 according to which the critical temperatur
of the SC transition in the so-called tight-bindin
approximation49 is determined, to a high degree of accura
by the expression50–52

Tc5ṽphexpF2
11lph

lph2mC* ~11blph!
G . ~25!

Hereṽph is the phonon frequency~energy! averaged over the
phonon spectrum; in the present case it corresponds to
average value of the LF Jahn–Teller modesṽJT ; the quan-
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tity b is a dimensionless renormalization coefficient whi
depends on the form of the phonon spectrum;51,52

lph5
1

EF
(
n,m

(
n,m

uVnm
nm u ~26!

is the EPI constant per molecule; and,mC* is the Coulomb
pseudopotential,11,53 which for ṽJTF

,EF is

mC* 5mC@11mC ln~EF /ṽJT!#21, ~27!

wheremC5ṼC /EF is the dimensionless Coulomb consta
per molecule, which can be quite large in a narrow-ba
metal.

3.2. Isotopic effect

It is well known53 that the additional dependence ofmC*
on the phonon frequencyṽph.vJT;M 21/2 ~whereM is the
atom mass! suppresses~weakens! the isotopic effect, which,
according to Eq.~25!, is determined by the index

a isot[
] ln Tc

] ln M
5

1

2 H 12~11lph!~11blph!

3F mC*

lph2mC* ~11blph!
G2J . ~28!

Considering the anomalously low Fermi energy in t
multivalley narrow band ‘‘molecular’’ metal A3C60 (EF

<2 eV) and the characteristic valueṽJT'500 cm21

('720 K) for the LF Jahn–Teller modes with transitio
from the high-symmetry state C60

32 ~orbital singlet with spin
S53/2) into the state C60

22 ~orbital triplet with spinS50)
with the maximum distortion,46 we obtainEF /ṽJT'3, mC*
>mC(11mC)21'1, sincemC@1. In turn, this means tha
for such st rong Coulomb repulsion very large values of
EPI constantslph@1 are required to obtain quite high value
of Tc .

One factor capable of increasinglph substantially in
A3C60 crystals with the stoichiometric compositionx53 is
the above-noted multivalley structure of the ba
spectrum.22,23 This structure makes the metallic state sta
@see criterion~4!# and must be taken into account in Eq
~19! and~22! when summing over different electronic stat
n andm. The result of the latter is that in the high-symmet
A3C60 cubic crystal or in the hexagonal lattice of C60 thin
films the EPI constant~26! must be multiplied by a quite
large factor l ( l 21), where l is the number of equivalen
valleys ~see Ref. 19!.

On the other hand, according to Eq.~28!, the large
Coulomb pseudopotential should strongly suppress the is
pic effect. According to the experimental data obtained
Ref. 36 for K3C60 and Rb3C60 crystals with virtually com-
plete substitution~99%! of the heavy isotope13C for 12C
atoms in the fullerene C60 molecule, the index of the isotopi
shift of Tc lies in the rangea isot50.3060.06, which indeed
indicates strong suppression of the isotopic effect by
Coulomb interaction in accordance with Eq.~28!. A some-
what larger valuea isot50.3760.05 was obtained in Ref. 4
for partial substitution of13C for 12C: the crystal contained
15% 12C60 molecules and 85% partially substituted mo
ecules (12C0.9

13C0.1)60.
t
d

e

e
.

o-
n

e

In Ref. 36, however, an unexpected and intriguing res
was also obtained: for a mixed Rb3C60 crystal containing
50%12C60 and13C60 the isotopic shift indexa isot was anoma-
lously large, a isot'0.8, i.e. substantially greater than th
maximum possible value~on the basis of the harmonic ap
proximation for phonons, whenlph is independent ofM )
a isot50.5. Even larger values ofa isot (a isot'1.022.5) were
obtained in Refs. 54–56 for different types of mixed cryst
consisting of12C60 and 13C60 molecules or partially substi
tuted fullerene molecules (12C12x

13Cx)60 with different per-
centages of the13C isotope~33, 60, and 82%!.

These anomalies of the isotopic effect have not yet b
explained~see the review Ref. 6!. However, in the concep
presented above~Sec. 2! according to which the high sym
metry of C60 molecules and stoichiometric A3C60 crystals
plays a key role the reason for the anomalously strong s
~decrease! of the critical temperatureuDTcu>0.05Tc in
mixed crystals A3(12C60)12x(

13C60)x or A3(12C12x
13Cx)60

becomes understandable.57

In the solid solution A3(12C60)12x(
13C60)x with ran-

domly distributed ‘‘light’’ 12C60 and ‘‘heavy’’ 13C60 fullerene
molecules in lattice sites, incoherent elastic scattering of c
duction electrons by ‘‘impurities’’ with partial~or complete!
mixing of the states at the FL from different equivalent va
leys in the BZ occurs~just as in crystals with nonstoichio
metric composition AxC60 with xÞ319!. As a result, partial
suppression of the factorl ( l 21) occurs in the EPI constan
of a multivalley crystall̃5 l ( l 21)lph; this decreasesTc .

In A3(12C12x
13Cx)60 crystals with partially substituted

carbon isotopes in fullerene molecules, forx not very close
to 0 or 1 a static distortion of the ideal shape of the C60

molecule occurs. This removes the degeneracy~additional
splitting! of the electronic terms and eliminates from the E
the relatively ‘‘soft’’ vibronic Jahn–Teller modes that in
creaseTc .18,19

In summary, it can be conjectured that the anomalo
decrease ofTc in A3(12C60)12x(

13C60)x or A3(12C12x
13Cx)60

crystals is not directly related with the suppression of
isotopic effect~25! with a strong EPI, but rather it is due t
disorder or loss of icosahedral symmetry of the mix
fullerene molecules.

4. ROLE OF LOCAL-FIELD EFFECTS

Higher values ofTc can be achieved as a result of n
only a higher DS in an additionally narrowed, as a result
polaron effects@see Eq.~20!#, valence band but also the im
portant role of the so-called ‘‘local-field effects,’’ which th
phonon Gph and CoulombGC vertex parts~three-terminal
diagrams! describe.

According to Migdal’s theory58 the nonadiabatic correc
tion to the zero phonon vertexGph

0 51 in metals is small to
the extent that the ratioṽ/EF5Ame /M is small. However,
in the electron-doped narrow-band molecular metal A3C60

the Fermi energyEF of the electrons is comparable to th
maximum energy of the phononsvph

max'0.2 eV.
In this connection the nonadiabatic correction of fir

order in the parameterlphṽph/EF to the equation for the SC
gap was calculated as a function of the transferred mom
tum q and energyv was calculated in a series of works fo
the simple model of an Einstein phonon spectrum with o
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dispersion-free mode with energyv05EF .59–63As shown in
Ref. 60, the leading correction of first order, actually cor
sponding to taking account of the first correction to the v
tex functionGph, is determined by a functionP(q,v), which
can be both positive and negative as a function ofv andq.
This means that the nonadiabatic effects in the EPI w
ṽph;EF can increase or decreaseTc and strengthen (a isot

.0.5) or weaken (a isot.0.5) the isotopic effect~see Ref.
61!.

However, it should be noted that the functionP(q,v)
calculated in Ref. 60 in the limitv→0 reaches quite large
values in absolute magnitude (2P51 for q50 and 2P
521 for q.0.5kF). This shows that higher-order term
must be taken into account, which was not done in R
59–62.

At the same time, complete summation of all diagra
making the main contribution to the anomalous self-ene
part S2(k,v) in a superconductor nearTc was performed in
a previous work63 taking account of the normal phonon o
Coulomb vortices and the anomalous vertices containing
anomalous electron Green’s functions.64 It was found that the
equation forS2(k,v) as v→0, in contrast to the equatio
for the normal self-energy partS1(k,v), contains not one
vertexG but rather a product of two normal vertices~see Fig.
1!. Hence follows directly that the EPI constant changes~in-
creases or decreases! by the factorGph

2 . For small values of
the parameterlphṽph/EF , up to terms of first order this
corresponds to the factor (112P) obtained in Refs. 59–62
However, foruPu;1 this approximation is inapplicable an
results in large quantitative and possibly qualitative erro
Consequently, if the phonon vertex is defined asGph51
1P, then according to Ref. 63 the factor which renormaliz
the EPI constant and is due to local-field effects isGph

2 5(1
1P)2, which differs appreciably from the nonadiabatic co
rection (112P) used in Refs. 59–62. In a more rigorou
approach more accurate methods must be used to calc
Gph, for example, the Nambu approximation,65 which satis-
fies the Ward identities66 and is a good interpolation forGph

in the regionlphṽph/EF;167 between the two limiting case
lphṽph/EF!158 and lphṽph/EF@1, where Migdal’s theo-
rem is once again applicable.67

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representations of the integral equations for the
mal ~a! and anomalous~b! self-energy parts.G andF1 are the normal and
anomalous one-electron Green’s functions.
-
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In this approximation the expression~see Refs. 65 and
67!

G~k,v;k8,v8!5
1

2
@Z~k1k8,v1v8!1Z~k,v!#, ~29!

whereZ(k,v) is the renormalization factor associated wi
the antisymmetric~odd in k andv) part of the normal self-
energy of the electronsS1

a(k,v)51/2@S1(k,v)2S1

(2k,v)# following from the relation49,58

Z~k,v!512
S1

a~k,v!

v
~30!

determines the vertex partG for any nonlocal~retarded! in-
teraction in the limitT→Tc .

On the other hand an estimate ofG which takes accoun
of only the first renormalized correctionG1 , containing the
complete fermion~electron! and boson~specifically, phonon!
lines ~Fig. 2!, also serves as a completely satisfactory a
proximation for two reasons. In the first place this ‘‘trun
cated’’ expression forG satisfies, to a high degree of acc
racy, the Ward identities66 in the static (v/q→0,q→0) and
dynamic (q/v→0,v→0) limits. In the second place its us
is fully justified by the fact that the higher-order diagram
starting with the second~with respect to the number of boso
lines! are either numerically small because of the small v
ume of integration in momentum-energy space, as, for
ample, diagrams with intersecting boson lines~see Fig. 2!, or
largely compensate one another in each order of the re
malized perturbation theory because of opposite signs, as
example, ‘‘ladder’’ diagrams containing an odd number
fermion loops~Furry’s theorem!.68

This result was recently confirmed in Ref. 69 by mea
of self-consistent numerical calculations of the Coulomb
teraction in quasi-two-dimensional~layered! cuprate MOC
with a strongly anisotropic electronic spectrum. It was fou
that the static Coulomb vertexGC(ki, 0;qi, 0) as a function
of the transferred 2D momentumqi with electronic 2D mo-
mentum lying on a cylindrical Fermi surface (ki5kF), dif-
fers very little in the first BZ with respect to absolute valu

FIG. 2. First- and second-order diagrams in the renormalized perturba
theory for the normal vertexG. The diagrams containing one fermion loo
have the opposite~negative! sign from diagrams without such loops.
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and the fine structure and symmetry of the momentum
pendence in calculations based on the Nam
approximation55 or taking account of the first renormalize
correction.

The question of the effect of the first correction to t
Coulomb vertexGC on the coupling constant andTc for the
‘‘plasma’’ mechanism of superconductivity70,71 in the so-
called ‘‘jellium’’ model44 was previously examined in Re
72. In this case the screening of the Coulomb repulsion
the retarded electron–plasmon interaction~or EPI! are de-
scribed, as is well known, by a single Coulomb four-termin
diagram which depends onq andv:

ṼC~q,v!5
4pe2

q2«~q,v!
, ~31!

where«(q,v) is the longitudinal permittivity~LP! of a two-
component electron–hole~or electron-ion! system

«~q,v!511
k2

q22
V2

v2 . ~32!

Herek is the inverse screening radius due to ‘‘light’’ dege
erate current carriers (s andp conduction electrons!, andV
is the plasma frequency of ‘‘heavy’’ charge carriers (d or f
electrons, holes, ions!. The summed interaction~31! corre-
sponds to all renormalized~‘‘dressed’’! boson lines in the
Feynman diagrams~Figs. 1 and 2!. Thus even if the plasmon
~or phonon! contribution to the vertex partG is small ~in
accordance with Migdal’s theorem!,58 the ‘‘nonadiabatic’’
Coulomb contribution always remains because the Coulo
interaction exists at all energies and momenta so
G'GC'11mC .73,74

In addition, if a distinguished phonon mode with fr
quencyv(q), which makes the main contribution to the E
~as, for example, the above-discussed softest Jahn–T
mode in doped C60 fullerite crystals or the oxygen optica
mode in cuprate crystals MOC, associated with vibrations
O22 ions in CuO2 layers, or the HF optical vibrational mod
of light boron atoms in the SC compound MgB2 with Tc

'40 K75!, exists in the crystal, then the so-called ‘‘plasm
model of a metal11 or the generalized ‘‘jellium’’ model44 with
the effective four-terminal diagram

V̄eff~q,v!5
4pe2

q2«eff~q,v!
, ~33!

where

«eff~q,v!5«e~q,v!2
gph

2 ~q!

VC~q!

v2~q!

@12gph
2 ~q!/VC~q!#

~34!

can be used to describe simultaneously a strong EPI and
Coulomb interaction~neglecting the weak EPI with othe
phonon modes!. Here,«e is the longitudinal electronic LP
andgph(q) andVC(q) are the matrix elements of the EPI an
the unscreened Coulomb repulsion.

In this case, just as for the simple ‘‘jellium’’ model,31

even forv(q)!EF , when Migdal’s theorem is applicable,58

the Coulomb effects of the local field, which the factorGC
2

'(11mC)2 determines, substantially strengthen the EPI.
e-
u

d

l

b
at

ler

f

’

he

As a result, for doped C60 fullerite, taking account of the
multivalley structure of the band spectrum, the critical te
perature of the SC transition forṽJT!EF can be estimated
from the formula@compare with Eq.~25!#

Tc'ṽJT expH 2
11l̃JT~11mC!

l̃~11mC!2 J ; ~35!

L̃5l̃ph2m̃C* @11bl̃ph~11mC!#; ~36!

l̃ph5lph~ l 21!;

m̃C* 5
mC

11mC~11mC!2 ln~EF /ṽJT!
. ~37!

Equation~35! takes account of the fact that the norm
self-energy partS1(k,v), determining the nonadiabati
renormalization of the coupling constant in the tight-bindi
approximation,49 contains only one vertexG'11mC .

It follows from Eqs.~35! and ~36! that the multivalley
structure of the electronic spectrum forl .1 increases the
EPI constant substantially@almost by the factorl 2 ~!!#, while
the Coulomb effects due to the local field weaken the C
lomb repulsion~decreasem̃C* ) but increase the general reno
malized coupling constant in the exponential function.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Insummary, the high initial symmetry of C60 fullerene
molecules and the face-centered cubic crystals A3C60 and the
hexagonal lattice of intercallated films C60/CHG3 result, on
the one hand, in a dynamic Jahn–Teller effect, which
manifested in the existence of comparatively soft electro
vibrational ~vibronic! modes in the phonon spectrum of C60

fullerite and, on the other, in the multivalley structure of t
degenerate band spectrum in a molecular narrow-band m
The Coulomb and, possibly, phonon effects due to the lo
field, which can be described by the vertex partsGC.1 and
Gph.1, together with the high DS, can give quite high valu
of Tc . We note, finally, that the Coulomb effects due to t
local field, together with the strong anisotropy of the qua
two-dimensional band spectrum, can play an important r
in the mechanism of HTSC in cuprates.74
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1!We recall that the doubly charged cation C60

22 is stable with a quite high
binding energy due to the Jahn–Teller deformation.
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Magnetic polarons in Y–Ba–Cu–O chains
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Mössbauer spectroscopy is used to study electron self-localization in the superconducting cuprate
paramagnetic compound Y–Ba–Cu–O. It is shown that the electrons in chains with self-
localization form a phase with local magnetic ordering and relaxation time greater than 1027 s.
Analysis of the magnitude of the accompanying charge redistribution suggests that when
an electron undergoes self-localization a pair of exchange-coupled electrons localized
predominantly on the oxygen is formed. Such a quasiparticle, consisting of a pair of
antiferromagnetically oriented atomic moments and a pair of self-localized electrons, possesses
integral spin and can form a Bose condensate. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1528574#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of a polaron, introduced by Pekar,1 follows
from Landau’s idea of electron self-localization.2 A self-
localized electron polarizes the ionic lattice. The polariz
lattice, in turn, is a source of an additional self-consist
field which acts on the electron. An electron moving throu
a crystal transports, together with itself, a region of the
formed lattice. In Ref. 3 Nagaev proposed, by analogy
model of a magnetic polaron. Of all the diverse models
magnetic polarons we shall study the model developed
Nagaev’s works.4,5 This model makes it possible to expla
the coexistence of magnetic and superconducting phase
layered cuprates. In this model it is assumed that a s
localized electron in a paramagnetic medium gives rise
local magnetic ordering of a pair of atomic magnetic m
ments, since an exchange-interaction parameter arises
region of localization. It is also conjectured that a pair
ferromagnetically oriented spins and an additional elect
migrate through the crystal and transport charge. Fur
elaboration of this idea reduces to the conjecture that
pairs of these quasiparticles can form a Bose condens
which could result in the appearance of superconductivit

In Ref. 6 a model of electron self-localization in cha
positions was used to explain the anomalous decreas
the area of the Mo¨ssbauer spectrum of
YBa2(Cu0.98

57Fe0.02)3O6.95 sample at temperatures below 8
K. It was conjectured that a paramagnetic impurity with
very long relaxation time of the magnetic moment appear
the normal paramagnetic medium. Here, a long time is a t
greater than the lifetime of nuclei in the excited sta
(1027 s). In this case two systems of lines should be o
served in the spectrum. The normal paramagnetic phas
represented by a narrow single line or a doublet, if the qu
rupole interaction is not small. A paramagnetic center wit
long relaxation time can be described by at least two Zeem
six-component spectra~sextuplets!, corresponding to spin
projections 5/2 and 3/2.7 In this case the outermost lines o
the sextuplets move beyond the limits of the observable c
tral part of the spectrum; this results in the apparent decre
8301063-777X/2002/28(11)/12/$22.00
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in the probability of the Mo¨ssbauer effect. These sextuple
are difficult to observe experimentally, since the variance
the local fields at the quasimagnetic impurity centers is lar
which produces substantial line broadening.

Various research groups have observed the magn
components in the spectra of superconducting samples. M
netic phase diagrams are constructed in Ref. 8. Accordin
these diagrams the magnetic splitting in the Cu1 positi
is observed at temperatures below 20 K. Three sextup
can be resolved in the spectrum. The lowest concentratio
the doping isotope57Fe relative to copper wasx50.05.
Mössbauer spectra of superconducting samples w
x50.01, 0.02, 0.04, and 0.08 are presented in Refs. 9 and
At T51.3 K a single magnetic sextuplet is observed in t
sample withx50.01 and two magnetic sextuplets are o
served in the samples withx50.02 and 0.04. At 4.2 K only
line broadening is observed in the spectra of samples w
the indicated composition. We were not able to identify t
magnetic substructure in the spectrum of
YBa2(Cu0.98

57Fe0.02)3O6.95 at 4.2 K.
A decrease in the area of the observed spectrum at t

peratures below 30 K accompanied by line broadening
also been observed in samples of the1–2–4system.11 The
area of the spectrum is a factor of 2 smaller, but no new li
are observed. The authors attributed this anomalous beha
to the appearance of a soft mode in the vibrational spect
of the crystal. Its appearance does indeed decrease the
ability of the Mössbauer effect near a phase transition, bu
temperature decreases further, the probability should o
again follow the Debye–Waller function. In our case, ho
ever, as temperature decreased, the areas of the quadr
doublets decreased and the derivative continued to incre
which favors the phase-separation model. Since there is
long-range order, the magnetic phase is represented by
perposition of Zeeman sextuplets with different magnitud
of the hyperfine interaction parameters, making it difficult
observe the phase.

To determine the parameters of the subsystem exp
mentally the iron impurity concentration must be increas
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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However, this can result in the formation of magnetic clu
ters and destroy superconductivity. There arises the obv
question of whether or not iron nuclei are probes that ind
a change in the parameters of the superconducting phas
compromise solution must be found.

The temperature changes in the Mo¨ssbauer parameters
which are sensitive to a redistribution of the charge dens
were investigated at comparatively high temperatures
near the superconducting transition, where the magn
structure is not observed in a superconducting sample. W
electrons in chain positions undergo self-localization
neighboring lattice sites in the normal paramagnetic s
should react to the appearance of an additional elec
nearby. In this case the temperature changes of the pa
eters of the isomeric shift and the quadrupole interaction
observed. It is important to note that these parameters
sensitive to the sign of the charge of a self-localized carr
this makes it possible to distinguish a hole from an elect
polaron.

In addition to the investigations performed on a sup
conducting sample measurements of the parameters o
model sample—magnetically ordered and oxygen deplete
were performed. The removal of one oxygen~for example,
by heating in vacuum! frees two electrons. As a result, th
electron density at the metal nuclei should change;
should be manifested as a change in the isomeric shift
addition, an increase of the electron density at oxygen s
results in the appearance of long-range magnetic order
since the indirect exchange interaction parameters incre
Charge redistribution also changes the magnitude of
quadrupole interaction.

It is known that irradiation with visible light influence
positively the superconducting transition temperature
samples with intermediate oxygen composition. In Ref.
we observed a change in the hyperfine interaction parame
in a magnetically ordered sample which was irradiated wit
helium–neon laser. As far as we know, oxygen-saturated
perconducting samples do not show under illumination a
appreciable changes in the controllable parameters. In
connection, in the present work a superconducting samp
subjected to prolonged photoirradiation at low temperatu
The room-temperature Mo¨ssbauer spectra of a sample befo
and after irradiation were compared.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A constant-acceleration spectrometer with a revers
accumulation regime was used for the Mo¨ssbauer measure
ments. A digital–to–analog converter, which formed the r
erence velocity signal of the source, was connected dire
to the address register of the multichannel analyzer. The
locity law was triangular and not the conventional sa
shape. This saved time, decreased the nonlinear distortio
the system for moving the source, substantially decreased
‘‘harmful’’ dip in the spectrum, making it possible to fit
straight line to the background when processing the res
A detection system with high long-term stability is needed
measure the temperature dependences of the absolute a
an absorption line. To this end a feedback system consis
-
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of two discriminators, a two-channel integrator, and
difference-signal amplifier, which controlled the power su
ply of the proportional counter, was built.

As the radioactive source decays, the ratio between
intensities of the emission lines—Mo¨ssbauer and a side x-ra
line—changes. Since the discriminator cannot suppress
harmful radiation completely, the experimental area of
spectrum depends on the time. To eliminate this drawb
the spectrum of a standard sample was obtained before
after a series of measurements and the appropriate time
rection was introduced.

The temperature measurements were performed i
flow-through cryostat with a temperature stabilization syst
~the temperature instability did not exceed 0.1 K!. The main
advantage of such a cryostat for Mo¨ssbauer spectra measur
ments is that during the entire measurement series~several
months! it is not necessary to disassemble the cryostat
change the temperature interval and correspondingly the
no danger of the samples being moved. In addition, rou
the-clock measurements can be performed in an autom
mode.

The YBa2(Cu12x
57Fex)3O61d samples were fabricate

using the standard ceramic technology. The samples w
tested by methods of x-ray structural and chemical analy
The oxygen index was normalized relative to copper. It w
assumed that each iron cation encompasses additionally
oxygen atoms. For the Mo¨ssbauer measurements the powd
of the sample~grain size;10 mm) was inserted into paraf
fin with rosin and then placed between thin layers of alum
num. Special attention was devoted to the absence of tex
For control purposes the spectra were measured at the m
angle with respect to the plane of the sample using the p
cedure of Ref. 6. The absence of texture makes it possib
describe the quadrupole doublets by lines of equal area,
the magnetic sextuplets by lines of its relative are
3:2:1:1:2:3, which makes it possible to use fewer varia
parameters when analyzing the spectra. One side of
sample intended for irradiation was covered with a m
plate. The superconducting sample in a pulverized form w
also tested for the Meissner effect in liquid nitrogen. A
oxygen-depleted sample was annealed in vacuum. For
superconducting samplex50.06 andd51. For the depleted
samplex50.08 andd50.3.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Superconducting sample

The typical spectra of a superconducting sample are
sented in Fig. 1. A model of three quadrupole doublets
scribes all spectra well. The doublets correspond to th
positions of the57Fe atoms, which replace copper in the C
positions, and differ by the oxygen environment in the ch
plane CuOd .6 The doublet d1 corresponds to twinning
boundaries with two oxygens in the nearest-neighbor en
ronment. The electric-field gradient is negative and direc
along thec axis. The doubletd2 corresponds to a chai
position with an extra oxygen. The field gradient is positi
and directed along thea axis. The doubletd3 corresponds to
a position where oxygen occupies both nearest vacanc
The field gradient is positive and directed alongb axis.
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The temperature dependence of the total area of
spectrum is presented in Fig. 2. The area of the spectru
normalized to the magnitude of the background. The follo
ing function was used to describe the experimental temp
ture dependence of the total area of the spectrum:

S~T!5$12W1L~T1 , T!2W2L~T2 , T!% f D ,

whereL(Ti , T) is the Langevin function,Wi is a weighting
factor, andf D is the Debye–Waller function.

The Langevin function is used to describe the tempe
ture dependence of the magnetization of paramagnets:L(a)
5coth(a)21/a, where a5mH/kT5Ti /T. We assume tha

FIG. 1. Mössbauer spectra of the superconducting sam
YBa2(Cu0.94

57Fe0.06)3O7 at different temperatures. The decomposition
the spectra in a model of three quadrupole doublets is shown.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the normalized total areaS of the spec-
trum of a superconducting sample YBa2(Cu0.94

57Fe0.06)3O7 . The Debye–
Waller function (1); a function (2) taking account of the existence of
paramagnetic impurity with a long relaxation time is fit to the experimen
points.
e
is
-
a-

-

the effective fieldH due to the self-localization of an add
tional electron acts on the atomic magnetic momentm.

The iron and copper atoms differ by the magnitudes
their magnetic moments. Therefore the binding energy o
self-localized electron is different for Cu–Cu, Cu–Fe, a
Fe–Fe pairs. The Mo¨ssbauer method makes it possible
monitor only pairs containing iron. Therefore at least tw
types of traps must be introduced into the approximat
function.

The function

Pz~n,n!5
z!

n! ~z2n!!
nn~12n!~z2n!,

wheren is the iron concentration relative to copper, gives t
probability that a Fe atom has amongz closest neighborsv
Fe atoms.13 For x,0.1 the iron atoms replace copper pr
dominantly in the CuOd chains. Thereforen53x. Assuming
that an interaction is possible not only between neighbor
metal atoms along the chain but also between neighbo
chains, we setz54. Hence forx50.06 we estimate the rela
tive concentration of Fe–Cu pairs asW150.45. We take
W250.55 for Fe–Fe pairs. The Debye–Waller function is7

f D5S0 expH 2
6ER

kuD
S 1

4
1S T

uD
D 2E

0

uD /T xdx

exp~x!21D J ,

whereS0 is a normalization constant~depends on the thick
ness of the sample!, ER is the recoil energy of a free nucleu
uD is the Debye temperature, andk is Boltzmann’s constant

The least-squares method was used to determine the
ues of the adjustable parameters. The Debye tempera
uD5356 K, the thermal activation parameters areT1

57.3(5) K and T2521.5(6) K, and the parameterS0

513.88.1! This parameter must also be varied, since it
difficult to determine the thickness of the sample precisely
the location where theg quanta strike. The Debye–Walle
function with these parameters is displayed at the top of F
2; this makes it possible to estimate the scales of the re
tribution of the areas. The Debye approximation is valid
a crystal consisting of identical atoms. We neglect the c
tribution of optical vibrational modes, i.e. a possible chan
in the probability of the Mo¨ssbauer effect as a result of reno
malization of the phonon spectrum. It should also be no
that if the area of the spectrum being observed decre
because of the appearance of magnetic sextuplets, the
reasonable values of the magnetic hyperfine field two cen
lines with relative intensities equal to 1 will remain withi
the doublet spectrum; this will result in a somewhat hi
value of the total area of the doublets. Comparing the cur
in Fig. 2 shows that even at high temperatures the rela
concentration of the magnetic impurities is of the order
3%, which should be observable in measurements of
magnetic properties. The presence of this impurity co
make it possible to texture samples in relatively weak m
netic fields.6

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependences of the
tive areas of the doublets. The relative probability of t
formation of a magnetic phase is highest for the third do
blet. The positions corresponding to various doublets di
only by the number of oxygen atoms in the nearest-neigh
environment. The maximum number of oxygen atoms cor

e
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sponds to the third doublet. Hence we conjecture that e
tron self-localization occurs on a triplet of atoms: three pa
magnetic metal atoms with an oxygen atom in between. T
we arrive at an element of an antiferromagnet with an in
rect exchange interaction via oxygen.4

We shall now consider the temperature variations of
Mössbauer parameters, which depend on the redistributio
the charge density. Electron self-localization in chain po
tions should be accompanied by a change in the local ele
field in some nearest neighbor environment. In addition,
cording to the Pauli principle the appearance of an ex
electron will increase the electron density on neighbor
nuclei.

The isomeric shift~position of the center of the spectru
relative to a standard! depends on the magnitude of the ele
tron density on a nucleus~monopolar interactionD i)

7 and on
the temperature shift~quadratic Doppler effect, associate
with the vibrations of nuclei in a crystal!. In the Debye ap-
proximation the isomeric shift is given by the formula14

I i5D i2Ki

9kuD

16mc F118S T

uD
D 4E

0

uD /T x3dx

exp~x!21G ,
wherem is the mass of the nucleus andc is the velocity of
light. The dimensionless coefficientKi ~of the order of 1! is
introduced to take account of the different bond stiffnesse
crystallographic positions. This parameter makes it poss
to describe the temperature dependences of isomeric s
for various doublets with the same Debye temperature
thin plate of pure iron with the natural concentration of57Fe

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the relative areasS of the quadrupole
doubletsd1, d2, andd3 in YBa2(Cu0.94

57Fe0.06)3O7 . The lines are drawn
for clarity.
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was used as a standard for the zero isomer shift. Using
Debye temperatureuD5356 K obtained above and adjustin
the parametersD i andKi we fit the theoretical function to the
experimental points. The result is presented in Fig. 4. At h
temperatures the agreement is satisfactory. The values o
parameters for the doublets at high temperatures are foun
be as follows:

D1'0.245 mm/s, K150.819;

D2'0.235 mm/s, K250.885;

D3'0.282 mm/s, K350.415.

The elastic coupling parameter for the third doublet is h
the values for the first two doublets. This means that fo
given position the rms vibrational rate is less or greater th
the characteristic acoustic frequency. We note that in an
ternative description, settingK351, the Debye temperatur
for the third doublet will be 1042 K and the isomeric sh
will be 0.517 mm/s, which evidently is unacceptable.

At low temperatures the experimental points devia
substantially from the theoretical functions. It is natural
attribute this discrepancy to an increase in the 4s-electron
density. The theoretical dependences of the isomeric shi
57Fe on the electron charge density were calculated using
Hartree–Fock method~see Ref. 7!. For the isomeric shifts
obtained above, at high temperatures~the values ofD i are

FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of the isomeric shiftI of the quadrupole
doubletsd1, d2, andd3 in spectra of the sample YBa2(Cu0.94

57Fe0.06)3O7 .
The isomeric shift is presented relative to iron. The solid lines show
computed dependences of the temperature shift in the Debye approxima
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taken relative to iron! it follows from the plot presented in
Ref. 7 that for the 3d54sx configuration the 4s-electron den-
sity is x.0.03. For the 3d64sx configuration we obtainx of
the order of 0.38 and in the 3d74sx configurationx.0.8.
However, it is unlikely that the latter configuration occurs
oxides.

At 10 K the largest deviation from the theoretical fun
tion ~0.1 mm/sec! is observed for the third doublet~see Fig.
4!. If it is assumed that the configuration 3d54sx is realized
for this doublet, since all oxygen vacancies in the near
neighbor environment are filled, then this deviation mea
that the increase in charge density is due to the addition
0.027 electrons. The deviation for the second doublet~0.04
mm/s! is smaller, but if it is assumed that the doublet cor
sponds to the configuration 3d64sx, then the addition of
0.016 electrons compensates this deviation. The first dou
corresponds to a twinning boundary. The probability of el
tron self-localization could be smallest in this region of t
crystal, as a reult of which the deviation of the isomeric sh
is smallest. The temperature dependence of the relative
of this doublet suspports this idea~see Fig. 3!.

Therefore the experimental dependences of the isom
shifts attest to an increase in the electron density in ch
positions as temperature decreases. The largest observe
fect corresponds to the addition of 0.027s–type electrons a
iron nuclei.

The quadrupole interaction, which is sensitive to
change in the charge distribution, is manifested in the sp
ting of the energy levels of nuclei in a nonuniform elect
field. The quadrupole moment of the nucleus and
electric-field gradient influence the magnitude of the sp
ting. The atomic electrons are polarized in the nonunifo
field geberated by external charges and likewise contribut
the field gradient at the nucleus. For trivalent iron the inn
electrons and five outer electrons with the configuration o
half–filled d shell, becoming polarized, increase the fie
gradient at the nucleus by almost an order of magnitude. T
circumstance is taken into account by introducing the Ste
heimer antiscreening factor (12g inf), which is a scalar.7 As
a rule, the outers–type valence electrons make a negat
contribution to the gradient. If the field gradient due to e
ternal charges is positive, then thef electron shell is elon-
gated in the direction of the gradient and the contribution
this shell to the total gradient will be negative. However,
the gradient is negative, then the electron shell is polarize
the plane perpendicular to the gradient, and the contribu
of the shell is positive. In the second case the magnitud
the contribution due to one electron is two times smaller w
other conditions remaining the same.15 It is obviously impos-
sible to take account of the influence of the valence electr
merely by introducing a coefficient; the charge density d
tribution function must be found.16

The electric field gradient tensor was diagonalized
choosing an appropriate coordinate system. The diag
components of the electric field gradient tensor due to ex
nal point charges were calculated using the formula7

Vaa5(
i

zi

r i
3 ~3 cos2 u i21!,
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wherer i is the distance from the chargezi andu i is the total
angle.

The sum over lattice sites can be conveniently calcula
if the charge is expressed in units of the electron charge
the distance in angstroms.17 Conventionally, a local coordi-
nate system whereuVzzu.uVyyu.uVxxu is used. We note tha
Vzz1Vyy1Vxx50.7

Introducing the asymmetry parameter

h5~Vxx2Vyy!/Vzz

and q5Vzz, the formula for the quadrupole splitting o
trivalent iron can be put into the form

DE5
1

2
e2qQ~12g`!A11h2/3,

wheree is the electron charge andQ is the quadrupole mo-
ment of the nucleus.

The quadrupole moment of the nucleus and the an
creening factor cannot be determined independently. Co
quently, we take their values from Ref. 18:Q50.213 barns
and (12g inf)510.64. Then the quadrupole splitting of th
doublets of trivalent iron is~in nm/s!

Qd53.406qA11h2/3.

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependences of
quadrupole splitting for three doublets. We note that if t
splitting in units mm/s is multiplied by 11.6, then the fre
quency of the nuclear quadrupole resonance is obtaine
megahertz. For the calculations we used the lattice par
eters of our samplea53.8231 Å, b53.8863 Å, and

FIG. 5. Temperature dependences of the quadrupole splitting of the dou
of YBa2(Cu0.94

57Fe0.06)3O7 . The lines are drawn for clarity.
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c511.6809 Å and the coordinates and rotations for the
sitions of the ions from Ref. 19: Y~0.5, 0.5, 0.5!, Ba ~0.5,
0.5, 0.1843!, Cu1~0,0,0!, Cu2~0,0,0.3556!, O1 ~0,0.5,0!, O2
~0.5, 0, 0.3773!, O3 ~0, 0.5, 0.3789!, O4 ~0, 0, 0.1584!, O5
~0.5,0,0!. The O5 position in the YBa2Cu3O7 crystal lattice
is vacant. The following charges were assigned to the io
Y31, Ba21, Cu21, and O22.

Table I gives the results of computer calculations of t
components of the electric field gradient tensor and the qu
rupole splitting for various positions with different varian
of the nearest oxygen environment: 1—first doublet~O1,
O5!, 2—second doublet~O1, O5, O1!, 3—third doublet~O1,
O5, O5, O1!, 4—fourth doublet, corresponding to the Cu
position, 5—chain position with two oxygens in the neare
neighbor environment~O1, O1!, which, evidently, does not
occur for iron. The positions of the nearest neighbors in
~ab! plane which are occupied by oxygen are listed in par
theses. The splittings are presented for two temperatures:
and 0 K. The lattice parameters for 0 K were determined in a
linear approximation using the thermal expansion coe
cients obtained in Ref. 20 by x-ray diffractometry. For 0
we took the following values:a53.8189 Å, b53.8731 Å,
and c511.6290 Å. The coordinates of the atoms were t
same as the coordinates used previously.

The last column in Table I shows the values of the qua
rupole splittingsQd* which were obtained assuming that
low temperatures holes are localized in the Cu2 plan
There is one uncompensated positive charge per unit cel
high temperatures it can be assumed that the effective siz
a hole is large and as a result of the rapid movement of
hole the contribution to the field gradient is averaged. Ho
ever, it is not ruled out that at low temperatures the h
localization time will be longer than the lifetime of a nucleu
in the excited state (1027 s). To check this supposition pos
tive charges were arranged in checkerboard fashion in
Cu2 planes. The Cu2 position was chosen as the localiza
site for this point charge. The fact that in contrast to oxid
of univalent oxygen the oxides of trivalent copper exist w
taken into account~Ref. 21, Table 70!. The quadrupole split-
ting of the fourth doublet was calculated for the Cu2 positi
where copper is divalent. Comparing the computational
sults ~Table I! with experiment~Fig. 5! shows that it is dif-
ficult to describe the temperature dependence for triva
iron ions. The contribution of the outer valence electro
must be taken into account.

TABLE I. Quadrupole interaction parameters for various crystallograp
positions for two temperatures.
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We used the method of fractional test charges to simu
the valence electron distribution function. A negative fra
tional charge~in fractions of the electron charge! was placed
on the nearest suitable oxygen position; the magnitude of
charge was varied until the computed value of the quad
pole splitting agreed with the experimentally measur
value. The contribution of this charge to the electric fie
gradient was taken into account when calculating the latt
sums. The computational results for the four doublets
presented in Table II. This table also gives the coordinate
these test charges. The parameters of the fourth doublet
Cu2 position, will be presented below.

It follows from Table II that the temperature dependen
of the first doublet~twinning boundary! is completely de-
scribed by the temperature variation of the lattice paramet
the magnitude of the test charge remains unchanged. Fo
second doublet the difference of the values of the t
charges for 0 and 300 K is 0.047 electrons, and for the th
doublet the difference is 0.195. This means that the elect
density in chains at the oxygen sites as temperature
creases. We recall that the density at the iron nucleus ha
be increased by 0.016 electron charges to describe the
perature dependence of the isomeric shift of the second d
blet; for the third doublet the increase was 0.027. Hen
follows the idea of a charge distribution function for th
additional electron—most of the charge is concentrated
the oxygen and a smaller fraction is concentrated on
metal.

The temperature dependences of the doublet areas
isomeric shifts, and the quadrupole splitting can be descri
within a single model, assuming self-localization of an ad
tional electron in chain positions. The localization time mu
be longer than 1027 s. The quasimagnetic phase arising wi
self-localization is most likely a pair of antiferromagnet
ordered magnetic moments of metal atoms with indirect
change interaction via oxygen. An estimate of thes-type
electron density at the iron nuclei and the charge density
oxygen for a normal paramagnetic phase shows that w
self-localization of an additional electron an exchange pair
electrons with antiparallel spin orientation should form.

In summary, self-localization of an additional electro
can result in the appearance of a quasiparticle with integ
spin. Therefore a pair of antiferromagnetically oriente
atomic moments and an exchange pair of electrons s
localized at oxygen in chain positions which moves along
crystal and carries charge can in principle form a Bose c

cTABLE II. Compensating chargesz ~in fractions of the electron chargee)
and their coordinates for various positions.
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densate. We note that the parameters of the impurity nu
of iron were monitored only in chain positions. Therefore
this stage it cannot be determined unequivocally whethe
not the positions in planes are united by electrons or a n
uniform electron density distribution occurs in chains.

3.2. Magnetically ordered sample

The removal of oxygen increases the density of vale
electrons. This is accompanied by the appearance of lo
range magnetic order. Then, according to the data Ref.
the magnetic order intensifies in Cu2 planes belowTN

5420 K and is absent in Cu1 positions in the temperat
range which we studied above 100 K withd50.3. The
Mössbauer spectra of an oxygen–depleted samplex
50.08) are presented in Fig. 6. The spectrum is a supe
sition of two Zeeman sextupletss1 ands2 and three quad
rupole doublets. The sextuplets1 is characteristic for a tetra
phase and is observed in the spectra of oxygen-depl
samples.8,23 Three quadrupole doublets correspond to th
nonequivalent Cu1 positions occupied by iron atoms and
similar to the doublets in the spectra of a superconduc
sample. Measurements with textured samples were
formed to identify thes1 sextuplet. It was determined tha
the magnetic moments of the atoms are oriented perpend
lar to thec axis. The electric field gradient is positive an
parallel toc; this makes it possible to assume that this s
tuplet belongs to the Cu2 position.12 In analyzing the spectra

FIG. 6. Mössbauer spectra of the sample YBa2(Cu0.92
57Fe0.08)3O6.3 at dif-

ferent temperatures. The decomposition of the spectra in a model of
sextuplets and three doublets is shown.
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the doublets were described by lines with equal areas and
sextuplets were described by lines with area rat
3:2:1:1:2:3; this decreased the number of variable parame
and made possible to follow the temperature variations of
position parameters. The line widths were varied indep
dently; this is especially noticeable for the second sextup
The temperatures of the total area of the spectrum and
relative areas of the components of the spectrum are
sented in Figs. 7 and 8. The Debye–Waller function is fit
to the experimental points in Fig. 7. The Debye temperat
was found to beuD5288(2) K. The lower value of the De

o

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the total area of the spectrum
sample YBa2(Cu0.92

57Fe0.08)3O6.3.

FIG. 8. Temperature dependences of the relative areasS of two sextuplets
s1 and s2 and three doubletsd1, d2, and d3 of the sample
YBa2(Cu0.92

57Fe0.08)3O6.3.
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bye temperature compared with the temperature of the su
conducting sample was evidently due to the loss of oxy
and, correspondingly, loosening of the lattice. According
Fig. 8 the relative area of the first sextuplet is constant in
entire temperature range, and the increase in the relative
of the second sextuplet is accompanied by a decrease in
doublet areas. Therefore the second sextuplet belongs to
magnetic phase in chain positions. The temperature de
dences of the magnetic hyperfine splitting for two sextup
are shown in Fig. 9. The splittings for the ground state of
nucleus are presented; the frequency of the nuclear mag
resonance can be obtained in MHz by multiplying the valu
by 11.6.

If a nucleus with spinI and magnetic momentm is
placed in a magnetic fieldH, then its energy level splits into
2I 11 components whose energy levels

E52
m

I
mH52gmnmH,

wheremn is the nuclear magneton,g is the nuclear gyromag
netic ratio, andm5I , I 21, . . . , 2I .

In a solid an effective magnetic field whose magnitude
determined primarily by the atomic electrons acts on
nuclear spins. For iron nuclei the spin in an excited stat
I 53/2 and in the ground stateI 51/2. In magnetically or-
dered compounds the Mo¨ssbauer experiment givesm* /m
5(3g* /g)51.72 for theratio of the magnetic moments i
the excited and ground states. The magnetic moment in
excited state is negative. It should be noted that the magn
moment of an atom does not determine uniquely the ma
tude of the hyperfine magnetic field.24

For the sextuplets1 (3g* /g)521.714, and the Weiss
curve describes the temperature dependence~Fig. 9!.24 This
makes it possible to assume that this sextuplet belongs
magnetically ordered state with long-range magnetic inte
tion. For the sextuplets2 the temperature dependence of t

FIG. 9. Temperature dependences of the magnetic hyperfine splittingH of
two sextupletss1 and s2 of the sample YBa2(Cu0.92

57Fe0.08)3O6.3. The
splittings of the ground state of the nucleus are presented.
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field at a nucleus clearly shows a tendency to increase
temperature decreases; this could indicated close-range
netic ordering. Then, as temperature decreases, the exch
interaction parameter increases as a result of an increas
the size of a magnetic cluster. The indirect interaction para
eter also should depend strongly on the density of vale
electrons forming exchange pairs.

Let us now consider the changes in the parameters of
spectrum which are sensitive to the charge distribution~see
Fig. 6 for the decomposition of the spectrum!. Figure 10
shows the dependences of the isomeric shifts of the spec
components, and Fig. 11 shows the quadrupole splitting.
sextuplets the quadrupole interaction is manifested as
shifts and depends on the anglea between the magnetic mo
ment of an atom and the electric field gradient. For trivale
iron, to a first approximation, the energy levels are given
the expression7

E52gmnHm1~21! umu11/2
1

4
e2qQ~12g`!

3
3 cos2 a21

2
.

FIG. 10. Temperature dependences of the isomeric shiftsI relative to iron of
the sextupletss1 ands2 and the doubletsd1, d2, andd3 of the sample
YBa2(Cu0.92

57Fe0.08)3O6.3.
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Hence it is evident that for the first sextuplet (a5p2)
the shift for a positive gradient will be negative, and t
magnitude of the shift will decrease by a factor of 2 co
pared with the magnitude of the splitting of the quadrup
moment. For the second sextuplet the quadrupole shi
positive, but~see Fig. 11! the temperature variation is non
monotonic. The behavior of the isomeric shift of the seco
sextuplet is the same. Evidently, the second sextuplet
result of a superposition of at least three sextuplets, origi
ing from three quadrupole doublets. The magnetic fields
the nuclei of these three positions are close in magnitude
the opposite case a well-resolved magnetic structure sh
be observed. According to the data presented in Fig. 8~for
100 K! the first doublet, where the electric field gradient
negative and directed along thec axis, makes the larges
partial contribution to the area of the second sextup
Therefore the positive quadrupole shift of the second se
plet corresponds to the orientation of the magnetic mom
of an atom in the~ab! plane for the same position. Th
second doublet with positive gradient, directed along tha
axis, makes the second largest contribution. A positive qu
rupole shift for this position obtains if the direction of th
magnetic moment is along thea axis. We note that for this
orientation of the magnetic moments the quadrupole sh

FIG. 11. Temperature dependences of the quadrupole shifts of two s
pletss1 ands2 and quadrupole splittings of three doubletsd1,d2, andd3 of
the sample YBa2(Cu0.92

57Fe0.08)3O6.3.
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for both positions are essentially identical in magnitud
since for the doublets the magnitudes of the quadrup
shifts differ by a factor of 2~see Fig. 11!. The quadrupole
splitting of the third doublet is smallest, since the oxyg
environment in the first coordination sphere is nearly cub
In this connection, in an oxygen-depleted sample the dir
tion and sign of the gradient for this position are poo
determined. Thus, the removal of an O1 oxygen in the s
ond coordination sphere changes the sign and direction o
gradient, even though the magnitude of the quadrupole s
ting itself remains essentially unchanged. Therefore, wit
measurement accuracy, one can talk about the directio
the magnetization along thea axis only for the first two
positions.

The isomeric shifts of the first and second doublets
close~Fig. 10!. The difference of the isomeric shifts at 100
is 0.04 mm/s, which results in broadening of the lines in
superposition sextuplet by the same amount. The isom
shift of the second sextuplet is less than for the doublets;
indicates that the electronic density increases at the
nucleus. Thus, for the second doublet with a 3d64xx configu-
ration the transition to the second sextaplet~change 0.24
mm/s! corresponds to a density increase by 0.096 electro
For the quadrupole splittings of the first and second doub
the signs of the derivatives of the temperature depende
are different~Fig. 11!. For the superposition second sextup
the magnitude of the measured quadrupole interaction is
eraged. For identical partial contributions of the doublets
100 K the average value is 1.045 mm/s, which is close to
magnitude of the quadrupole shift of the second sextup
We took account of the fact that the quadrupole splitting
the first doublet is divided in half. Therefore, to within me
surement accuracy it can be concluded that the transi
from doublet to sextuplet occurs by electron density trans
between metal nuclei. However, the change in the elec
density on the neighboring oxygen is negligible. The te
perature dependences of the quadrupole splittings for
doublets~Fig. 11! also demonstrate an increase in char
density in chain positions as temperature decreases simi
to the dependences shown in Fig. 5. Thus, the formation
magnetic phase occurs in two steps. First, as the tempera
decreases, the electron density on the chain sites incre
Then the additional electron self-localizes, and the param
netic phase transforms into a magnetic phase.

It is important to note that the quadrupole shift of th
first sextuplet ~Cu2 position! is temperature independen
Therefore the charge distribution in the nearest-neighbor
vironment remains unchanged. The quadratic Doppler ef
can completely explain the temperature change in the
meric shift for this position~see Fig. 10!. It remains to con-
jecture that as temperature changes, the redistribution of
charge density occurs only in chain positions. Hence it f
lows that in the chain sections where iron is present the e
tron density increases with decreasing temperature and,
respondingly, since the number of charges is conserv
electron-depleted regions are formed, i.e. the charge distr
tion in the plane of the chains becomes nonuniform.

In summary, an investigation of an oxygen-deplet
sample confirms the version that some chain positions tra
form into a state with local magnetic ordering, which is a

tu-
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companied by an increase in the charge density in these
sitions. In the process electron-depleted regions arise in
chains.

As a control, the oxygen-depleted part of the sample w
held for 1 h at 700 °C in afurnace. Air was pumped throug
the furnace at a rate 0.5 liters/min. It was assumed that sh
time oxidation will produce a structure with a nonunifor
oxygen distribution and that it will be possible to obser
simultaneously the magnetic and paramagnetic phases o
Cu2 positions. The results were somewhat unexpected~Fig.
12!. Even though the statistical accuracy was high, for t
spectrum a magnetic phase was not observed. As a con
the spectrum was obtained in an expanded velocity inter
but the same result was obtained. Thed4 doublet belongs to
the Cu2 position, the quadrupole splittingQd4

51.870(1) mm/s, and the isomeric shift I d4

50.058(1) mm/s. Table II gives the additional charge on
O4 oxygen, which gives agreement between the experim
tal and theoretical (0.377e) values. The quadrupole shift o
the first sextuplet isQs1520.26 mm/s~Fig. 11!. For the
fourth doublet an additional 2.845 electron charges mus
placed in the O4 position in order to obtain the quadrup
splitting 0.52 mm/s. Therefore as oxygen is removed 2.4
electrons are transferred into the Cu2 plane. We note tha
estimate is very approximate, since the changes in the la
parameters as a result of oxygen removal were neglected
compensate the difference of the isomeric shifts~0.242
mm/s! the electron density at the nucleus must be increa
by 0.097~a 3d64sx configuration is assumed!. It is interest-
ing to note that if the relative area of the first sextuplet is
the order of 0.2~see Fig. 8!, then the relative area of th
fourth doublet is 0.1496~4!. Therefore, in the oxidation pro
cess some iron nuclei migrated from Cu2 positions into C
positions.

3.3. Irradiated sample

In a paramagnetic state the allowed magnetic com
nents in a Mo¨ssbauer spectrum are observed only if the li
time of a 57Fe nucleus in the excited state (1027 s) is less
than the lifetime of the frozen state of the atomic magne
moment. As the relaxation rate increases, the spectrum

FIG. 12. Spectrum of a briefly oxidized sample. The decomposition of
spectrum in a model of four quadrupole doublets is shown.
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comes deformed, shifts toward the center, and ultimately
generates into a single line or a doublet, if the gradient of
electric field at the nucleus is different from zero. An isolat
paramagnetic center of trivalent iron in the limit of an in
nitely long relaxation time should give three systems
Mössbauer lines for spin projections 5/2, 3/2, and 1/2.7 In
practice, for finite relaxation times two sextuplets can
observed for the 5/2 and 3/2 states. To a first approxima
the magnetic splitting for these sextuplets should cor
sponds to a 5/3 ratio, and the parameters of the isomeric
and quadrupole interaction should be the same. In the l
of fast relaxation25 the existence of ‘‘anomalous’’ spectra
possible for a definite set of parameters. In the equati
describing the hyperfine structure of the spectra, under c
ditions of relatively fast fluctuations of the atomic magne
moment, additional contributions appear and result in ren
malization of the nuclear levels. These contributions
equivalent to an additional ‘‘quadrupole’’ interaction, in a
dition to the ‘‘chemical’’ shift and the ‘‘quasimagnetic’’ hy
perfine interaction.25 Of course, the ratios between the ma
nitudes of the splittings of the ground and excited states
the nucleus which are typical for magnetically ordered co
pounds will no longer hold.

Figure 13 shows the spectrum of a superconduct
sample, which was irradiated at low temperatures w
helium–neon laser radiation~632.8 nm!. The light flux den-
sity was 13 mW/cm2. A finely dispersed powder~particle
size 10mm! mixed with paraffin was deposited in a thi
layer on aluminum foil and covered with a mica slab. It w
assumed that the light reflected from the foil will additiona
interact with the powder. The sample thickness w
6 mg/cm2, the exposure time was 120 h, and the tempera
was 100 K. The heating of the sample did not exceed 2
which was monitored according to the isomeric shift of t
first doublet. After irradiation the sample was allowed
stand for 2 weeks at room temperature in air. It was assum

e

FIG. 13. Spectrum of an irradiated superconducting sample. The decom
sition of the spectrum in a model of two sextupletss1 ands2 and three
doubletsd1, d2, andd3 is shown.
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that the fast relaxation processes were completed, the
electrons and holes annihilated, and only structural chan
remained.

Additional lines which are described by two sextuple
appeared in the spectrum. The variation of the magn
splittings of the ground and excited states was negligib
The area ratios were taken to be 3:2:1:1:2:3. The line wid
varied independently in pairs. The quadrupole doublets w
described by lines of equal area. For the first sextuplet
magnetic splitting of the excited state of the nucleus w
D* (s1)54.9(3) mm/s. For the second sextapletD* (s2)
53.11(4) mm/s. Their ratio is 1.581, which is close to 5
The splitting of the ground stateD(s1)52.6(2) mm/s and
D(s2)52.63(3) mm/s. The relative areas wereSs1

50.10(1) andSs250.11(1). The isomeric shifts wereI s1

50.2(4) mm/s andI s250.04(9) mm/s. The quadrupol
shifts wereQs150.3(4) mm/s andQs250.32(8) mm/s. We
note that the line width for the irradiated sample is sma
than for the initial sample. This is probably why these se
tuplets are observable. It is natural to attribute the decreas
the line width to structural ordering and correspondingly
decrease in the variance of the local fields. The quadrup
interaction for the sextuplets is closest to the quadrup
splitting of the third doublet~0.41 mm/s!. If both sextuplets
are assumed to correspond to the position of the third d
blet, then the atomic magnetic moments are oriented al
theb axis. The difference of the isomeric shifts of the seco
sextuplet and the third doublet~0.12 mm/s! corresponds to
an increase in the electron density at the nucleus by 0.
electrons (3d54sx configuration!. The quadrupole splitting o
the third doublet corresponds to an additional charge
0.089 electrons on the O1 oxygen, and for the second se
plet the additional charge is 0.185 electrons. Therefore
formation of a magnetic structure occurs with se
localization of approximately 0.03 electrons at the nucle
and 0.1 electrons at the neighboring oxygen. We also
attention to an interesting feature of the observed sextup
In the excited state the ratio of the magnetic splittings sho
that a paramagnetic state with a long relaxation time is
deed formed and the sextuplets correspond to spin pro
tions 5/2 and 3/2. In addition, the areas of the sextuplets
close, indicating that these states have the same occupa
However, the magnetic splittings of both sextuplets are
sentially identical in the ground state; this is typical for ma
netically ordered compounds with long-range spin–spin
teraction. The splitting in the ground state is smaller than
the excited state; this can be attributed to the dynamical s
of the nuclear magnetic resonance frequency.26 The dynami-
cal shift is especially large for antiferromagnets and
creases substantially as the frequencies of the electronic
tiferromagnetic and nuclear magnetic resonances appr
one another.

Irradiating the samples with light produces structural
dering. Evidently, the oxygen atoms migrate from O5 in
O1 positions; this decreases the variance of the local fi
and results in narrowing of the lines. According to Ref. 2
first, the photoexcited electrons from the CuO2 planes recon-
nect at the ends of the chains, creating local instability. At
second stage the oxygen ions located in the neighborhood
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these instabilities move into neighboring oxygen vacanc
and thereby increase the length of the chain.

4. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown in this work that the anomalous
crease in the area of the Mo¨ssbauer spectrum of superco
ducting samples is due to local magnetic ordering of pairs
impurity iron atoms in Cu1 positions; this is due to se
localization of electrons. The accompanying redistribution
the charge density is manifested as a change in the pa
eters of the quadrupole interaction and the isomeric shif
the nuclei of the neighbors.

Estimates were obtained for the binding energy of a s
localized state. The thermal activation parameters ran
from 7.5 to 21.5 K and depend on the local configuratio
The lifetime of a bound state at a lattice site is at le
1027 s. Analysis of the temperature dependence of
charge density for the normal paramagnetic phase sugg
that the self-localization of an additional electron results
the formation of an exchange pair with zero effective sp
Therefore a pair of antiferromagnetically oriented atom
moments and an exchange pair of electrons, which is s
localized on oxygen, in principle can form a quasipartic
with integral spin.

Analysis of the temperature dependences of the par
eters of a magnetically ordered oxygen-depleted sam
showed that the redistribution of the electron density w
self-localization of an electron occurs only in chain po
tions. Therefore phase separation accompanied by the
pearance of spatial superstructure is possible in chains.

At low temperatures the effect of photoirradiation of
superconducting sample reduces to ordering of the struc
or lengthening of the chains. This decreases the varianc
local fields and additional lines which can be described
two sextuplets appear in the spectrum at room temperat
Magnetic sextuplets belong to paramagnetic centers w
long relaxation times. The dynamical shift of the nucle
magnetic resonance frequencies for nuclei in the ground s
indicates the presence of spin–spin relaxation between t
centers. Therefore electron self-localization is accompan
by local magnetic ordering, at least, of a pair of atomic ma
netic moments which are oriented perpendicular to thec axis
of the crystal. Therefore, in an external magnetic field, a
result of the canting of the magnetic moments a ferrom
netic moment can be induced along thec axis. This moment
is what probably makes it possible to texture powde
samples in comparatively weak magnetic fields.

The conclusions are based on Mo¨ssbauer measuremen
of the parameters of57Fe nuclei replacing copper predom
nantly in chain positions. If it is assumed that with electr
self-localization magnetic moments of copper are orien
antiferromagnetically in chains and an exchange pair of e
trons with integral spin is formed in the process, then sup
conductivity is possible in chains as a result of Bose cond
sation of such quasiparticles. The experimental fact t
superconducting samples containing no iron impurity b
come textured in a magnetic field serves an an argum
supporting this conjecture.
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Guided vortex motion has been observed in niobium films on a faceted Al2O3 substrate. The
even and odd components of the longitudinal and transverse magnetoresistances of the
samples are measured for various orientations of the transport current relative to the facetting
direction. The even and odd components of the magnetoresistance are separated according
to a change in the sign of the magnetic field. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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The efect of pinning anisotropy on vortex dynamics
superconductors is a subject of intense theoretical and
perimental investigations.1–3 Special attention is being fo
cused on the so-called guided vortex motion which ari
when parallel pinning planes are present in the sample. T
situation can be easily realized experimentally
YBa2Cu3O72d single crystals: the existence of unidirection
twins, which have virtually no influence on vortex motio
parallel to their plane but are strong pinning centers for m
tion perpendicular to the direction of a twin, resulting in t
appearance of a number of interesting effects.2,3 In layered
high-temperature superconductors the system of par
ab planes is itself a source of intrinsic pinning for vortic
oriented parallel to these planes.4 In the present article a
new experimental model is proposed for studying su
phenomena.

Guided vortex motion results in the appearance
‘‘new’’ components of the magnetoresistances of a sampl
parallel and perpendicular directions relative to the transp
current:11 the odd longitudinal, with respect to a change
direction of the magnetic field, and even transverse com
nents, respectively,

r i
25

r i~1H!2r i~2H!

2
, ~1!

r'
15

r'~1H!1r'~2H!

2
, ~2!

which are absent in the isotropic case. They have been
served experimentally in two YBa2Cu3O72d single
crystals.2,3 The theory predicts the following dependence
these components on the anglea between the current direc
tion and planar defects.1 When the current is directed parall
or perpendicular to the planes the ‘‘new’’ components
always zero. This is because the vortices in such a geom
can move, under the action of the Lorentz force, only p
8421063-777X/2002/28(11)/3/$22.00
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pendicular to the transport current and the velocity com
nent parallel to the current is zero. The expected respo
should be maximum in amplitude in a geometry whe
a545°.1

In the present work the measurements were perform
on thin niobium films deposited on a faceted Al2O3 sub-
strate. When Al2O3 is annealed in air at high temperatur
facets form on the substrate surface, as shown in Figs. 1a
1c.5 Such a faceted substrate was cut into four parts, and
390 Å thick niobium films were obtained in a single depo
tion process by molecular–beam epitaxy.

It was established that the facets in this system ac
pinning planes. The nature of these planes is not comple
understood: pinning can be due to, for example, grain bou
aries or surface effects. The structure making it possible
measure the longitudinal and transverse resistances wa
posited by a photolithographic method. Three samples w

FIG. 1. Surface of a faceted Al2O3 substrate~a!; measuring bridge~b! and
typical image of the surface of a niobium film on a faceted substrate,
image being obtained using a scanning tunneling microscope~a 535 mm
scanning region is shown; the height of each facet ish'50 nm) ~c!.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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different orientation of the measuring bridge relative
a facet—parallel, perpendicular, and at an an
a545°—were prepared for the measurements. Thus,
transverse and longitudinal magnetoresistances with diffe
orientations of the transport current relative to the direct
of a facet can be measured for this set of samples. In
course of the experiment the voltage dependencesU i(H) and
U'(H) for two mutually opposite directions of the magne
field H, perpendicular to the sample plane, were measu
simultaneously. Then, the components of the longitudi
and transverse magnetoresistances which are even and
relative to a change in the direction of the magnetic fi
were calculated from Eqs.~1! and~2!. The average transpor
current density was 5.1 kA/cm2.

Figure 2a shows for three filmsr i
1 versus the magnetic

field at film temperature 8.5 K. The sample with the curre
directed at an angle of 45° relative to the direction of a fa
has a lower critical field than all other samples. This diff
ence can be attributed to the nonuniform distribution of
temperature in the substrates during film deposition. T
transition width is 0.02 T.

The magnetic field dependence ofr i
2 in Fig. 2b has a

pronounced minimum near the superconducting transit
The curves are virtually identical to one another for all thr
films: the curve for the sample with the current directed at
angle of 45° is shifted in the direction of low fields relativ
to curves for the two other samples by an amount equa
the difference of the critical fields of these films~see Fig.
2a!. It should be noted that the theory of Ref. 1 predicts z

FIG. 2. Even~a! and odd~b! components of the longitudinal magnetores
tivity versus the magnetic field strength for three samples with differ
orientation of the transport current relative to the facet direction: 0°~j!,
45° ~d!, and 90°~m!.
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magnetic resistance fora50 and 90°. A dependence simila
to that presented fora545° has been observed on twinne
YBCO single crystals.2 In the present work the results o
measurements of the even and odd parts of the longitud
and transverse magnetoresistances of a YBCO single cr
with unidirectional twins are presented for two samples w
different directions of the transport current: parallel and at
angle ofa545° with respect to the twin planes. Howeve
the signal amplitude in a sample with current parallel to
twins was an order of magnitude smaller than for the c
a545°. The appearance of an odd~as a function of the field!
component in the longitudinal magnetoresistance is a c
acteristic feature of guided vortex motion. This componen
due to the presence of an even component of the velo
perpendicular to the current direction with vortices movi
along the pinning planes.1

Figure 3 shows the magnetic field dependence of
even component of the transverse magnetoresistance o
sample. It is evident that the effect is strongest for the sam
with the transport current oriented at an angle of 45° w
respect to the facet direction, as theory predicts. The or
of these ‘‘new’’ components of the transverse magnetore
tance is due to vortec motion along pinning planes, spec
cally, the presence of an odd component of the vortex ve
ity directed perpendicular to the transport current vector.

The experimental results attest to pinning anisotropy
faceted niobium films. The main result of this work is th
experimental observation of an odd component in the lon
tudinal and an even component in the transverse magne
sistances of the sample; this indicates guided vortex mo
in faceted niobium films. Why the behavior of the odd com
ponent of the longitudinal resistance is essentially the sa
in all three samples is not clear. One possible reason for
behavior could be the presence of a small (<5°) disorienta-
tion angle between the current direction and the facet dir
tion in samples witha50 and 90°. The existence of nonze
values ofr'

1 for these directions~see Fig. 3! also attests to
this.

The theoretical results of Ref. 1 cannot be directly us
for quantitative interpretation of the experimental data, b
cause the theory does not assume the existence of pinnin
vortex motion in a pinning plane, i.e. a facet. However, t

t

FIG. 3. Even component of the transverse magnetoresistivity versus
magnetic field strength for three samples with different orientation of
transport current relative to the facet direction: 0°~j!, 45° ~d!, and 90°
~m!.
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experiments show that the critical current in a direction p
allel and transverse to the facet direction is of the same o
of magnitude. Thus, a further elaboration of the theory
vortex motion that is capable of describing such a situatio
needed.

In closing, it should be noted that the system studied
this work is a good object for studying guided vortex motio
parameters such as the facet period and film thickness ca
easily varied when the films are being prepared.

We thank V. A. Shklovskiı˘ for discussing the results ob
tained and for checking the manuscript and J. Oster for
sisting in sample preparation.
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Exact solution of the problem of an electron in a magnetic field consisting of a uniform
field and arbitrarily arranged magnetic strings parallel to the uniform field

I. M. Dubrovski *

G. V. Kurdyumov Institute of Metal Physics, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, bul. Vernadskogo,
36, Kiev, 03680, Ukraine
~Submitted March 4, 2002!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.28, 1183–1194~November 2002!

It is shown that the requirements of finiteness, single-valuedness, and definiteness of the wave
function and probability current density necessarily lead to the fact that as a magnetic
string is approached the wave functions of the electron must decrease in modulus more rapidly
than the square root of the distance from the string~a magnetic string is an infinitely thin
solenoid carrying a finite magnetic flux!. The energy spectrum of an electron is obtained. In general
the spectrum is identical to the spectrum in the absence of strings. The general form of the
eigenfunctions of the ground state and an operator whose powers give the eigenfunctions of the
excited states are found. When there is only one string with magnetic flux which is not a
multiple of twice the flux quantum another equidistant sequence of eigenvalues appears in the
energy spectrum. This sequence is shifted with respect to the main sequence by a fraction
equal to the positive fractional part of the quotient obtained by dividing the magnetic flux by twice
the flux quantum. This sequence starts from a level whose number equals the number of the
remaining magnetic strings. The wave functions for these special states are also obtained. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1528576#
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1. INTRODUCTION

A magnetic string is an infinitely thin solenoid carrying
finite flux. Since the magnetic field intensity of a string
everywhere zero except along the line of the string, the
teraction of a charged particle with a string is a purely qu
tum effect with no classical analog~Aharanov–Bohm effect!.
The problem of such an interaction arises in the effecti
Hamiltonian analysis of an electron in a crystal containin
screw dislocation. The effective Schro¨dinger equation in a
plane perpendicular to the dislocation line can be stud
separately. Then the terms linear in the deformation desc
in the Hamiltonian a magnetic string~coinciding with the
dislocation line! with magnetic flux proportional to the com
ponent of the quasimomentum along the dislocation li
This problem and its extension to the case where a unif
magnetic field is present and is oriented parallel to the st
have been studied many times~see Refs. 1–3!. They are
interesting because they describe the simplest case o
interaction of an electron with a shear deformation in a cr
tal where the variables separate. In Sec. 2 of the pre
paper these investigations will be supplemented by bound
conditions at the point where the string intersects the pl
containing the electron. The conditions under which
string can approximately describe the influence of
magnetic-field nonuniformity with a small radius on the sta
of an electron will also be examined.

Heuristic arguments concerning the influence of a str
on the state of a two-dimensional electron gas in a magn
field and on the interaction in a gas of two-dimensional co
posite particles, i.e. particles possessing an electric ch
and the associated magnetic structure, play a fundame
role in the theory of the quantum Hall effect.4 In this con-
nection the exact solution obtained in Sec. 4 of the prob
8451063-777X/2002/28(11)/8/$22.00
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of a charged particle in a magnetic field consisting of a u
form field and many arbitrarily arranged strings could be
interest. This model also describes an electron in a cry
with parallel screw dislocations in a magnetic field. As not
in Ref. 1 quantization in such a system cannot be perform
according to the Bohr–Sommerfeld rules, even though
corresponding classical problem can be solved exactly.
interesting that the exact solution was obtained for a dis
dered system without any spatial symmetry. The solut
was made possible by a transformation, described in Se
of the Hamiltonian. This transformation requires bounda
conditions at the point through which the string passes; th
boundary conditions are obtained in Sec. 2.

2. ELECTRON IN THE FIELD OF A SINGLE STRING

The Schro¨dinger equation for a single string with mag
netic flux F

H& V~r !5
1

2m F S p&x2
eHy

2c
2

eFy

2pc~x21y2! D
2

1S p&y1
eHx

2c
1

eFx

2pc~x21y2! D
2

1p&z
2GV~r !

5EV~r ! ~1!

can be easily solved by separating variables in cylindri
coordinates whose axis is also the line of the string.2,3 Heree
is the modulus of the electron charge and the negativity
the charge is taken into account;H is the intensity of the
uniform magnetic field parallel to theZ axis;F can be posi-
tive or negative depending on the direction of the magne
field of the string relative to the uniform field;m is the elec-
tron mass. We exclude from the analysis motion along thZ
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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axis and in what follows we shall examine only the two
dimensional problem. In polar coordinates (r ,w) the eigen-
functions are

V~r !5exp~ imw!expS 2
r 2

2l 2D
3r unuFS 2

E

\v
1

n1unu11

2
, unu11;

r 2

l 2 D , ~2!

whereF(a,c;x) is the confluent hypergeometric function,m
is any integer, here and below the normalization factor
dropped for brevity, and

v5
eH

mc
, l 25

2ch

eH
, n5m1

F

2F0
, F05

p\c

e
. ~3!

For the wave function to be finite at the origin of the coo
dinates~at the point where the string is located! and to re-
main single-valued in a circuit around this point, of the tw
fundamental solutions of the confluent hypergeometric eq
tion the functionF(a,c;x) is chosen andm must be an
integer.

An important distinction of the set of function
VE,m(r ,w) from the corresponding solutions of the proble
with no magnetic strings5 is that it always includes either th
function with unu and mÞ0 if F/2F0 is an integer or two
functions with 0,unu,1. In the first case the function has n
limit as r→0 and consequently cannot be a wave functi
In the second case both functions have a singular gradie
the limit r→0. Different authoritative sources formulate di
ferently the requirements for continuity of the derivatives
the wave function. Thus, the authors of Refs. 6 and 7 c
sider that the first derivatives of the wave function rem
continuous and bounded in all states, and they do not pre
any physical arguments to substantiate this requiremen
Ref. 7 it is stated that this requirement is sufficient f
boundedness and continuity of the probability current d
sity. In Ref. 8 the derivatives are allowed to approach infin
‘‘not too strongly.’’ In Ref. 5 it is indicated that there can b
exceptions, determined by the specific problem being s
ied, to the continuity of the derivatives.

We introduce the notation

F

2F0
5a1a, a2 integer, 0<a,1. ~4!

The amplitude component of the current density in the s
~2! is

j w52
e\

m
expS 2

r 2

l 2 D uFu2r 2unuS n

r
1

eH

2c\
r D . ~5!

It is obvious that for 0,2unu<1 the expression~5! results in
a physically meaningless result—an infinite or nonzero a
muthal current atr 50. For 1,2unu,2 Eq. ~5! gives physi-
cally admissable values of the probability current in
space, even though the gradient of the function has a sin
larity at r 50. Consequently, we shall adopt the followin
constraints on the possible values ofm neglected in Refs. 2
and 3. Fora50, mÞ2a. If n is not an integer, i.e.aÞ0,
then there always exists a value ofm such thatunu<1/2, and
a state with this value ofm must be eliminated from the
solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation. Fora<1 mÞ2a and
s

a-

.
in

f
-
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In
r
-

d-

te

i-

l
u-

for a>1/2 mÞ212a. These selection rules for physicall
admissable states can be united by a boundary conditio
the point containing the magnetic string the wave function
zero and as this point is approached the modulus of the w
function decreases more rapidly thanr 1/2. ~We note that there
is another reason why the condition that the function v
ishes cannot be the only condition: a linear manifold defin
by such a condition is not closed. Indeed, the sequenc
functions r 1/n belongs to this manifold but the limit of the
sequence does not.! Such conditions must also hold for man
strings; this situation will be studied below. For this reas
spin does not interact with magnetic strings, and it is of
interest to take spin into account.

The boundary conditions on the outer boundary of
domain of definition determine the energy spectrum. If t
domain is infinite, then in order for the eigenfunctions to
integrable

2
E

\v
1

n1unu11

2
52N, ~6!

whereN is a nonnegative integer. Then the energy eigenv
ues corresponding to the eigenfunctions~2! have the form

ENm5\vS N1
n1unu11

2 D . ~7!

Then the confluent hypergeometric functions in Eq.~2! re-
duce to the generalized Laguerre polynomialsLN

unu(r 2/ l 2).
The quantum numbersN and m cannot be interpreted

directly in terms of the classical motion of an electron. Fo
physical interpretation of the results obtained below and
compare them with the semiclassical description it is con
nient in this solution to switch to the quantum numbersn and
k, which were introduced in Ref. 1 and determine, resp
tively, the energy and distance of the center of a class
orbit from the origin of coordinates. From the solution of th
classical problem expressions can be derived for the integ
of motion Cx(p,r ) and Cy(p,r )—the Cartesian coordinate
of the center of an orbit in terms of the Cartesian coordina
and momenta of a classical particle, generalized to the c
of a magnetic string:

Cx52
1

mv
py2

F

2pH

x

x21y2 1
x

2
,

~8!

Cy5
1

mv
px2

F

2pH

y

x21y2 1
y

2
.

Switching to operators, the operator of the squared dista
of the center of a classical orbit from the magnetic string c
be written as

R& 25C& x
21C& y

25 l 2S 1

\v
H& 1 i

]

]w
2

F

2F0
D . ~9!

Obviously,R& 2 commutes with the Hamiltonian and the fun
tion ~2! is its eigenfunction with the corresponding eige
value

Rjm
2 5 l 2S N1

unu2n

2
1

1

2D . ~10!
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We introduce the energyn and distancek quantum numbers
of the center of an orbit relative to the origin of the coord
nates:

n5N1
um1au1m1a

2
>0,

k5N1
um1au2m2a

2
>0, ~11!

n2k5m1a, N5k1
~n2k!2un2ku

2
.

These numbers can take on any noninteger values with
exception of the cases allowed by the selection rules der
above. We shall present expressions for the energy, dist
of the center of an orbit from the origin of coordinates, a
the radiusr 0 of a Larmor orbit in terms of the quantum
numbersn andk:

Enk5\vFn1u~n2k!a1
1

2G ,
r 0

25 l 2Fn1u~n2k!a1
1

2G , ~12!

Rnk
2 5 l 2H k1@u~n2k!21#a1

1

2J , u~x!5H 1; x>0

0; x,0
.

Hence we can obtain a classical interpretation of the se
tion rules. Forn5k the line of the orbit passes through th
point containing the string ifa50 or near it~encompassing
it! if a<1/2. If a>1/2, then an orbit withm1a5n2k
521 would pass near the string without encompassing
Such orbits are forbidden.~‘‘Near’’ means that ur 0

22R2u
< l 2/2.) Orbits withn,k do not encompass the string; th
energy levels form the standard Landau spectrum and
degenerate with respect tok. For n>k the orbits encompas
the string, the energy levels are also equidistant but they
shifted with respect to the Landau levels by\va and are
degenerate for allk<n. We shall refer to such states as sp
cial states. However, there is no complete corresponde
between the electron density distribution and a classical
bit. The coordinates of the center of an orbit~8! do not com-
mute with one another, so that if the modulus of the rad
vector is determined by the expression~12!, then its azimuth
is completely undetermined. For on string, the case which
are now discussing, this azimuth is of no significance
calculating the action integralI r and the angular momentum
M of an electron relative to the axis:

I r5
1

p R prdr5 H \r 0
2/ l 2

hR2/ l 2, pr5
xpx1ypy

Ax21y2
,

M5xpy2ypx5
\r 0

2

l 2 2
\R2

l 2 2
\F

2F0
. ~13!

Here the upper value ofI r corresponds to orbits which do no
encompass the magnetic string. Applying toI r and M the
Bohr–Sommerfeld quantization rules

I r5\S N1
1

2D , M5\m, ~14!
he
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and using the fact that the energy is proportional to
squared radius of the orbit, we can derive the formula~7!.
We note that to obtain the correct result semiclassical qu
tization must be used for each degree of freedom separa
in accordance with the rules. The often used quantization
the total adiabatic invariant

1

2p R pxdx1pydy5I r1
1

2p R Mdw

5H \r 0
2/ l 2

\r 0
2

l 2 2
\F

2F0

J 5S n1
1

2D\

~15!

leads to a physically meaningless result: forua1au.n
11/2 anda,0 it is found thatr 0

2,0.
If a50, i.e. the magnetic flux of a string equals an int

gral number of twice the flux quantum, then the energy sp
trum differs from the spectrum in the absence of the str
only by the fact that states withn5k are excluded. Then the
wave functions differ by the fact that in the factors whic
depend onr the angular momentum quantum numberm is
replaced byn5m1a.

For the case of several strings the number of poss
variants of the values of the quantizable integrals of mot
increases rapidly with the number of strings. The variant t
is realized depends on the radius of the Larmor orbit and
both coordinates of the center of the orbit, which cannot
observed simultaneously. Consequently, for several string
is impossible to obtain the energy spectrum by quantizing
integrals of motion. In Ref. 1 a hypothesis was proposed fo
determining the spectrum in this case, but as will be sho
below the results obtained are incorrect.

In closing this section we shall examine the states of
electron in the field of a solenoid with a finite radiusr 1 , field
intensityHi inside the solenoid, and a uniform fieldHe out-
side the solenoid. We introduce the dimensionless variabx
and the energy«:

x5
r 2eHe

2c\
, «5

Emc

\eHe
. ~16!

The wave functions inside and outside the solenoid have
form

Ve5exp~ imf!expS 2
x

2D xunu/2

3CS 2«1
n1unu11

2
, unu11; xD , ~17!

V i5expS im8f
b

ubu DexpS 2
ubux

2 D xum8u/2

3FS 2
«

ubu
1

m81um8u11

2
, um8u11; ubuxD ,

~18!

whereb5Hi /He taking account of the sign~we assume the
direction ofHe to be positive!,
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n5m1
F

2F0
5m1

epr 1
2

2pc\
~Hi2He!5m1x1S Hi

He
21D

5m1x1~b21!5m1x1h. ~19!

Matching the values of the functions~17! and ~18! at x5x1

gives the ratio of the coefficients of these functions and
addition, the requirement

m5m8
b

ubu
5m8 sgnb. ~20!

The values of the coefficients can be calculated from
normalization condition. Then, as follows from Eq.~20!, the
continuity condition for the derivative with respect tow
holds automatically. The continuity condition for the deriv
tive with respect tor can be replaced by continuity of th
logarithmic derivative with respect tox:

2
ubu
2

1
umu
2x1

1ubu
F8

F
52

1

2
1

unu
2x1

1
C8

C
. ~21!

It determines the spectrum of eigenvalues«. We shall assume
the domain of the eigenvalues to be infinite. Sin
C(a,c;x);x2a asx→`, the solution~17! and~18! satisfies
the boundary conditions at infinity and zero for all values
the parameters. Using the properties of the confluent hy
geometric functions~see Ref. 5! we can write

F8

F
5

1

ubux1
S 2

«

ubu
1

m1umu11

2 D

3F FS 2
«

ubu
1

m1umu13

2
, umu11; ubux1D

FS 2
«

ubu
1

m1umu11

2
, umu11; ubux1D 21G ,

C8

C
5

2«1
n1unu11

2

x1 F S 2«1
n2unu11

2 D

3

CS 2«1
n1unu13

2
,unu11; x1D

CS 2«1
n1unu11

2
,unu11; x1D 21G . ~22!

The equation~21! is a complicated transcendental equati
which depends on the solenoid parametersHi and x1 . It is
simpler to study this equation in the limiting case of a sma
radius solenoid carrying a finite magnetic flux:

x1→0, ubu→`, z5x1ubu5const. ~23!

Then instead of Eq.~21! we obtain approximately
n

e

f
r-

-

Qm~z!5
unu
2

1S 2«1
n1unu11

2 DF S 2«1
n2unu11

2 D

3

CS 2«1
n1unu13

2
, unu11; x1D

CS 2«1
n1unu11

2
, unu11; x1D 21G , ~24!

where

Qm~z!5
umu2z

2
1

m1umu11

2

3F FS m1umu13

2
, umu11; z D

FS m1umu11

2
, umu11; z D 21G . ~25!

The spectrum of values of« can be obtained from Eq.~24!
by setting

2«1
n1unu11

2
52N2g, ~26!

where N is an arbitrary nonzero integer or zero,ugu,1.
Then ~see Ref. 9!, if n is not an integer

C~2N2g,unu11; x1!'
G~2unu!

G~2unu2N!
1

G~ unu!
G~2N2g!x1

unu ;

G~2N2g!'
~21!N21

gN!
. ~27!

From Eq.~24! we have

g5
~21!Nx1

unuG~2unu!~2Qm~z!2unu!
N!G~ unu!G~2unu2N!~2Qm~z!1unu!

. ~28!

On the basis of the asymptotic behavior ofF(a,c;x) in the
limits x→` andx→0 it can be shown thatQm(z).0. Con-
sequently, the numerator in Eq.~28! has no zeros andg is
always small to the extent thatx1

unu is small. If n is an integer
andnÞ0, then

C~2N2g,unu11;x1!

'~21!NF ~N1unu!!
unu!

2g
N!

x1
unu ~ unu21!! G ,

g5
x1

unu~N1unu!! ~2Qm~z!2unu!
N! unu! ~ unu21!! ~2Qm~z!1unu!

. ~29!

The relation~29! is the limiting case of the relation~28!
when n approaches an integer, so that the relation~28! is a
general formula for allnÞ0. It can be shown that forn50
g;2(ln x1)

21, i.e. this case cannot be described as the li
of the relation~28!. As the matching pointx1 and therefore
alsog approach zero, the matched confluent hypergeome
functions will pass into the corresponding Laguerre polyn
mials for all m uniformly in x, except the casen50.

Thus, the states in the field of a magnetic string w
unu.1/2 in an unbounded plane approximately describe
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corresponding states in the field of a small-radius solen
The qualitative difference is that the energy levels in the fi
of a solenoid are not degenerate, though they do form c
groups near the Landau levels and at distances\va from
them, while in the field of a string each Landau level is sp
into two degenerate levels. This occurs because the ener
determined not only by the classical orbit encompassing
solenoid but also by the fact that the wave function in
solenoid is not zero.

3. FACTORIZATION OF THE HAMILTONIAN

The Hamiltonian of an electron in a magnetic fiel
which is a superposition of a uniform field andI magnetic
strings which are parallel to the uniform field, carry flux
Fi , and are located at the pointszi5(z ix ,z iy) in a plane
perpendicular to the magnetic field (i 51,2,. . . ,I ), has the
form

H& 5
1

2m F S p&x2
eHy

2c
2(

i 51

I

~ai1a i !wiy D 2

1S p&y1
eHx

2c
1(

i 51

I

~ai1a i !wixD 2G , ~30!

where

wix5
x2z ix

~x2z ix!21~y2z iy!2 ,

wiy5
y2z iy

~x2z ix!21~y2z iy!2 ~31!

are the components of the vectorwi . It is easily verified that
div wi50 everywhere where the derivatives of the comp
nents ofwi are defined. At the same time the flux ofwi

through any circle centered at the pointzi containing the
string is 2p. Consequently,

div wi5
]wix

]x
1

]wiy

]y
52pd~r2zi !. ~32!

This Hamiltonian can be factorized by introducing o
erators which are a generalization of the operators introdu
in Refs. 10 and 11 to the case where strings are presen

p& 65S 2 i\
]

]xD6 i S 2 i\
]

]yD6
i\

l 2 ~x6 iy !

6 i\(
i 51

N

~ai1a i !~wix6 iwiy!. ~33!

In contrast to Ref. 10 and 11, the commutator@p& 1 ,p& 2#,
strictly speaking, is not everywhere equal to a constant@see
Eq. ~32!#:

@p& 1 ,p& 2#522\mv24p\2

3(
i 51

N

~ai1a i !d~x2zxi!d~y2zyi!, ~34!

but, as shown above, since the wave functions must h
zeros at points containing strings, the Hamiltonian~3!, just as
in Refs. 10 and 11, can be represented in the form
d.
d
se

t
is
e

e

-

ed

ve

H& 5
1

2m
p& 1p& 21

1

2
\v. ~35!

We introduce the variables and notations~see Ref. 11!

z65x6 iy , z i 65z ix6 i z iy ,

wi 65wix6wiy5
1

z72z i 7
. ~36!

We underscore that the complex variablesz6 are not inde-
pendent, since they are complex conjugates of one ano
Two independent complex variables would introduce fo
independent real variables instead ofx andy. We introduce
the operators

]

]z6
5

1

2 S ]

]x
7 i

]

]yD . ~37!

This is not differentiation with respect to a complex variab
but rather a linear combination of operators of differentiati
with respect to the coordinates. Specifically, the functions
which these operators will be applied may not satisfy
Cauchy–Riemann conditions. From the definitions~36! and
~37! we obtain

F ]

]z6
,z6G51, F ]

]z6
,z7G50 ~38!

so that the action of the operators~37! on a function of the
variablesz6 can be interpreted as differentiation with respe
to independent real variables~the derivatives]w6 /z6 ,
which are proportional tod functions, are an exception; bu
as already mentioned, this is of no significance in our sp
of the functions.! The operatorsp& 6 in these variables have
the form

p& 652 i\S 2
]

]z7
7

1

l 2 z67(
i 51

N
ai1a i

z72z i 7
D . ~39!

It follows from Eqs.~34! and~35! that we can write for
the functions possessing zeros at points containing string

@H& ,p&2#52\vp& 2 , @H& ,p& 1#5\vp& 1 . ~40!

Hence it is easy to show that if the functionf is an eigen-
function of the Hamiltonian, corresponding to the eigenva
E, then the functionp& 6f will also be an eigenfunction cor
responding to the valueE6\v, provided that it satisfies al
conditions imposed on the solution of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion.

For many strings, in the classical cace the integrals
motion corresponding to the coordinates of the center o
classical orbit for trajectories which do not intersect strin
can also be found. They are analogous to Eq.~8! with Fwx

and Fwy replaced by the corresponding sums(Fiwix and
(Fiwiy . In quantum mechanics they also correspond to
erators which commute with the Hamiltonian in the space
functions which vanish at points containing strings but wh
do not commute with one another. From them we can c
struct the operators

C& 75C& x6 iC& y56
i

mv
p& 61z6 ~41!
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and the hermetian operator for the squared distance of
center of an orbit from any point (jx ,jy)

R& 2~jx ,jy!5~C& 12j2!~C& 22j1!1
1

2
l 2, ~42!

which commutes with the Hamiltonian. From the commu
tion relations

@R& 2,C& 1#5 l 2C& 1 , @R& 2,C& 2#52 l 2C& 2 ~43!

it follows that the operatorR& 2(jx ,jy) possesses a discre
spectrum with spacingl 2; the operator which increases th
eigenvalue for the set of eigenstates isC& 1 and the decreasing
operator isC& 2 .

4. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM FOR MANY STRINGS

We shall replace the desired wave functions, writing

V5expS 2
z1z2

2l 2 Dc, ~44!

where the origin of coordinatesz15z250 is chosen
arbitrarily, and introduce the operators

p&652 i\S 2
]

]z7
7(

i 51

N
ai1a i

z72z i 7
D . ~45!

Then the equation for the functionc has the form

1

2m FP& 1P& 2c1
2i\

l 2 z1P& 2cG1
1

2
\vc5Ec, ~46!

or

1

2m FP& 11
2i\

l 2 z1GP& 2c5S E2
1

2
\v Dc.

It is easy to show from the commutation relations~34! and
~40! that if the functionf is a solution of Eq.~46! with
eigenvalueE0 , then the function (P& 12i\z1 / l 2)f is a so-
lution with eigenvalueE01\v, provided that it satisfies the
boundary conditions. As one can expect from the preced
sections of this paper, on an unbounded uniform plane
spectrum of the problem should consist of one or sev
equidistant sequences of degenerate levels. Then the en
of the ground state should be\v/2.

Let us consider the problem for an unbounded pla
with a finite number of strings. Iff is the ground state func
tion of the system, i.e.E05\v/2, then the operatorP& 2

transformsf into a function identically equal to zero, i.e.f

is an eigenfunction ofP& 2 with zero eigenvalue. For othe
values of E0 , if P& 2f vanishes at all points containin
strings, then it is an eigenfunction of Eq.~46! with the ei-
genvalueE02\v. The operatorP& 2 can likewise transform
the functionf into a function which does not satisfy th
conditions. Then, if the levelE0 is nondegenerate, then it i
the lowest level of the spectrum of special states; if it
degenerate, then the operatorP& 2 could transform a linear
combination of its eigenfunctions into a function satisfyi
the conditions with eigenvalueE02\v. Therefore, for a
complete solution of the problem it is sufficient to find th
complete system of ground state functions in the sequenc
he

-

g
e

al
rgy

e

of

Landau eigenvalues and all possible lowest eigenvalues
the corresponding eigenfunctions in the sequences of sp
states.

The ground state eigenfunction is also an eigenfunct
of the operatorP& 2 with zero eigenvalue. Solving the corre
sponding first-order equation we obtain

P& 2H F~z2!)
i 51

N

~z12z i 1!2(ai1a i )/2J [0, ~47!

where F(z2) is an arbitrary function ofz2 . It should be
chosen so that the eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian satis
all required conditions: a! it should have no poles; b! it
should decrease exponentially asuz6u5r→`, i.e. the func-
tion c(z1 ,z2) can grow no more rapidly than a finite powe
of r ; c! as the point containing the string is approached
should approach zero more rapidly thanr1/2 ~r is the dis-
tance from the string!; and, d! it should be determined
uniquely everywhere to within a constant phase factor. T
last two conditions impose definite requirements on
exponents in cofactor pairs of the form (z12z i 1)s

3(z22z i 2) t. Switching to the standard variables and tran
ferring the origin of coordinates to the point (z ix ,z iy) we
obtain

~z12z i 1!s~z22z i 2! t5~x81 iy8!s~x82 iy8! t

5exp@ i ~s2t !w8#r 8~s1t !. ~48!

Hence it follows that the differences2t should be an intege
and the sums1t.1/2. If s and t are half-integers, then
s2t ands1t are integers and the conditions1t.0 should
hold. This requirement need not be applied at the first ste
the solution. Then if the obtained wave functions belong t
degenerate level, their linear combinations which vanish
the required points can be constructed. But branch po
cannot be eliminated by a linear combination of non-sing
valued functions.

Then the desired function has the form

c~x,y!5T~z2!)
i 51

N

3~z12z i 1!2(ai1a i )/2~z22z i 2!k i1(ai2a i )/2,

where k i>uS 1

2
2a i D , ~49!

and T(z2) is an arbitrary entire function that can be repr
sented as a finite or infinite converging sum of powers ofz2 .
Consequently, the functionsck , which are determined by the
formula ~49! with Tk(z2)5z2

k and the minimal integerk i ,
can be chosen as the complete system of ground state e
functions on an unbounded plane. The powers ofz2 , con-
sidered as functions of (x,y) or (r ,w), i.e. z2

k 5exp
(2ikw)rk, are orthogonal in a circle of any radius, so that t
functionsck for a fixed set of non-negative integersk i are
orthogonal with a weighting function and hence are linea
independent. The eigenfunctions of the higher levels can
obtained from the ground state functions by applying pow
of the operator@P& 112i\z1 / l 2#s. The result of operating
with P& 1 on a function of the form~49! with Tk(z2)5z2

k is
multiplication by the polynominal
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2k

z2
12(

i 51

N
k i2a i

z2z i 2
. ~50!

Consequently, in order that the requirements for
eigenfunctions be satisfied here it is necessary to operat
linear combinations of the functions~49! which are obtained
by multiplying them by the corresponding power of the po
nomial ) i 51

N (zi2z i 2), i.e. the quantitiesk i must be in-
creased bys so that by operatings times with the raising
operator will not cause the functions to violate the conditio
at the points containing a string.

The eigenfunctions found for the energy operator are
eigenfunctions of the operatorR& 2. Consequently, the quan
tum numberk is not directly related with the determinatio
of the distance of an orbit center from any particular poi
Since the operator of the squared distance of the orbit ce
from the coordinate origin or any other point, as in the ca
with one string, commutes with the Hamiltonian, a system
functions which will be eigenfunctions of both operators c
in principle be found. However, in the case at hand this i
difficult problem to solve.

Proceeding to the question of the special states we p
the coordinate origin at a point through which a noninteg
string passes. We seek a solution in the form

c5Fz
1

S1z
2

S2 )
i

N21

~z12z i 1!Si 1~z22z i 2!Si 2G
3 f ~z1 ,z2!5V~z1 ,z2! f ~u!, ~51!

where it is assumed that the functionu(z1 ,z2) is a product
of cofactors of the form (z62z i 6). The action of the opera
tors P& 6 on c has the form

P& 6V f52 i Fn6~z7!V f1V
]u

]z7
f 8G , ~52!

where

n65 (
i

N21
2Si 77~ai1a i !

z72z i 7
1

2S77~a1a!

z7
. ~53!

At the points (z i 1 ,z i 2), through which integral strings
pass (a i50), we setSi 657ai /2. Then the terms corre
sponding to these strings fall out of the sumn6 , and the
function c will be single-valued in a circuit around thes
points but will not vanish on the integral strings. A line
combination of degenerate functions satisfies the last co
tion @see Eq.~48! and below#. A linear combination of non-
single-valued functions cannot eliminate branch points. C
sequently, exponent pairs for points containing noninteg
strings, including for the coordinate origin, can be in one
two variants:

A) Si 152
ai1a i

2
, Si 25k i1

ai2a i

2
;

B) Si 15k i2
ai2a i

2
, Si 25

ai1a i

2
, ~54!

wherek i5u(1/22a i). Then, to each nonintegral string the
corresponds a term of the form (k i6a i)/(z62z i 6) in one of
these sums.
e
on

s

t

.
ter
e
f

a

ce
l

i-

-
al
f

The energy of the ground state of a sequence of spe
states should be greater than\v/2, and the energy-lowering
operator P& 2 should transform this function so that it n
longer satisfies the requirements. The function~51! possesses
this property provided that one pair of exponents is chose
the form B. Substituting this function into Eq.~46! and can-
celing V we obtain

n1n2 f 12n2

]u

]z2
f 812n1

]u

]z1
f 814

]2u

]z2]z1
f 8

14
]u

]z1

]u

]z2
f 922

z1

l 2 v2 f 24
z1

l 2

]u

]z1
f 8

52
2m

\2 S E2
\v

2 D f . ~55!

This equation possesses a solution only if besides a non
gral string at the coordinate origin no more than one non
tegral string is present at any other point (z11 ,z12). Then
setting

n152
k12a1

z22z12
5

2b

z22z12
,

n252
k02a0

z1
5

2g

z1
; u5

z1~z22z12!

l 2 , ~56!

we obtain

bg

ul2
f 1

g

l 2 f 81
b

l 2 f 81
1

l 2 f 81
u

l 2 f 92
g

l 2 f 2
u

l 2 f 8

52
m

2\2 S E2
\v

2 D f ,

u2f 91u~g1b112u! f 82F S 2
E

\v
1

1

2
1g Du2bgG f 50.

~57!

The solutions of this equation can be represented in the f

f 5un(
k50

`

xku
k, ~58!

wheren are the roots of the equation

n21n~g1b!1bg50. ~59!

In order for f (x,y) to be a single-valued function at least on
root of Eq. ~59! must be an integral root. In general, this
possible ifbg50. Therefore, special are possible only if on
string is a nonintegral string, specifically, the string whe
the coordinate origin is placed. Forb50 andz150 Eq.~57!
transforms into the equation for the confluent hypergeom
ric function, and it follows from boundary conditions that

f S z1z2

l 2 D5FS 2n,g1 l ;
r 2

l 2 D5Ln
gS r 2

l 2 D ,

E5\vS n1g1
1

2D . ~60!

Heren is any positive integer or zero, so that the spectr
~60! describes an infinite equally spaced sequence. The l
est eigenvalue of this sequence is nondegenerate. To an
genvalue withn5NÞ0 there correspond anotherN eigen-
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functions which are obtained from each of the states~60!
with quantum numbersn5N2L (0,L<N) by operating

on them with the operator (P& 112i\z1 / l 2)L. Therefore
each level is (n11)-fold degenerate. This can be used
obtain linear combinations of functions belonging to t
same level which vanish at all points containing integ
strings. If there areM integral strings, then the lowest leve
for which this can be done is (M11) –fold degenerate~ex-
cept for cases of a special arrangement of the strings w
will become clear below!. For this, it is necessary to con
struct from the (M11) –st function a linear combination tha
vanishes atM pointsz65z i 6 . Using the system ofM linear
equations obtained for the coefficients of the combinatio
theM coefficients can be expressed uniquely in terms of
of them, which then is determined from the normalizati
condition. Thus if aside from one nonintegral string there
M integral strings, then, whatever their arrangement~aside
from arrangements which cause the determinant of the
responding system of equations to vanish!, the spectrum of
the special states is described by the relation~60! and starts
with n5M , and the lowest state is nondegenerate and
eigenfunction is a definite linear combination of functio
with n5M and differentL (0,L<M ).

The exact results obtained refute the hypothesis pr
ously proposed by the author~see Ref. 1, p. 148!, and in
certain cases they contradict the intuitively expected resu
For example, although the lowest special state for one n
integral string witha.1/2 @see Eqs.~2! and ~12!# localized
near it in a region with radius of the order ofR001r 0

5 l (Aa11/21A1/2), the appearance of at least one ad
tional integral string at a large distance from the noninteg
string makes the existence of this state impossible. This
consequence of the requirement that the wave function m
vanish at a point containing an integral string. It is char
teristic for all problems where in the absence of this requ
ment there is a discrete spectrum with a nondegenerate
est state. For example, in the problem of a charged partic
the field of an attractive Coulomb center the ground st
with the standard boundary conditions at large distances
creases exponentially but it is impossible to satisfy the c
dition that the function vanish at any distant point. The re
son is not, as is sometimes believed, that the wave func
of the ground state cannot have zeros. The ground state f
tion in the three-dimensional problem with the potentialU
5A/r 22B/r is proportional to r s, where s
5A2mA/\211/421/2 ~see Ref. 5, the problem for Sec. 36!.
But the requirement that the wave function vanish exactly
a point destroying the symmetry of the unperturbed prob
is very strong. As shown in Sec. 1 of the present paper
due to the nature of a magnetic string. In contrast, it can
easily shown that ad–like repulsive potential admits a finit
value of the wave function at a point where it is differe
from zero and results in a ground state shift which is all
smaller, the farther it is located from the center. A nonin
gral string is an even stronger perturbation. As shown abo
including one such string even at a distance much gre
than the localization radius of the special states annihila
all special because of the requirement that the wave func
be single-valued in a circuit around any closed contour in
domain definition. As a result, for several screw dislocatio
l
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special states are completely impossible, because the ‘‘m
netic fluxes’’ in this case are identical for all strings. Ev
dently, this effect also remains for solenoids with a fin
radius.

5. CONCLUSIONS

1. It was shown that the formulation of the problem
the interaction of an electron with a magnetic string must
supplemented by the boundary condition that as the strin
approached the wave functions decrease in modulus m
rapidly than the square root of the distance from the strin

2. Using these boundary conditions the Hamiltonian
an electron for many arbitrarily arranged strings can be r
resented as a sum of the ground state energy and a produ
two conjugate operators. The results of operating with th
operators on an arbitrary eigenfunction of the Hamilton
are also eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian that correspon
the eigenvalues increased or decreased by one quantum
vided that they satisfy the boundary conditions. The Larm
frequency in a uniform field determines the quantum of e
ergy. Hence it follows that the spectrum of the Hamiltoni
consists of one or several equidistant sequences.

3. The general form of the ground state functions w
obtained. The eigenfunctions corresponding to other eig
values of the main~coinciding with the spectrum in the uni
form field! sequence can be obtained by applying the co
sponding powers of the operator, raising the energy.

4. It was shown that there can be only one additio
sequence of eigenvalues. It appears only when one of
strings possesses magnetic flux which is not a multiple
twice the flux quantum. The shift of this sequence relative
the main sequence is a fraction of the energy quantum e
to the positive fractional part of the quotient obtained
dividing the magnetic flux of the string by twice the flu
quantum. The lowest level of the sequence of special stat
shifted by this amount from the level of the main sequen
whose number equals the number of the remaining strin

5. It was shown that these results cannot be obtained
a semiclassical quantization method, even though the co
sponding classical problem possesses an exact solution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the ideal perovskite LaMnO3 is an
antiferromagnetic~AF! dielectric. For metallic and ferromag
netic ~FM! states to appear in this system manganese w
the mixed valence Mn31/Mn41 must be present. There are
least three possibilities for this: 1! the substitution of divalen
metals for lanthanum; 2! the presence of nonstoichiometr
oxygen; and, 3! the substitution of magnetic and nonma
netic ions for manganese. The colossal magnetoresist
~CMR! observed in substituted manganites is ordinarily
plained by the double-volume model in combination w
Jahn–Teller~JT! distortions of the crystal structure. How
ever, many aspects of the spin/charge/orbital ordering
manganites are still not clear.

The structural and magnetic properties
LaMn12xCoxO3 have been investigated in Refs. 1–7 to e
tablish the source of the FM in this system. The results
these works are quite contradictory. Thus, the ferromagn
states are attributed to the following interactions: monova
Mn31 – O– Mn31 (Co31 is in the low–spin state and doe
not contribute to FM!,1 positive superexchang
Mn41 – Co21,2–4,7 or mixed superexchang
Mn31 – O– Mn41, Mn31 – O– Mn31, and Mn41 – O– Mn21.5

Two magnetic phases with rhombohedral~transition
temperatureTc5225 K) and orthorhombic (Tc5175 K)
structures are found in the compound LaMn0.5Co0.5O3 .1,4

Varying the conditions of synthesis makes it possible
obtain only the low– or the high–temperature phase.4,8 We
note that all investigations known to us of the syste
La–Mn–Co–O were performed on polycrystalline sampl
This makes it difficult to interpret the results obtained. In t
present work the magnetic properties of a LaMn0.46Co0.54O3

~LMCO! single crystal are studied.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

LMCO single crystals with Co content close to 0.5 we
obtained by electrochemical deposition in a platinum c
cible from a solution–in–melt of the binary syste
Cs2MoO4– MoO3. Detailed description of the method use
to obtain the single crystals and of the method used to de
8531063-777X/2002/28(11)/3/$22.00
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mine the cationic composition are given in Ref. 9. The sin
crystals grown had a shiny black color and were nearly cu
in shape. X-Ray diffraction was used to determine the ph
composition, the lattice parameters, and the orientation of
single crystals.

The magnetization of a single crystal was measured
ing a SQUID magnetometer~Quantum Design, MPMS–5!
in magnetic fields up to 50 kOe in the temperature ran
4.2–300 K.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

X-Ray structural measurements performed on powd
of the crystal material showed that LMCO single crystals
single–phase and their structure is close to rhombohed9

The temperature dependences of the susceptibility o
LMCO single crystal, which were measured in a 50 Oe fie
in FC and ZFC regimes, are displayed in Fig. 1. The tran
tion from the paramagnetic~PM! into the FM state occurs a
Tc5170 K. The susceptibilityxFC5M /H increases as tem
perature decreases and is close to saturation at all temp
tures. The behavior of the susceptibilityxZFC(T) differs

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the susceptibilityx(T) of a LMCO
crystal:xFC ~s! andxZFC ~n!. Inset:xZFC(T) in 50 Oe~j! and 1 kOe~m!
fields.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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sharply from that ofxFC(T)—so-called thermomagnetic ir
reversibility is observed. The disparity first appears at te
peratures close toTc , and in contrast toxFC(T) a sharp peak
is observed on the curvexZFC(T) at Tm5150 K; belowTm

xZFC decreases. The value ofTm depends on the applie
magnetic field and shifts to low temperatures with decreas
magnetic field: forH51 kOe Tm5120 K ~inset in Fig. 1!.
We note that even in a 50 kOe field irreversibility is observ
betweenxFC and xZFC for temperatures below 50 K (Tm

520 K) ~Fig. 2!. This behavior attests to the presence
magnetic clusters in the crystal. The PM Curie temperat
Qp5173 K was estimated from the temperature depende
of the inverse susceptibilityH/M measured in a 50 kOe fiel
under FC conditions. The quantityQp is positive, indicating
that the exchange coupling between spins~or magnetic clus-
ters! is of a FM character.

The field dependences of the magnetizationM (H) of a
LMCO single crystal were measured for temperatures 5–
K. Figure 3 shows as an example the hysteresis loop for 5
The magnetizationM (H) saturates at;30 kOe, and the co-
ercive forceHc at low temperatures is large and equals
kOe at 5 K. The quantityHc depends strongly on tempera
ture and decreases to 130 Oe forT5140 K. We note that the
typical FM character of the field dependencesM (H) con-
firms that the decrease inMZFC at low temperatures~Fig. 1!
is due not to an FM–AFM transition but rather a gradu
freezing of FM clusters. Extrapolating 1/H to zero field in
theM – 1/H plane in high fields we obtain the magnetic sa
ration momentms51.75mB per formula unit. This value cor
responds to the total contributions of Mn41 and Co21. In
Ref. 10 it is shown that asx increases in the system
LaMn12xCoxO3 (x>0.5) the total magnetic moment star
to decrease not only because the ratio Mn/Co decrease
also because of hybridization, giving rise to an additio
decrease of the magnetic moments of Mn and Co. The v
ms5175mB which we obtained for a LMCO crystal is iden
tical to the theoretical value of the magnetic moment
x50.54,10 associated with the Mn41 – Co21 interaction7 giv-
ing rise to FM in a LMCO crystal.

The results obtained can be explained using the mode
a magnetically two–phase state which presupposes th
sufficiently low temperatures the system separates into an
matrix and FM clusters in this matrix. The character of t
temperature dependencesMZFC(T) andMFC(T) will depend
on the ratio of the contributions of the matrix and the F

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence ofx of a LMCO single crystal in a 50 kO
field: xFC ~s!, xZFC ~n!; solid line—fit of a Langevin function.
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clusters. For the FC case, as temperature decre
(T,Tc), the spins of the clusters become oriented in
direction of the field and the contribution toMFC will be
maximum. For theZFC case, when the sample is cooled
zero field, there is no preferred orientation of the spins in
FM clusters and the contribution of the FM phase toMZFC

for the lowest temperatures will be minimum~Fig. 1!. If a
weak magnetic field is applied to the crystal, then the m
netization will strongly depend on the magnetic anisotro
of the system. For strong anisotropy a weak magnetic fi
will not be able to turn the spins in the required direction a
MZFC will be small. Since the coercive forceHc is due to the
magnetic anisotropy of the AF phase, forH,Hc the thermo-
magnetic irreversibility betweenMFC andMZFC at low tem-
peratures will be large. As the magnetic field increases,
difference betweenMFC and MZFC decreases~Figs. 1 and
2!; this is characteristic when FM clusters are present in
matrix.11

A Langevin function fits well the temperature depe
dence of the magnetizationM (T) measured in a 50 kOe field
~Fig. 2!. The effective magnetic moment of a cluster
m/mB515, which corresponds to the total moment of seve
Mn unit cells. Our estimates agree with the results of Ref.
concerning the existence of magnetic clusters in a crysta

The temperature derivatived(MZFC2MFC)/dT of the
difference betweenMZFC and MFC characterizes the distri
bution of the temperaturesTB at which as temperature de
creases the clusters gradually become blocked accordin
their magnetic anisotropy energy. According to Fig. 4, th

FIG. 3. Hysteresis loopM (H) of a LMCO single crystal at 5 K. Inset:
coercive forceHc versusT1/2; solid line—fit of the relation~2!.

FIG. 4. d(MZFC2MFC)dT versus temperature for a LMCO single cryst
(H550 Oe).
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distribution is nonuniform and contains two peaks—a la
sharp peak atTB5150 K and a smaller flat peak atTB

5100 K.
Thus, at least two types of magnetic clusters exist

LMCO at sufficiently low temperatures. The volumes~diam-
eters! of these clusters can be estimated from the value ofTB

of a cluster and the curvesM –H measured in strong fields
The coercive forceHc depends on the effective magnet
anisotropy constantK and the cluster volumeV as

Hc52K/Ms@12~25kT/kV!1/2#, ~1!

where Ms the saturation magnetization. In the limitT→0
Hc052K/Ms . From Eq.~1! and the relation13 25kTB5KV
we obtain the following expression forHc :

Hc5Hc0~12T/TB!1/2. ~2!

Clusters in LMCO satisfy this relation: the experimen
values ofHc lie on the straight lineHc5 f (T1/2) and Hc0

51.24 kOe~see inset in Fig. 3!. An estimate of the anisot
ropy constantK gives 1.53106 ergs/cm3; the cluster vol-
umes are 3.5310219 cm3 (TB5150 K) and 2.3
310219 cm3 (TB5100 K) and the corresponding cluster d
ameters are 87 and 76 Å.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The magnetic behavior of a LaMn0.46Co0.54O3 single
crystal grown by electrochemical deposition was studied
the temperature range 4.2–300 K in fields up to 50 kOe.
results can be explained on the basis of a two–phase m
of the magnetic state of the crystal—FM clusters in an
matrix. The volume~diameter! and blocking temperature o
the clusters were estimated.
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Giant resistance switching effect in nano-scale twinned La 0.65Ca0.35MnO3 film
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The magnetic and transport properties of a 20 nm-scale twinned La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 film are
investigated in a temperature range of 77–300 K. The coexistence of ferromagnetic metallic and
charge-ordered insulating phases is suggested by analyzing the temperature and current
dependences of the resistance at low temperatures. It is shown that thermocycling leads to the
formation of a nonequilibrium state in the ensemble of charge-ordered domains and to
the appearance of a giant switching in resistance of up to 100%. The experimental results are
discussed on the basis of phase separation. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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The hole-doped perovskite manganites are of great
rent interest not only for fundamental science in connect
with the discovery of colossal magnetoresistance~CMR!, but
also for their potential applications to new devices such
magnetic reading heads, field sensors, and memories.
cently evidence was presented for the coexistence of fe
magnetic metallic~FM! and charge-ordered insulating~COI!
phases in La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 films at low temperatures gov
erned by the lattice strains accumulated during
deposition.1,2 This defies the common knowledge that t
phenomenon of charge ordering~CO! is observed only in
compounds with a small average A-site cation radi
^r A&<0.118 nm. However, in view of the very similar ene
gies of the COI and FM states in these compounds3 one
might expect the appearance of the COI region in the co
pound with a larger̂ r A& induced by a structural distortio
away from the ideal cubic perovskite lattice.2 Charge order-
ing controlled by lattice strains was observed previously
Pr0.65Ca0.35MnO3 films.4

In this paper we report experimental results for the m
netic and transport properties of a La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 film pre-
pared by rf magnetron sputtering using a so-called ‘‘soft’’~or
powder! target.5 The substrate was a LaAlO3 ~001! twinned
crystal with a lattice parametera of 0.379 nm for the
pseudocubic symmetry. The substrate temperature du
deposition was 750 °C. The thicknessd of the film was about
50 nm. In contrast to the two-step cooling of the cham
with a hold at 400 °C for 1 h, which is usual for the prep
ration of films with perfect crystal structure, here one-s
cooling was employed to enhance the lattice strains.
u–2u x-ray diffraction~XRD! patterns were obtained using
Rigaku diffractometer with CuKa1

radiation. The lattice pa-
8561063-777X/2002/28(11)/3/$22.00
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rameters evaluated directly from the XRD data were plot
against cos2 u/sinu. With straight-line extrapolation to
cos2 u/sinu50, a more precise determination of the latti
parameter is obtained. The resistance measurements
carried out by using the four-point-probe method in a te
perature range of 77–300 K and a magnetic field up to 1.
The magnetization curves in a field up to 100 Oe were ta
with a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer in a tempe
ture range of 50–300 K.

Figure 1a presents theu–2u XRD scan of the
La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 film. Only the (00l ) peaks of both the sub
strate and the film are significantly manifested, indicati
that the deposition results in a highly oriented film. The o
of-plane lattice parameter was estimated asc'0.3882 nm.
On the other hand, the splitting of the~003! peak into two
separated subpeaks~Fig. 1b! similar to that in the substrate
~Fig. 1c! testifies the formation of twinned microstructure
the film. The size of the twinned crystallites, estimated fro
the XRD data, is'20 nm. Analogous results were obtaine
for La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 films prepared by rf magnetron sputte
ing using a solid target.6 Moreover, Raoet al.7 suggested tha
the full width at half maximum ~FWHM! for
La12xCaxMnO3 films on LaAlO3 substrates would be lim
ited to between 0.25° and 0.30° due to the twinned struc
of LaAlO3 . In our case the FWHM for the~002! reflection is
0.25°, which falls within the suggested range of valu
Therefore, one can conclude that we are dealing with a na
scale twinned La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 film. It is reasonable to ex-
pect the existence of the nonuniform~with nano-scale spatia
modulation! lattice strain distribution that can lead to th
formation of a mixed FM and COI state in this film.1,2

Figure 2 displays the temperature dependence of the
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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sistanceR(T) at different applied magnetic fields. The ma
netic field was directed at right angles to both the film s
face and the transport current. The first peak atTp1'250 K
is connected with the usual metal-insulator~MI ! transition
that is accompanied by the paramagnetic→ferromagnetic
transition with decreasing temperature. The inset of Fig
shows zero-field-cooled~ZFC! and field-cooled ~FC!
temperature-dependent magnetization curves,M (T). It is
seen that the Curie temperature for the film isTC'250 K
and coincides withTp1 of R(T). The position of the second
peak is located in the low-temperature range,Tp2'125 K,
and the physical nature needs more discussion, as below
absence of additional structure on theM (T) curves indicates
that the investigated La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 film is chemically ho-
mogeneous and undergoes only one magnetic transition.

FIG. 1. u–2u XRD pattern for a La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 film ~a!. The ~003! dif-
fraction peaks of the film~b! and substrate~c! for the cubic symmetry.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the resistance of a La0.65Ca0.35MnO3

film at different applied magnetic fields. The inset displays the tempera
dependence of the field-cooled~FC! and zero-field-cooled~ZFC! magneti-
zation.
-
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he
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other source for the two-peak behavior ofR(T) can be grain
boundaries~GB! that play the role of magnetic tunne
junctions.8–11 The spin-polarized tunneling of carriers b
tween ferromagnetic grains through an insulating gr
boundary leads to the formation of a peak on theR(T) curve
at a low temperature, which must be very sensitive to a l
applied magnetic field.8 However, in our case the resistanc
has a weak dependence on magnetic field nearTp2 , and the
magnitude of the negative magnetoresistance in this temp
ture range is much smaller than that observed for mangan
films with artificially grown GB.11,12 Our results are coinci-
dent with the T2H phase diagram for a nonuniforml
strained La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 thin film, which predicts this type
of behavior of the resistance in the COI state.2 On the other
hand, Fig. 3 shows that the second peak disappears at a
electric field. A similar effect was observed recently in ep
taxial films of charge-ordered rare-earth manganites an
was shown that the COI state is destroyed by applyin
small electrical current.13,14 Therefore, we might conclude
that the nano-scale twinned La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 film becomes
phase-separated below the Curie temperature and incl
both FM and COI regions simultaneously. There are reas
for a nonuniform distribution of magnetic moments in th
film and the unusual behavior ofM (T). The absence of satu
ration on the FCM (T) curve at low temperatures and th
very large difference between the ZFC and FC values of
magnetization attest to a spin-glass-like~or cluster-glass-
like! magnetic state in the film belowTC . In this case the
FM clusters are randomly distributed in the antiferroma
netic insulating matrix, and the long-range exchange inter
tion between them is essentially suppressed.

Figure 4 displays the influence of thermocycling on t
shape of theR(T) curve for the prepared La0.65Ca0.35MnO3

film. In the first cycle~1! the film was cooled down to 77 K
and theR(T) curve was recorded with increasing tempe
ture. The third cycle~2! means that the film was heated
300 K twice before the measurement. It is seen that the t

re

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the resistance of a La0.65Ca0.35MnO3

film measured at different transport currents: 50mA ~1! and 1 mA~2!.
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cycle invokes a large oscillation in the resistance~or volt-
age!. The resistance switching appears strictly between
two peaks on theR(T) curve and vanishes at both high (T
>Tp1) and low (T<Tp2) temperatures. Further repetition o
thermocycling does not change theR(T) shape obtained af
ter the third cycle~Fig. 4, curve2!. The measurements of th
resistance at fixed temperature as a function of time did
manifest voltage oscillations of such giant amplitude. Mo
over, the stopping in thermocycling and relaxation of the fi
during half an hour at 77 K or room temperature leads
disappearance of the resistance switching effect and
R(T) behavior becomes similar to that after the first th
mocycle~Fig. 4, curve1!. Consequently, the observed osc
lations of the resistance cannot be explained by telegr
noise or dynamic fluctuation of the resistivity.15,16

Figure 4 ~curve 2! shows that the resistance switchin
takes place between two limited high- and low-resista
states. The temperature dependence of the maximum r
tance values in Fig. 4~curve3! can be described by expre
sion of R(T)5R01aT exp(T0 /T) with the following fitting
parameters:R052.6 kV, a50.11 kV/K and T05620 K.
Such thermally activated behavior of the conductivity is ty
cal for the La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 compound in the insulating
state above the Curie point. TheR(T) curve enveloping the
minimum resistance values in Fig. 4~curve 4! displays
metal-like behavior and can be described byR(T)5R0

1bT2 with the following fitting parameters:R051.4 kV,
b50.023 kV/K2. Therefore, one can conclude that t
nano-scale twinned La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 film really consists of
COI ~high-resistance! and FM ~low-resistance! regions with
a different behavior ofR(T). The thermocycling, owing to
the structural transformations in the ensemble of C
domains,17,18 results in nonequilibrium phase separation
the film and the appearance of resistance switching betw
the COI and FM states. The disappearance of the switch

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the resistance switching after the
~1! and third ~2! thermocycles of a La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 film. Theoretical
curves~3! and~4! describe thermally activated and metal-likeR(T) behav-
ior, respectively.
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belowTp2 can be attributed to freezing of the COI domain
as indicated by Moriet al.19

In summary, we present evidence for the coexiste
of FM and COI phases in a nano-scale twinn
La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 film, which has been confirmed by mag
netic and transport measurements. Thermocycling leads
giant switching in resistance, up to 100%, between the C
and FM states. This is explained by the structural pertur
tion of the COI domains.

This work was supported by a Korea Research Foun
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Magnetotransport in a quasi-one-dimensional electron system on superfluid helium
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Magnetotransport in a nondegenerate quasi-one-dimensional electron system on superfluid helium
is investigated experimentally. The measurements are performed in perpendicular magnetic
fields B<2.6 T in the temperature range 0.48–2.05 K with 100–400 nm wide conducting
channels. In the region where the carriers are scattered by the helium atoms in the vapor
(T.0.9 K) and in the region where the electrons are scattered by ripplons (T,0.9 K) the
longitudinal componentrxx of the magnetoresistance of the conducting channels
predominantly increases withB. The experimental data in the region of carrier scattering by
helium atoms in the vapor agree with the classical Drude law, and in the quantum transport regime
with vct.1 (vc is the cyclotron frequency andt is the relaxation time of the electron
system! the self-consistent Born approximation for a 2D electron system above helium gives a
qualitative explanation of the data. It is conjectured that the quantitative differences
between the experimental data and the theoretical calculations are due to the difference of the
specific features between the experimentally studied and theoretically analyzed systems.
The experimental values of the electron mobilities at low temperatures and in weak magnetic
fields agree with theoretical calculations for a quasi-one-dimensional system. Weak
carrier localization in the experimental electron system explains the negative magnetoresistance
of the conducting channels, which was observed in the gas and ripplon carrier scattering
regions. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1528579#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Surface electrons~SEs! on superfluid helium are a
unique classical low-dimensional system because of the
treme purity of the substrate, the high uniformity of the ele
tron layer, and the weak interaction of the carriers with
surface of liquid helium. The electron mobility in such
system can reach record high values. At temperatu
T.0.1 K ~gas scattering region! the interactions between th
carriers and the helium atoms in the vapor and at temp
turesT,0.9 K ~ripplon region of scattering! surface oscilla-
tions of the liquid helium—ripplons—limit the electro
mibility. Since the maximum admissable electron dens
determined by the development of electrohydrodynamic
stability of the charged surface, on liquid helium is relative
low, the SEs form a gas of particles which are separated
distances much larger than the de Broglie wavelength.

Magnetic transport in a two-dimensional electron syst
(2D) on superfluid helium has been investigated quite w
both theoretically and experimentally1–4 in the gas and rip-
plon carrier scattering regions. It is well known that char
transport in a perpendicular magnetic fieldB differs substan-
tially from that in a zero magnetic field because of the a
pearance of discrete energy levels~Landau levels!. It has
been established that forvct,1 (vc5eB/m is the cyclo-
tron frequency,e and m are the free electron charge an
mass, respectively, andt is the relaxation time of electron
on elastic scatterers! magnetotransport follows the classic
Drude law and in the opposite limit,vct.1, a transition
occurs into the quantum transport regime with a more co
plicated magnetic field dependence of the transport cha
8591063-777X/2002/28(11)/5/$22.00
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teristics. Under these conditions the magnetoresistancerxx

~correspondingly, the magnetoconductivitysxx also! of a 2D
electron system is due to the interaction of carriers in Lan
levels whose width is determined by electron scattering
various nonuniformities. It has been shown that the long
dinal magnetoresistance behaves anomalously in the rip
scattering region—as temperature decreases,rxx at first in-
creases and then decreases. This behavior can be desc
on the basis of a theoretical model5 that takes account of the
predominant scattering of electrons by ripplons with char
teristic wavelengths equal to the magnetic length.

In addition to the well-known quasi-one-dimension
(Q1D) and one-dimensional (1D) systems based on thi
metal wires, semiconductor heterostructures, organic c
ductors, and so on, analogous systems based on surface
trons on superfluid helium are of substantial interest. AQ1D
electron system on helium can be obtained by linear mo
lation of the properties of the substrate in one direction alo
its surface. Since the interaction of the SEs with vario
scatterers in the two-dimensional system on liquid heli
has been well studied, effects due to a decrease in dimen
specifically, a transition from a two- to a one-dimension
system, can be observed in the present electron system

A variant of a quasi-one-dimensional electron system
ing surface electrons on liquid helium has been propose
Ref. 6 and realized in Ref. 7. The quasi-one-dimensio
electron system was obtained by electron localization in
‘‘troughs’’ of the curved surface of liquid helium flowing
under capillary forces in small channels of a shaped die
tric substrate. The transverse size of the electron conduc
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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channels on helium can be easily varied over wide limits
varying the height of the substrate surface above the he
surface or the intensity of the confining electric fieldE'

directed perpendicular to the substrate.
A special feature of one-dimensional conducting syste

is that processes associated with carrier localization, spe
cally, weak localization processes which influence cha
transport, are strong in such systems Weak localization is
to the interaction of surface electrons with nonuniformitie
resulting in interference processes between electron w
packets. Weak localization is characterized by the condi
kTl 0.1 ~herekT is the electron wave number,l 0 is the mean
free path length of carriers between elastic scatterers! and
can be destroyed by inelastic scattering of electrons by v
ous scatterers or a magnetic field as a result of a decrea
the size of the localization region of the electron wave fu
tion and a decrease ofl 0 . Q1D systems based on a nond
generate electron gas, such as SEs on liquid helium, hav
advantages that the thermal velocityVT and the mean–free
path length of the electrons can be varied over wide limits
varying the temperature or scatterer density and therefore
quantitykTl 0 . It is of great interest to investigate localizatio
processes in aQ1D system based on surface electrons
liquid helium.

Preliminary measurements of the magnetoresistance
Q1D electronic system on superfluid helium were perform
in Refs. 8 and 9. The present work is a continuation o
series of experimental investigations of magnetotranspo
a quasi-one-dimensional electron system on superfluid
lium. The investigations were performed in magnetic fie
up to 2.6 T in the gas and ripplon scattering regions at te
peraturesT50.48– 2.05 K. The conducting channels we
100–400 nm wide, depending on the conditions and
problems of the experiment.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND DISCUSSION

A quasi-one-dimensional electron system on liquid h
lium was obtained using a shaped substrate with a sm
dielectric constant. The structure of the substrate and
method for measuring the magnetoresistance are simila
those described in Ref. 10. The substrate consisted of
nylon filaments, each 100mm in diameter, arranged in a row
on a 24.5319.131.2 mm glass plate and placed on a syst
of rectangular measuring electrodes.

The quality of the conducting channels of the quasi-o
dimensional electron system based on SEs on helium
pends directly on the quality of the substrate and the proc
used to prepare the electronic conducting system. A mi
ture 5mm in diameter tungsten heating filament, whose he
ing power was negligible, served as the electron source
eliminate random charging of the substrate or sections of
substrate covered with a thin helium film, the filament w
briefly heated atT.1.3 K. The electric field was weak
(.0.1 V/cm), which prevented electrons from penetrat
directly into the substrate. Next, the electric field was
creased to higher values. It was found that the quality of
substrate decreased from one experiment to another.
maximum mobilitym in the Q1D channels at low tempera
tures in a zero magnetic field is 210 m2/(V•s).8,10 However,
in the present work we used a substrate of a somewhat lo
y
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quality, for which the maximum mobility in a zero magnet
field was.160 m2/(V•s). A series of experiments was pe
formed on a substrate with low–temperature mobil
90 m2/(V•s). The difference between the experimental a
theoretical values of the mobility is due to some rando
modulation of the potential along the channels because
surface nonuniformities of the nylon filaments comprisi
the substrate.

The experiments were performed in a system of rect
gular measuring electrodes at 100 kHz. Changes in the
plitude of the 0° and 90° components of the electric sig
transmitted through the cell when it was charged by the e
trons were measured. The guiding electric field was direc
along the conducting channels. The data obtained mad
possible to determine the real and imaginary parts of
conductivity of the cell with the electrons and, from the
data, the values ofrxx and the effective mobility of the elec
trons ~the computational procedure is similar to that d
scribed in Ref. 10!. The error in the determination of th
values ofrxx and m was about 30%. The results of the e
perimental investigations are displayed in Figs. 1–4. Figu
1 and 4 show the experimental data obtained on a subs
wherem0 reached the values 160 m2/(V•s). Figures 2 and 3
show data obtained with a substrate with maximum mobi
in zero magnetic field.90 m2/(V•s).

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependences
(nerxx)

21 in magnetic fields 0, 0.68, 1.36, and 2.05 T. The
dependences were obtained for the confining electric fi
E'5460 V/cm. It is evident that at temperaturesT.0.9 K
the dependence of (nerxx)

21 on T is essentially exponential
indicating that helium atoms in the vapor predominantly

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of (nerxx)
21 for a quasi-one-dimensiona

electron system on helium in magnetic fieldsB, T: 0 ~d!; 0.68 ~h!; 1.36
~n!; 2.05 ~s!. The distance between the electrons in a channel
5•1024 cm. The lines denote the theoretical calculation of this quantity
a 2D system performed in accordance with Ref. 12 forB, T: 0.8~1!, 1.5~2!,
and 1.9~3!.
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fluence the carrier scattering. ForT<0.9 K the dependence
of (nerxx)

21 on T is flatter. Electron–ripplon interaction
predominates in this temperature range.

The average electron localization length in the first e
ergy level in a direction perpendicular to the channel isy0

5(\/mv0)1/2.6 The effective width of the conducting chan
nels is yn5y0(kT/\v0)1/2 (k is Boltzmann’s constant an
\v05\(eE' /mR) is the splitting between neighboring lev
els in the energy spectrum of the electronic system!. In the
experimental temperature range this quantity is 200–400
a confining electric fieldE'5460 V/cm and substrate heigh
above the helium level 8 mm. In a zero magnetic field\v0

50.13 K. The lineal electron density in the channel w
;105 m21. Correspondingly, the Coulomb interelectron i
teraction energy is several Kelvins. For the present exp
mental conditions the minimum carrier mean free path len
in the gas region at 2 K is l 0,1027 m, which is less than the
width of a conducting strip. AsT increases,l 0 increases and
in the ripplon scattering regionl 0.yn . In the presence of a
magnetic field the magnetic lengthl m,yn starting with fields
;1022 T.

Thus, the experimental electron system at sufficien
low temperatures and in weak magnetic fields is nea
quasi-one-dimensional in the ripplon-scattering region, a
in the gas carrier-scattering region its properties are prob
close to a 2D system, the only difference being that th
electrons in a conducting channel are in the narrow parab
potential well which forms the channel. Variations of th
potential resulting in lower mobility in a zero magnetic fie
occur along the conducting channels.

Figure 1 shows~solid lines! the results of a theoretica
calculation of (nerxx)

21 for a two-dimensional electron sys
tem in magnetic fields close to those used in the experim
performed in Ref. 12.1! In this theory only the scattering o
electrons by helium atoms in the vapor and by ripplons
well as many electron effects, which result in addition
broadening of the Landau levels, were taken into accoun
should be noted that the decrease of (nerxx)

21 in the ripplon
region with decreasing temperature which according to
theory should occur in two-dimensional systems was not
served in the experiments. Quantitative differences are
observed between the theoretically calculated and exp
mentally measured quantities. ForB50.8 T the theoretical
values of (nerxx)

21 are greater than and forB51.5 and 1.9
T less than the experimental values. Thus, the experimen
obtained dependence ofrxx on B is weaker than theory pre
dicts. The difference in the behavior of the values
(nerxx)

21 measured experimentally and computed theor
cally for a 2D system could be due to the fact that in t
quasi-one-dimensional conducting channels studied the e
trons are localized in a direction perpendicular to the ch
nels and variations of the potential along the channels
observed.

In the classical limit the Drude model describes well t
electron transport in a magnetic field in a 2D electronic sys-
tem on liquid helium. The components of the resistivity a
conductivity tensors can be represented in the forms

sxx5
s0

11~mB!2 , sxy5mBsxx , ~1!
-
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rxx5r0 , rxy5
B

nee
, ~2!

wheres05I /r05nem.
The experimentally measured values ofrxx made it pos-

sible to determinesxx from the expression

sxx5
rxx

rxx
2 1rxx

2 . ~3!

Such calculations can be performed if the Lorentz fo
IB/n2yn (I is the electric current along the conducting cha
nels andn2 is the effective two-dimensional electron densit!
is weaker than the effective force due to the presence of
potential energy of a particle in a channel. Estimates sh
that these conditions hold in magnetic fields exceeding 0.

Figure 2 shows the values ofsxx
21 computed using Eq.

~3! versus the magnetic fieldB in the gas region of carrie
scattering for different temperatures.

The properties of electron transport in the quantum lim
for short-range scatterers, which, specifically, helium ato
in a vapor are, are determined by carrier scattering in Lan
levels, which, in turn, gives rise to broadening of the leve
The magnetoconductivitysxx in a two-dimensional electron
system under quantum transport conditions has been stu
in the self-consistent Born approximation.13 A theory of
quantum magnetotransport in the gas region of electron s
tering has been developed in Ref. 14. This theory is ap
cable in a wide range of magnetic fields. According to th
theory the expression forsxx is

sxx5
e2n

m

neff

vc
21neff

2 ,

neff5
2 cosh~\vc/2kT!

pI 1~G/kT! FcoshS G

kTD2
kT

G
sinhS G

kTD G . ~4!

Here neff is the effective collision frequency between ele
trons and helium atoms in the vapor in a magnetic field

FIG. 2. 1/sxx of conducting channels versusB in the gas region of electron
scattering atT, K: 1.3 ~j!; 1.63~m!; and 2.05~s!. The numbers denote the
theoretical dependences referring to the corresponding values ofT, K: 1.3
~1!, 1.63 ~2!, and 2.05~3!. The solid lines represent Drude model calcul
tions, the dashed lines represent calculations performed using the expre
~4!. The experimental electron mobilities in zero magnetic field are 11,
and 2.0 m2/(V•s) for temperatures 1.3, 1.63, and 2.05 K, respectively. T
electron density in the channels is 2.2•1011 m22.
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suming a semielliptic density of states for the Landau lev
G is the effective half-width of a Landau level, andI 1 is a
modified Bessel function.

Figure 2 shows for comparison the theoretical calcu
tions performed using the Drude model and the expres
~4!. In these calculations it was assumed that the effec
half-width of the Landau levels isG5AG0

21Gs
2, whereG0 is

the Landau-level half-width due to carrier interaction w
helium atoms in the vapor andGs is the broadening of a
Landau level as a result of substrate nonuniformities. T
mobilities in zero magnetic field, which at temperatures 1
1.63, and 2.05 K are, respectively, 11, 4.1, and 2.0 m2/(V
•s) were used to calculateG. It was assumed that the value
of t determining the electron mobility have the form 1t
51/tg11/ts , wheretg and ts are the relaxation times du
to, respectively, the interaction with helium atoms in the v
por and the random potential due to substrate nonunifor
ties. It is evident that the experimental values ofsxx

21 agree
well with the Drude calculations@see Eqs.~1!–~3!#. This
shows that the expressions~1!–~3! are applicable under th
present conditions. It is also evident that the experime
values ofsxx

21 disagree quantitatively with the data obtain
on the basis of Ref. 14; in addition, the discrepancy increa
as temperature decreases. This difference is probably du
the specific nature of the present experimental system, w
the carriers are in a parabolic potential well with narro
conducting channels, and possible to the effect of the rand
variations of the potential along the channels on mag
totransport.

Figure 3 shows the resistivityrxx of the conducting
channels in a magnetic field versus the magnetic field
T50.6 K. In the ripplon carrier scattering regionrxx}B pre-
dominantly for magnetic fields 0–2.6 T.

Carrier transport in a quasi-one-dimensional elect
system on liquid helium in a magnetic field parallel to t
confining field was studied theoretically in Ref. 15 on t
basis of the Boltzmann kinetic equation, taking account
the electron distribution over the energy levels of the o
dimensional-system. The electron–electron interaction
also taken into account in the calculation. The inset in Fig
shows the magnetic fieldB dependence of the ratio of th
electron mobilitym in a magnetic field to the mobilitym0 in

FIG. 3. Longitudinal magnetoresistance for a quasi-one-dimensional e
tron systemrxx versusB in the ripplon scattering region atT50.6 K (m0

590 m2/(V•s)). Inset: Field dependence ofm/m0—the ratio of the electron
mobility in a magnetic field to the mobility in the absence of a field
detemined experimentally~d!; the broken line was calculated theoretical
following Ref. 15.
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the absence of a field. It is evident that in the weak magn
field limit, in the region where the theory is applicable (B
<0.03 T), the experimental data agree with the theoret
calculation.

The effect of a magnetic field on the ratiorxxx /r0 in the
gas carrier–scattering region at 1.2 K and in the ripplon
gion atT50.6 K is shown in Fig. 4. The data were obtaine
for a relatively clean substrate (m5160 m2/V•s) at (T
50.5 K). At T51.2 K, asB increases to.0.6 T the ratio
rxx /r0 decreases to.0.9, after whichrxx /r0}B2. In rela-
tively strong fieldsrxx /r0}B. The negative magnetoresis
tance at this temperature is due to weak electron localiza
on helium atoms in the vapor. As stated above, the w
localization is due to the interference of the electronic wa
function in the presence of randomly distributed elastic sc
tering centers. Weak localization introduces corrections
the kinetic coefficients, specifically, it decreases t
conductivity.16 The suppression of weak localization by
magnetic field increases conductivity. Thus, negative mag
toresistance can serve as an indicator of the influence
weak carrier localization. The further experimentally o
served increase in the ratiorxx /r0 with increasing magnetic
field B.0.6 T is due to a transition from the classical to t
quantum charge transport regime. Weak localization fo
Q1D electronic system on liquid helium at temperatur
ranging from 1.3 K and higher has been studied experim
tally in Ref. 17. It should be noted that weak localization c
also increase the differences between the experimental
and the theoretical calculations~see Figs. 1 and 2!.14

The quantum transport regime predominates in the
plon scattering region atT50.6 K. In relatively strong fields
a monotonic increase ofrxx /r0 with increasingB is ob-
served in the experiments, and as noted above this de
dence is less steep than for a 2D electronic system. In the
present work detailed investigations ofrxx versus the mag-
netic field were performed in magnetic fields up to 0.2 T w
relatively strong confining electric fields~up to .2 kV/cm)
to intensify the interaction of the electrons with the ripplo
system. The corresponding mobility was.60 m2/(V•s).
The width of the channels for this value ofE is 100 nm. The
results obtained are displayed in the inset in Fig. 4, wh

c-
FIG. 4. Reduced magnetoresistancerxx /r0 in a quasi-one-dimensional elec
tron system versus the magnetic field atT, K: 1.2 ~h! and 0.6~d!. The data
were obtained on a freshly prepared substrate. Inset:rxx /r0 versusB for
weak magnetic fields atT50.6 K; broken lines—least-squares computer
to the experimental data.
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showsrxx /r0 versusB. The measurements were perform
at the limit of sensitivity of the measurement system, so t
a variance was observed in the obtained values. The bro
line is a least-squares computer fit to the experimental d
It is evident that a weakly expressed negative magnetore
tance, whose minimum value is about 0.95r0 at B
.0.02 T, is observed inrxx /r0 versusB in relatively weak
magnetic fields. This effect is also probably due to we
carrier localization at low temperatures and could be due
ripplons or substrate nonuniformities. The experimental
vestigations of this effect will be continued.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In this work carrier transport in a quasi-one-dimensio
electron system on superfluid helium in magnetic fields up
2.6 K was studied experimentally in the gas and ripplon c
rier scattering regions. The width of the conducting chann
was 100–400 nm. It was shown that the longitudinal co
ponent of the magnetoresistance increases predomin
with increasing magnetic field intensity, and the effect of t
field is all the stronger the higher its value and the lower
temperature. The experimental data on the magnetoresist
in the ripplon region, where under the experimental con
tions the electron system is nearly quasi-one-dimensio
agree well with the theory for weak magnetic fields.15 In the
gas region the Drude model of a 2D system describes we
for the classical charge transport regime the experime
values of the resistivityrxx in a magnetic field and up to
quite large values of the magnetic field~the higher the tem-
perature, the higher the fields!. In the ultraquantum regime
the theory of magnetotransport for a 2D system14 describes
the experimental data only qualitatively. The quantitative d
ference between the experimental values of the resistivit
a magnetic field and the theoretically computed analog
quantity for a 2D system is probably due to the presence
a potential well perpendicular to the channel in which t
carriers move and to random variations of the potential al
the channels.

The negative magnetoresistance in the gas scatterin
gion at T51.2 K is due to a weak electron localization o
helium atoms in the vapor. A weakly expressed nega
t
en
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magnetoresistance was found in the ripplon region. It is c
jectured that it is also due to weak electron localization
low temperatures as a result of electron scattering by
plons or nonuniformities of the solid substrate.
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Low-temperature deformation and fracture of bulk nanostructural titanium obtained
by intense plastic deformation using equal channel angular pressing
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The low-temperature plasticity and fracture of polycrystals of coarse-grained~CG! and
nanostructural~NS! technical-grade titanium of two structural modifications with grain size 0.3
and 0.1mm, which were prepared by equal channel angular pressing~ECAP! with
additional thermomechanical treatment are studied. The measurements are performed at
temperatures 300, 77, and 4.2 K with uniaxial compression at deformation rate 431024 s21.
The ‘‘stress-plastic deformation’’ hardening curves are obtained, the macroscopic yield
stress, and the ultimate plasticity are measured for samples with compression axis orientations
parallel and transverse to the ECAP axis. It is found that the yield stress for NS titanium
is 1.5–2 times higher than for CG titanium and the yield stress on cooling from 300 to 4.2 K.
Plasticity anisotropy is also observed in NS titanium—the yield stress is 1.2–1.5 times
greater when the compression axis is oriented perpendicular to the ESAP axis than for parallel
orientation. The ultimate plasticity with such changes in the structure of samples and
under the experimental conditions systematically decreases, but the deformation to fracture
remains above 4%. Nanostructural titanium does not show cold-brittleness right down to liquid-
helium temperatures, but at 4.2 K plastic flow becomes jumplike, just as in CG titanium.
It is established that for low-temperature uniaxial compression NS titanium fractures as a result
of unstable plastic shear accompanied by local adiabatic heating of the material. This
phenomenon is not characteristic of CG titanium. A study of the morphology of the shear-
fracture surfaces using a scanning electron microsope shows a characteristic ‘‘vein’’ pattern,
attesting to local heating at temperatures>800 °C. It is established that plastic deformation
in NS titanium is thermally activated at low temperatures. It is shown that microstructural internal
stresses due to thermal anisotropy and possible microtwinning affect the yield stress. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1528580#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Bulk polycrystals of metals and alloys with ultrasma
grain size of the order of 100 nm, which are called nan
structural~NS! materials, are finding increasing applicatio
as structural materials in modern technology.1 For applica-
tions, a very important property of these materials is
optimal combination of high strength and high plastici
Equal channel angular pressing~ECAP! is an effective tech-
nological method which gives a combination of the
properties.1

Nanostructural titanium is of special interest among
many NS materials obtained up to now. The roo
temperature yield stress in samples of NS titanium obtai
8641063-777X/2002/28(11)/11/$22.00
-

e
.

e
-
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by the ECAP method is more than two times higher than t
in coarse-grained~CG! titanium2,3 and approaches the valu
of the theoretical shear strength of titanium single crystals
was established a long time ago that CG titanium posse
high plasticity at room temperature and this property rema
~and even increases! on cooling to 77 K,4,5 so that it is re-
garded as a promising structural material in cryoge
technology.4 In this connection there arises an obvious int
est in studying the mechanical properties of NS titanium
low temperatures and the possibilities of using this mate
in cryogenic technology.

There are several other factors stimulating interest in
plasticity and fracture of NS titanium at low temperatures

In the first place it has been found that titanium sing
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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crystals with substantially different grain sizes possess
ferent tendencies toward twinning: for CG samples the tw
ning intensity increases on cooling,5,6 and for NS samples
obtained by ECAP twinning is impeded,3 though the possi-
bility of twinning at the microlevel cannot be ruled ou
Since the parallel flow and interaction of slipping and tw
ning play a primary role in the formation of the plastic a
strength properties of crystalline materials, the differen
noted cast doubt on the possibility of predicting the prop
ties of NS titanium on the basis of results obtained by stu
ing CG samples.

In the second place there now exists experimental
dence of unstable plastic shear in NS titanium. This evide
was obtained by studying the fracture of NS titanium un
quasistatic uniaxial compression at 77 K2 and highspeed im-
pact compression at room temperature:3 localized shear, re-
sulting in fracture of the samples by slipping of part of t
sample along the plane of maximum tangential stresses,
observed in both cases. Such shear fracture of the sam
has been interpreted2 on the basis of considerations form
lated in Ref. 7 as being due to thermal and mechanical in
bility as a result of local adiabatic heating in a catastrop
shear band propagating along integrain boundaries. In
connection it is of interest to study the characteristic featu
of the fracture of NS titanium under uniaxial compression
liquid helium temperature 4.2 K, for which the specific he
and thermal conductivity of the material are much lower th
at 77 K, which is favorable for the appearance of localiz
heating.7

The ECAP method for obtaining NS titanium results
strongly expressed anisotropy of the substructure and
chanical properties of the samples.2 Consequently, one inter
esting problem is to study the characteristics of the plasti
and fracture of NS titanium with the samples undergo
deformation parallel and perpendicular to the ECAP axis

Finally, of special interest is a question which has ess
tially remained unstudied: the role of grain-boundary dis
cations and internal stresses in plastic flow and fracture
NS titanium at low temperatures.

In the present work a systematic experimental study
comparison of the mechanisms of deformation and frac
of NS and CG titanium are performed in a wide range of l
temperatures. We pursued two goals in discussing the re
obtained: expanding and deepening the understanding o
mechanisms of deformation of NS materials and showing
prospects for using NS titanium in cryogenic technology.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The investigation was performed on samples cut fr
143143160 mm bars of technical-grade~VT-1-0! polycrys-
talline titanium. The deformation and fracture of titaniu
were studied in three structural states:

initial state 1—average grain sized515 mm, obtained
by hot pressing;

state 2—average grain sized50.3 mm, obtained by in-
tense plastic deformation of the initial titanium by means
eight ECAP passes at 450 °C;

state 3—average grain sized50.1 mm, obtained by in-
tense plastic deformation of the initial titanium by eig
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ECAP passes followed by cold rolling to 75% deformatio
followed by annealing at 300 °C for 1 h.

The mechanical characteristics were studied un
uniaxial compression with a relative deformation rate
about 431024 s21 ~quasistatic deformation! on a deforma-
tion machine with stiffness 13 kN/mm at temperatures 3
77 ~liquid nitrogen!, and 4.2 K~liquid helium!. The samples
used for compression consisted of 23237 mm rectangular
prisms. The stress was measured to within63 MPa and the
deformation to within60.1%.

Samples cut from rods both parallel~i! and perpendicu-
lar ~'! to the ECAP axis were studied. The following cha
acteristics of the samples were determined:

the deformation diagramsP(t), whereP is the deform-
ing load andt is the deformation time, were recorded;

the strain hardening curvess(«), wheres is the deform-
ing stress and« is the plastic strain, were found from th
deformation diagrams~in the uniform deformation approxi
mation!;

the conventional macroscopic yield stresssy was found
by the method of intersection of tangents to the deformat
diagramP(t) on its initial and stationary sections;

the maximum plastic deformation up to fracture~ulti-
mate plasticity! «ul ;

the form of the fracture was determined and the m
phology of the fracture surfaces was investigated usin
TESLA BS-300 scanning electron microscope.

The quantitative characteristics of the deformation a
fracture were found by averaging the data for five or mo
samples.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Special features of strain hardening of NS titanium at
low temperatures

The mechanisms of strain hardening of coarse-grai
polycrystalline titanium under tension were studied pre
ously for strain rates 1023283103 s21 and experimental
temperatures 77–1000 K.6 In a number of samples, for a
definite combination of strain rate and testing temperatu
the curvess(«) showed the standard three-stage charac
However, in other cases, for relatively low strain rat
102321021 s21 and temperature 77 K the curvess(«) were
parabolic. Parabolic hardening was also observed with h
strain rates 23103-83103 s21 and temperatures 77, 298
and 398 K.3 The hardening curves obtained in the pres
work with compression of CG titanium~structural state 1!
agree with the results of Refs. 3 and 6 with comparable
formation rates and temperatures.

The study of NS titanium~structural states 2 and 3! with
strain rate 431024 s21 which we chose revealed a substa
tially different character of hardening and its response t
temperature change. In the entire temperature range 300
K a single stable stage of linear hardening was observed
the hardening curves after a narrow transitional stage n
the yield stress~Fig. 1!. The expression

s~«!5sy1u«, ~1!

where u is the strain hardening coefficient, fit the depe
dencess(«) quite well. This expression describes the ha
ening curves of all experimental samples of NS titanium,
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its parameters—the conventional yield stress and the s
hardening coefficient—depend strongly on the temperatuT
and the average grain sized, and they show anisotropy with
respect to the ECAP axis. Figure 1 shows that for NS t
nium at room temperature there is virtually no hardeningu
(300 K).0; a similar phenomenon was observed with N
titanium under tension8 and nanostructural iron unde
compression.9 However, the hardening coefficient increas
as temperature decreases:u (77 K)55.7 GPa andu (4.2 K)
58.8 GPa.

An interesting feature of the low-temperature plastic
of single crystals and polycrystals of VT-1-0 titanium und
uniaxial stretching and compression is the unstable~jump-
like! character of the plastic flow at liquid-helium
temperature.5,10–12 At 4.2 K the plastic deformation of NS
titanium is also jumplike, starting at the yield stress. Figur
shows typical examples of uniaxial compression diagra
P(t) at 4.2 K for titanium samples with various grain siz
~in different structural states! and various orientations of th
compression axis relative to the ECAP axis. Note that
characteristic amplitudes and frequency of the jumps dep
appreciably on the grain size and compression axis orie
tion.

The above-described features of the deformation d
grams and hardening curves for NS titanium correspo

FIG. 1. Curves of the deformation of NS titanium~state 2,i. orientation! at
temperatures 300~1!, 77 ~2!, and 4.2~3! K. The jump-like character of the
curve ~s,«! at 6.2 K is shown in the inset.

FIG. 2. Sections of diagrams of jump-like deformationP(t) during uniaxial
compression at 4.2 K of titanium samples in different structural states
with different orientation of the compression axis relative to the ECAP a
~see text!.
in
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qualitatively to a source model of plastic deformation a
strain hardening, as previously proposed by one of us.13 Ac-
cording to this model the ‘‘parabolic’’ hardening curvess(«)
were observed when slip bands, arising from discrete sou
at a certain threshold value of the deforming stress, sub
quently undergo gradual development, increasing their c
tribution to the deformation as the deformation stress
creases. When the slip bands give only a one-ti
~‘‘discrete’’! contribution to deformation on nucleation wit
no further development and the nucleation sources are
tributed throughout the volume of the sample statistica
homogeneously and act independently, a ‘‘stagewise’’~in the
particular case—linear! curves(«) should be observed.13

This ‘‘discrete’’ nature of deformation development
probably inherent to NS materials. The observation of aco
tic emission, which was accompanied by plastic deformat
of NS copper, can serve as additional experimental confir
tion of the discrete character of plastic deformation in N
materials.14 It is natural to conjecture that the source regio
in NS titanium are individual, favorably oriented grain
where plastic shear starts and then develops along the bo
aries of many grains. The propagation of such shear can
judged by observing the amplitudes of the deformat
jumps at 4.2 K.

The curves in Fig. 2 make it possible to compare t
character of the jump-like deformation for titanium samp
with different structural states and different orientations. F
example, for the structural state 2 in samples with ‘‘perpe
dicular’’ ~'! orientation the number of load jumps per un
plastic deformation is almost 1.5 times smaller than for ‘‘p
allel’’ ~i! samples. For the same'-orientation a transition
from state 1 to state 2 is accompanied by a decrease in
frequency of jumps by almost a factor of 2. This shows th
the number of sources responsible for the initiation of
individual act of plastic deformation and the correspond
load jump is smaller in ‘‘perpendicular’’ samples; corr
spondingly, for these samples the average amplitudes of
jumps are almost twice as large. The measured amplitude
the first jumps are of the order of 60 N, which corresponds
a ;0.1% contribution to the plastic deformation of a samp
and prior to fracture the jump amplitudes increase appro
mately by a factor of 10. It is obvious that such a substan
plastic deformation in an individual jump should be of
cooperative character and encompass many grains~grain
boundaries! in the deformed sample. However, the availab
information is still inadequate for identifying unequivocal
the sources of grain-boundary shears which propagate a
many grain boundaries and transform into a localized sh
band, resulting in jumps.

The ultimate plasticity«ul to fracture under compressio
of NS titanium is quite high and comparable to the plastic
of coarsegrained rod titanium under uniaxial tensi
~18–20%5!. The plasticity resource systematically decrea
with decreasing grain size; this is evident in Fig. 2. Howev
even in the least plastic structural state 3 at 4.2 K«ul is 12%
for i and 4% for' orientations. This shows that bulk nano
structural titanium obtained by equal channel angular pre
ing does not tend toward cold-brittleness.

In summary, the ECAP method makes it possible to o
tain bulk nanostructural titanium, which can be regarded a

d
s
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potential structural material for applications in cryogen
technology.

3.2. Conventional yield stress in NS titanium at 300–4.2 K

The conventioanl yield stresssy was found by the
method of intersection of tangents to the computer deform
tion diagramP(t) on its initial and stationary sections. Th
conventioanl yield stresses at 300, 77, and 4.2 K for the th
experimental structural states~with different average grain
sized) under uniaxial compression parallel and perpendi
lar to the axis of the rods are presented in Table I.

The yield stress in the initial CG titanium is in goo
agreement with published data,16 and the yield stresses in NS
titanium are substantially higher than for the initial state
Substantial anisotropy of the yield stress is also observedsy

is substantially higher for the perpendicular orientation th
for the parallel orientation of the compression axis relative
the ECAP axis. In the entire low-temperature rangesy in the
structural state 3 is approximately 1.7–2 times higher than
the initial state 1.

We note thatsy in the state 3 is comparable to the yie
stress in strongly alloyed VT-6 CG alloy (;0.9 GPa at 300
K, 1.4 GPa at 77 K, and 1.6 GPa at 4.2 K16!. This observa-
tion makes it possible to draw another conclusion which is
interest for the technology of producing titanium materia
with a high yield stress: the effectiveness of ECAP techn
ogy is in certain respects comparable to that of alloying.

To illustrate more clearly the differences in the yie
points of NS and CG titanium the curvessy(T) constructed
on the basis of the data in Table I are presented in Fig. 3

According to Fig. 3, the character of the temperatu
dependencesy(T) remains the same as the grain size vari
for samples of all types the yield stress increases monot
cally with decreasing temperature. This dependence sh
that the elementary acts of plastic shear in NS titanium

TABLE I. Yield stresssy of titanium versus temperature, grain size, an
orientation of the compression axis.

Note: For temperatures 77 and 4.2 K the values ofsy
05sy2s i i

th are pre-
sented in parentheses. Heres i i

th are the characteristic values of the micro
structural thermoelastic stresses due to thermal expansion anisotrop
titanium grains~see Sec. 3.3.3!.
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thermally activated. The same mechanism is also chara
istic for CG titanium17 and single-crystal titanium.18

At the same time the temperature dependences of
yield stresses of NS and CG titanium have definite diff
ences. In the first place, at a fixed deformation tempera
sy systematic increases with decreasingd and when the ori-
entation is switched from parallel to perpendicular. Anoth
noticeable feature is the large increase~several-fold! in the
derivative]sy /]T in the temperature range 77–4.2 K whe
the structural state changes from CG to NS.

It is natural to attribute these differences to a differen
in the micromechanisms of plastic deformation of CG a
NS titanium. In CG titanium grains mechanical twinning i
tensifies as temperature decreases;5,6 in NS titanium obtained
by ECAP this is difficult to achieve because of the sm
grain size.3 This behavior is similar to the previously ob
served cessation of twinning in polycrystalline titanium
the process of developed plastic deformation~for deforma-
tions exceeding 0.4!19 and to the development of slippin
along twinning boundaries.20 This slipping is a manifestation
of integrain deformation due to the motion of grain-bounda
dislocations21,22 in the twinning direction. The appearance
microscopic twins~which do not develop with increasin
deformation of the material! also cannot be ruled out in
nanostructural titanium, but final judgment requires electr
microscopic observations of the deformed material. The
fore the quantitative differences in the absolute values
sy(T) and the derivative]sy /]T in the temperature rang
77–4.2 K are probably due to a difference in the activat
energies and activation volumes for intragrain and intergr
~grain boundary! slipping in CG and NS titanium and prob
ably for thermally activated processes of nucleation of tw
ning dislocations.

We also note that the comparatively large value of
derivative]sy /]T for NS titanium below 77 K strongly in-
fluences the appearance of unstable plastic shear, which
termines the low-temperature fracture of this material~see
Sec. 3.6!.

of

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the yield stresses of titanium in d
ent structural states: 1~i! ~m!; 1 ~'! ~n!; 2 ~'! ~d!; 2 ~'! ~s!; 3 ~i! ~j!;
3 ~'! ~h!.
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3.3. Anisotropy of the yield stress in NS titanium

3.3.1. Quantitative characteristics and temperature
dependence of the anisotropy effect

The measurements presented in Figs. 2 and 3 an
Table I indicate the presence of more or less substantial
isotropy of plasticity and the yield stress in CG and NS ti
nium. This anisotropy is manifested as a dependence of
mechanical characteristics of the experimental samples
the orientation of the compression axis with respect to
axis of the rods from which the samples were cut~the latter
was the same as the ECAP direction and the rolling direct
in the process of preparing the rods!. At 4.2 K the yield
stress, the hardening coefficient, and the parameters of ju
like deformation are anisotropic. The anisotropy coefficie
c for the yield point

c5
sy'2syi

syi
~2!

can serve as a quantitative measure of this anisotropy.
values ofc for all types of experimental samples and defo
mation temperatures are presented in Table II.

To illustrate the anisotropy effect more clearly w
present plots of the temperature dependences ofc for each
structural state. These dependences were constructed
the data in Table II~Fig. 4!.

It is interesting that for the initial state 1, which wa
obtained without ECAP, the anisotropy is small and the
isotropy coefficientc1 varies little with temperature and i
only 6% at 4.2 K. The yield stress anisotropy is much larg
for structural state 2, for which the grains are characteri
cally elongated along the ECAP axis.23 The temperature de

TABLE II. Anisotropy coefficientc for the yield stress of titanium poly-
crystals andc0 of titanium for a hypothetical state of the material with n
internal thermal-anisotropy stresses~see Sec. 3.3.3!.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of the anisotropy coefficientc for differ-
ent structural states of Ti: 1~d!, 2 ~j!, 3 ~m!.
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pendence ofc2 is nonmonotonic: at 77 Kc2 reaches 53%,
substantially exceeding the anisotropy at 300 and 4.2 K.
the structural state 3, which was obtained from the state 2
rolling and short-time annealing, the ECAP-induced anis
ropy is virtually eliminated as a result of the fragmentati
of the elongated grains by rolling. Consequently, the anis
ropy coefficientc3 is comparatively small and close in mag
nitude toc1 for all experimental temperatures.

The anisotropy effects reflected in Tables 1 and 2 and
Figs. 2–4 can occur for diverse physical reasons:

a! shape anisotropy of grains elongated along the EC
axis;23

b! crystallographic texture in the grain volume aft
ECAP24 and associated anisotropy of intragrain plas
shears, due to the high plastic anisotropy of the crystal lat
of titanium;25

c! complicated system of internal stresses due to EC
and the large anisotropy of the thermal expansion coeffic
of grains at low temperatures;15

d! polarity of mechanical twinning, which can contribu
to deformation and accommodation of internal stresses; a

e! polarity of the motion of grain boundary
dislocations.22

3.3.2. Internal stresses arising in grains on cooling as a
result of the thermal expansion anisotropy of titanium

Analysis of the nonmonotonic temperature dependen
described in Sec. 3.3.1, of the anisotropy coefficientc2(T)
of NS titanium in the structural state 2 shows that the co
bined effect of two factors could be an important reason
the anisotropy:

crystallographic texture, which is greatest in the state
appearance of internal microstresses, which are du

the thermal expansion anisotropy of titanium at low tempe
tures, in grains during cooling below 300 K.15

Such stresses were called thermal anisotropy stres
Ordinarily, they arise in polycrystalline materials with no
cubic symmetry because when temperature changes,
sizes of grains change differently in different crystall
graphic directions.26 The method proposed by Likhachev
Ref. 27 can be used to estimate the magnitude and sig
these microstructural internal stresses.

The principal components of the tensors ik
th(T) of inter-

nal thermal-anisotropy stresses, which appear in individ
grains of polycrystalline titanium when the titanium
cooled from room temperature 300 K to liquid-nitrogen te
perature 77 K and liquid-helium temperature 4.2 K, are c
culated in the Appendix using the most reliable data15 on the
thermal expansion coefficient of titanium single crystals
temperatures 300–4.2 K and the anisotropy of this coe
cient. They are presented in Table III~see Appendix!. The
calculations were performed using Likhachev’s method27 for
an hcp structure, which titanium possesses. The coolin
accompanied by the appearance of compressive s
s33

th (T),0 in grains along the crystallographic directio
@0001# ~six-fold axis! and tensile stresses, equal in mag
tude, s11

th (T)5s22
th (T).0 in perpendicular directions

@ 1̄, 2, 1̄, 0# and @1, 0, 1̄, 0#.
It is known that crystallographic texture appears in ti

nium rods subjected to ECAP~structural state 2!. In this
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TABLE III. Elastic constantscik of titanium, the integralI (T), and the computed principal thermal anisotropy stressess11
th ands33

th

at 77 and 4.2 K.
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texture the six-fold axis in the grains is predominantly o
ented perpendicular to the ECAP axis.24 Consequently, our
computed values of the internal thermal-anisotropy stres
must unavoidably enter into the experimentally measu
values ofsy' andsyi for state 2 at any temperature:

syi5syi
0 1hs11

th , sy'5sy'
0 1hs33

th . ~3!

In these expressionssyi
0 and sy'

0 are the yield stresses fo
parallel and perpendicular orientations of the sample in
absence of internal thermal-anisotropy stresses; the co
cienth takes account of the decrease ins ik

th as a result of the
presence of texture. Following the recommendation mad
Ref. 27, in analyzing our experimental data we shall
h51 for weakly textured structural states 1 and 3 a
h50.3 for the textured structural state 2.

The quantitiessyi
0 and sy'

0 characterizing the yield
stesses in titanium in the absence of internal therm
anisotropy stresses were calculated from the relations~3! us-
ing the data in Tables 1 and 3 and are presented in Table~in
parentheses!. Table II gives the corresponding values of t
renormalized anisotropy coefficientc0 for a hypothetical
state of the material with no internal thermal-anisotro
stresses:

c05
sy'

0 2syi
0

syi
0 . ~4!

Taking account of microstructural thermal anisotro
stresses did not eliminate the peak inc2 at 77 K but rather
increased the peak~see Table II!. Thus the thermal-
anisotropy stresses cannot be responsible for the nonm
tonic temperature of the anisotropy coefficientc2 of titanium
in the structural state 2, and the temperature depend
c0(T) has is qualitatively the same for all three structu
states. The higher value ofc for state 2 is also observed a
300 K, i.e. in the absence of cooling. This could be due to
following:

internal stresses induced by ECAP~the magnitude and
sign of these stresses could be measured by x-ray diff
tion!;

microtwinning and grain-boundary shears in the tw
ning direction with compression of the ‘‘parallel’’ orientatio
samples in state 2~perpendicular to the six-fold axis;28 this
also explains the small number of jumps, i.e. the difficulty
the appearance of grain-boundary shears in ‘‘perpendicu
orientation samples in state 2.

The weak anisotropy of the yield stresssy in the states 1
and 3~see Table II and Fig. 4! could indicate the absence o
appreciable texture. In this case it is natural to conjecture
of the randomly oriented grains it is primarily the grains w
es
d

e
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a favorable orientation~along the compression axis! of the
compressive principal stressess33 that deform at the yield
stress. Heresy5sy

01s33
th for all orientations of the compres

sion aixs. In this case the thermal anisotropy stresses~see
Table II! have virtually no effect on the anisotropy coeffi
cient: c.c0.

In summary, the maximum anisotropy of the conve
tional yield stress in titanium at 77 K, observed for the stru
tural state 2, is not associated with internal therm
anisotropy stresses. It is probably due to microtwinnin
which is possible in ‘‘parallel’’ orientation samples but
forbidden in ‘‘perpendicular’’ orientation samples.

3.4. Dependence of the yield stress in NS titanium on grain
size

It is well-known that for polycrystals the Hall-Patch re
lation

sy5s01kyd
1/2 ~5!

describes the dependence of the yield stresssy on the grain
size d well in many cases. This relation holds for anneal
CG polycrystals in a wide range of grain sizes but brea
down for d 100 nm.29 In Refs. 29–31 it was noted that thi
could be due to the specific structure of the boundaries
such small grains and to internal stresses in materials
tained by ECAP.

For the structural states of titanium which were stud
in the present work, the internal stresses arising as a resu
ECAP, the possible appearance of microtwins in axially te
tured state 2 in ‘‘parallel’’ orientation samples, and the fa
that their formation is forbidden in ‘‘perpendicular’’ orienta
tion samples could complicate the form of the functi
sy(d).

The plotssy(d) constructed on the basis of the data
Table I in sy2d1/2 coordinates are displayed in Fig. 5. It
evident that the relation~5! holds satisfactorily only at 300
and 4.2 K for ‘‘perpendicular’’ titanium samples~the curves
sy2d1/2 are rectilinear!. In all other cases appreciable devi
tions are observed from the Hall-Patch relation. This is d
to the values ofsy for samples with the structural state
(d50.3 mm).

Thus we observe a substantial deviation from the H
Patch law for ‘‘parallel’’ samples, wheresyi is low in the
structural state 2. This could be due to the possibility
twinning under compression of axially textured titanium pe
pendicular to the six-fold axis.28 Twinning is impossible in
‘‘perpendicular’’ titanium samples~compression parallel to
the six-fold axis in the state 2!.28
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The observed increase insyi with decreasing grain size
can be taken as indirect evidence of intragrain slipping m
ing the predominant contribution to the deformation of nan
structural titanium at the yield stress.

3.5. Low-temperature shear fracture of NS titanium as a
consequence of unstable plastic shear

We first reported on shear fracture by catastrophic s
ping of one part of a sample relative to another under lo
temperature quasistatic compression of nanostructural
nium samples in Refs. 2 and 32. This phenomenon
observed not only at 77 and 4.2 K: under compression of
titanium samples in structural state 2 perpendicular to
ECAP axis catastrophic shear could also be observed at
K. At the same time unstable plastic shear can never be
served with quasistatic compression of coarse-grained
nium ~structural state 1!. Consequently, it is natural to trea
the observed unstable plastic shear as a phenomenon i
ent to NS titanium.

Unstable plastic shear was previously observed w
low-temperature quasistatic compression of rods of bulk m
tallic glasses33–35 and with tension on thin ribbons of meta
lic glasses.36 Shear instability was explained by the speci
nature of its propagation along intercluster boundaries a
characteristic component of the structure of metallic glas
Stable propagation of shear over large distances can be
rupted by an unfavorably oriented triple joint of boundarie
where the presence of such a joint is due to the rand
orientation of polyclusters.37 The high stress~of the order of
G/10,38 whereG is the shear modulus! necessary to over
come such a triple joint determines the subsequent h
velocity propagation of macroscopic shear. This explains
distinct dynamical character of low-temperature plastic sh
in metallic glasses: even under conditions of quasistatic
formation macroscopic shear propagates with near-s
velocity36 and is accompanied by the emission of a stro
acoustic pulse.

We have observed shear fracture of NS titanium un
compression for compressive stresses ranging from 1.4 to
GPa. The shear fracture surfaces, along which slipping
one part of a sample relative to another occurred, were

FIG. 5. Low-temperature yield stresssy of titanium versus the averag
grain sized under compression paralleli. and perpendicular' to the ECAP
axis: 300 K~i! ~m!; 300 K ~'! ~n!; 77 K ~i!; 77 K ~'! ~s!; 4.2 K ~i! ~j!;
4.2 K ~'! ~h!.
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ented at a angle of about 45° to the compression axis~Fig.
6a!, similarly to what was observed under compression
rods of bulk metallic glasses~Fig. 6b!.34,35 A study of the
morphology of fracture surfaces, using a scanning elect
microscope, revealed a characteristic ‘‘vein’’ pattern on
surfaces of the shear fracture.

In metallic glasses the ‘‘vein’’ pattern is a consequen
of the meniscus instability accompanying rupture of mate
locally heated up to the quasiliquid39 ~superplastic40! state in
the catastrophic shear band preceding fracture. Local a
batic heating up to premelting temperatures in this band
due to the specific nature of the process in which the work
plastic shear is dissipated: local heat release is large
result of the near-sonic shear velocity, the high fractu
stress, and the low thermal conductivity of the material.33–36

Similar physical conditions in the shear band are also re
ized in NS titanium: high fracture stress, near-sonic veloc
of plastic shear, and low thermal conductivity of the mater
Consequently, the observed ‘‘vein’’ pattern on the surface

FIG. 6. Overall view of a sample after shear fracture under quasist
uniaxial compression: NS titanium in state 3, deformation perpendicula
the ECAP axis at 4.2 K ~a!; bulk metallic glass
Zr41.2Ti13.8Ni10Cu12.5Be22.5,34,35 deformation at 300 K~b!.
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shear fracture of NS titanium can be regarded as indi
evidence of strong local heating.

The observed ‘‘vein’’ pattern on the fracture surfaces
NS titanium samples possesses characteristic features.
useful to discuss this in greater detail. First, it should
noted that the observed ‘‘vein’’ pattern is nonuniform:
individual regions of the fracture surface the ‘‘veins’’ a
smooth and they are similar to those observed on the frac
surface of metallic glasses~Fig. 7a!; in other regions the
veins have a rough surface~Fig. 7b!.

The spatial distribution of ‘‘veins’’ is different in
samples oriented parallel and perpendicular to the EC
axis. In Ref. 2 it was demonstrated that in the structural s
3 the distribution of the ‘‘veins’’ after shear fracture at 77
is more uniform in samples oriented parallel rather than p
pendicular to the ECAP axis. This result could be a con
quence of more uniform adiabatic heating and more unifo
propagation of catastrophic shear in the first case~i! as com-
pared with the second case~'!. A similar pattern is also
observed at 300 K, but in this case the spatial nonunifor
ties have several different scales: from 0.3–0.1 mm~see
Figs. 8a and 8b! up to 0.01–0.005 mm~Fig. 8c!. The ob-
served nonuniformities could be a consequence of the n
uniform distribution of internal microstructural stresses a

FIG. 7. Morphology of the ‘‘vein’’ pattern on shear fracture surfaces of N
titanium in state 3 at 4.2 K: smooth ‘‘veins’’~a!; ‘‘veins’’ with roughness due
to separation on grain boundaries~b!.
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owing to this nonuniformity, the variance of the local she
velocities and magnitude of local heating.

In contrast to bulk metallic glasses, the surface of sh
fracture in NS titanium shows no evidence of local meltin
specifically, there are no solidified drops of melt. This
because the melting temperature of titanium (1668 °C)
much higher than the melting temperature of meta

FIG. 8. Difference scale of nonuniformities of the ‘‘vein’’ pattern which a
observed on a shear fracture surface of NS titanium in state 3 under c
pression perpendicular to the ECAP axis at 4.2 K: 0.3–0.1 mm~a, b!; 0.01–
0.005 mm~c!.
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glasses. Consequently, melting does not occur on a sh
fracture surface in NS titanium.

For large magnifications individual grains can be o
served near a surface shear fracture where veins have a r
surface~Fig. 7b!: such separation of NS titanium into ind
vidual grains is shown in Figs. 9a and 9b. This effect co
be due to high-temperature grain-boundary slipping~which
develops at 800– 940 °C41 and results in micrograin supe
plasticity of titanium! or it could be a consequence of loc
heating up to the temperature of ana-b phase transition
(882.5 °C), when a decrease in the specific volume
titanium25 and localized shear in this temperature range
company a transition from an hcp to an fcc lattice. Loosen
of the material should accompany plastic deformation at
temperature of this polymorphic transformation. This ph
nomenon explains the separation of grains along their bou
aries in the catastrophic shear band. However, this hyp
esis requires additional checking in the future.

A qualitative theoretical analysis of the propagation
unstable plastic shear in NS titanium32 suggests that for large
plastic deformations unstable macroscopic propagation o
calized grain boundary shear is possible by means of h
velocity motion of grain-boundary dislocations. This proce
should result in viscous shear fracture in NS titanium.

FIG. 9. Roughness of the ‘‘vein’’ pattern of NS titanium due to individu
grains ~a!. Individual grains on the shear fracture surface of NS titani
manifested~tentatively! as a result of shear fracture under local heating
the temperature range of thea-b phase transition~b!.
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subsequent analysis of the dynamical behavior of disloca
ensembles in NS titanium should make it possible to attrib
the observed instability of plastic shear to the characteri
features of grain-boundary slipping.

Unstable plastic shear, resulting in shear fracture, is
served under quasistatic uniaxial compression of NS titan
only and has not been observed under compression of
titanium. A phenomenological criterion for the appearance
catastrophic adiabatic heating under deformation7 and the
difference, detected in our experiments, of the values of
derivatives]sy /]T for CG and NS titanium at low tempera
tures ~see Sec. 3.2! give a qualitative explanation of thi
difference. According to Ref. 7, under tension catastrop
shear arises as a result of increasing local heating if

«.«c52
Cu

]sy /]TU
««̇

, ~6!

where C is the specific heat per unit volume an
u5]s/]«u««̇ is the coefficient of hardening in Eq.~1!. Ap-
plying the phenomenological criterion~6! to the compression
case it follows that the tendency toward unstable pla
shear is higher in NS than in CG titanium as a result of
increase in the absolute value of]sy /]Tu««̇ .

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work the low-temperature plasticity a
fracture of an ultrafine-grained structural modification
polycrystalline titanium—so-called nanostructural titaniu
prepared by the equal channel angular pressing metho
was studied systematically. The initial material for obtaini
NS titanium was a coarse-grained polycrystal. The proble
of this investigation were to compare the high-temperat
values of the mechanical parameters of the CG and
modifications of titanium and to establish the unity and d
ferences of the micromechanisms of deformation and fr
ture of these structural states at low temperatures. The m
surements were performed by the quasistatic unia
compression method at temperatures 300, 77, and 4.2 K.
following basic conclusions can be drawn from the resu
obtained and their analysis:

the smaller~than in CG titanium! grains in NS titanium
substantially increases the yield stress~by a factor of 1.5–2!
and decreases the ultimate plasticity in the entire experim
tal temperature range~300–4.2 K!;

the strain hardening curve of NS titanium at low tem
peratures has a single linear stage and differs substant
from the parabolic or multistage hardening curve of the C
titanium;

the observed features of plastic flow in NS titanium
low temperatures correspond to the source model of de
mation and hardening, according to which primary micr
scopic slip bands appear in the volume of the materials
tistically independently and give a one-time~‘‘discrete’’!
contribution to deformation;

NS titanium samples obtained by ECAP possess a d
nite texture, which is manifested in the dependence of
yield stress on the orientation of the compression axis w
respect to the ECAP axis;

the curves of the yield stress of NS titanium versus
grain size show that intragrain slip makes the main contri
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tion to deformation at the yield stress and the observed
tures are due to the possibility of microtwinning under c
tain conditions;

plastic deformation of NS titanium at low temperatur
is thermally activated, which is also observed for CG ti
nium but the quantitative differences of the yield stresses
the temperature dependences of the deforming stress s
that the intragrain and intergrain slipping and also twinn
make different contributions to the deformation of the stru
tural modifications of titanium;

at low temperatures the fracture of NS titanium und
uniaxial compression is due to propagation of unstable p
tic shear, which is accompanied by local adiabatic heating
the material;

examination of the morphology of the surface of she
fracture of NS titanium under an electron microscope sho
a specific ‘‘vein’’ pattern, analysis of which yields an es
mate for the temperature of local heating of the order of
greater than 800 °C;

cold-brittleness for NS titanium was not observed do
to liquid-helium temperatures, and the ratio of the yie
stress and the ultimate plasticity shows that NS titanium
promising structural material for cryogenic technology.

In conclusion, we note that in the present work we we
able to measure the low-temperature mechanical charact
tics of NS titanium at only three temperatures. This mad
impossible to perform a detailed thermal-activation analy
of plasticity and to establish unequivocally the microsco
mechanisms determining the plastic flow of this mater
type of dislocations, mechanism of dislocation nucleati
nature and parameters of the barriers which stop slipp
and so on. This will be done in the future. The experime
should include detailed measurements of the temperature
pendences of the yield stress, the rate sensitivity of the
forming stress, and thermal-activation analysis of these
pendences using the scheme previously implemented for
titanium.17 Examination of deformed NS titanium under a
electron microscope is also proposed to determine the
sible appearance of microtwins.
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5. APPENDIX

5.1. Microstructural internal stresses due to the thermal
expansion anisotropy of grains

In polycrystals of materials with noncubic symmetry,
temperature changes, microstructural thermoelastic stre
appear due to the thermal expansion anisotropy of individ
grains.26 Likhachev was the first to perform a detailed qua
titative analysis of this effect.27 He called such stresses inte
nal stresses due to thermal anisotropy. To estimate the c
ponentss ik

th of the tensor of the thermal anisotropy stress
Likhachev examined the problem of thermoelastic stresse
an anisotropic grain embedded in an effective isotropic m
a-
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dium which simulates the polycrystalline matrix surroundi
a grain.27 In Ref. 27 the question of the stressess ik

th arising
when polycrystals are heated above room temperature
studied, but Likhachev’s results can also be used, with sl
modifications, to estimate the microstructural stressess ik

th

arising when titanium polycrystals are cooled from roo
temperature to liquid-nitrogen and liquid-helium tempe
tures.

A rectangular~orthohexagonal42! coordinate system with
x1 and x2 axes oriented in the directions@ 1̄,2,1̄,0# and

@1,0,1̄0# and thex3 axis oriented along the crystallograph
direction @0,0,0,1# ~six-fold axis! was used to calculate th
components of the thermal-anisotropy stress tensor for c
tals in the hexagonal system. In these coordinates the in
ments to the diagonal componentss i i

th , due to small incre-
ments to the temperatureDT, have the form

Ds11
th 5Ds22

th

5
~c111c1222c13!~a32a1!

3F11
1

2
~c111c121c13!/~c11

~0!2c12
~0!!G DT, ~A1!

Ds33
th 5

4~c132c33!~a32a1!

3F11
1

2
~c111c121c13!/~c11

~0!2c12
~0!!G DT. ~A2!

Here c11, c12, c13, andc33 are elastic constants of an hc
single crystal;c11

(0) andc12
(0) are the average elastic constan

of the polycrystalline medium surrounding a grain; and,a3

and a1 are the thermal expansion coefficients parallel a
perpendicular to the six-fold axis.

At temperatures above room temperature,a3 anda1 , as
a rule, vary little43 and the differencea32a1 can be as-
sumed to be constant, but below 300 Ka3 and a1 are
strongly temperature-dependent. Consequently, when the
pressions~A1! and~A2! are used to calculates i i

th(T) for the
case of cooling from 300 K to some temperatureT the in-
crement (a32a1)DT must be replaced by the integral

I ~T!5E
300

T

@a3~j!2a1~j!#dj. ~A3!

We calculated the integralI (T) numerically using data on the
temperature dependencea(T) from Ref. 15. The value of the
integral changes most in the temperature range 300–40
and then changes little with further cooling. The values oI
for 77 and 4.2 K are presented in Table III, which also sho
the values of the elastic constants of titanium~found by ex-
trapolating the data in Ref. 44 from 73 and 4 K! and c11

(0)

2c12
(0)25 for the effective isotropic medium. The values

c11
(0)2c12

(0)25 were obtained by extrapolating from 300 K u
ing the temperature dependence of the quantityc112c12.44

The principal thermal anisotropic stressess11
th 5s22

th and
s33

th calculated at 77 and 4.2 K using the scheme descri
above are presented in the last two columns in Table
Evidently, s33,0 whereass11 and s12.0, i.e. on cooling
from room temperature each titanium grain is subjected
compressive stresses along the six-fold axis and ten
stresses in a perpendicular direction. It should be noted
the stressess11

th ands33
th in Table III were calculated assum
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ing that there is no crystallographic texture in the polycr
tal. If texture is present, these values are 2–3 times small27
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Coupled magnetoelastic waves in antiferromagnetic crystals with a 2n sublattice magnetic
subsystem (n50, 1, 2, . . . ) arestudied. An explicit relation is found between the interaction
parameters of the subsystems and the phenomenological constants. A dispersion equation
for the characteristic frequencies of the coupled magnetoelastic waves is obtained. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1528581#
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Virtually all magnetically ordered crystals contain se
eral atoms per unit cell, i.e. they are multisublattice cryst
Examples are rare–earth orthoferrites with eight magn
sublattices, rare–earth iron garnets with 32 sublattices,
popular antiferromagnet CuCl2•2H2O with four sublattices,
and many others.1,2 The microscopic theory of a magnet co
taining more than two magnetic atoms per unit cell is te
nically extremely complex. It is even very difficult to dete
mine the elementary excitation spectrum of such a mag
to say nothing of analyzing the nonlinear processes. T
situation make it urgent to develop methods for finding
spin–wave spectrum for multisublattice systems.

There exists a developed theory of the spin–phonon
teraction in magnetically ordered crystals.3–5 However, the
maximum number of spin lattices studied did not exce
four.6–8 In the present paper we study coupled magnetoe
tic waves in antiferromagnetic crystals with a 2n-sublattice
magnetic subsystem (n50, 1, 2, . . . ).

We start with a Hamiltonian that takes account of t
energy of the magnetic and elastic parts of the multisub
tice system and their interaction energy:

H5HM1HU1HMU , ~1!

HM5
1

2 E dxFx jm
abM j

aMm
b 1a i jmn

ab
]Mi

a

]xj

]Mm
b

]xn

22(
a

~H0 ,Ma!G , ~2!

HU5
1

2 E dx~ru̇21L i jmnui j umn!, ~3!

HMU5E dxl i jmn
ab Mi

aM j
bumn , ~4!

wherex jm
ab5I jm

ab1b jm
ab ; I jm

ab is the uniform exchange inter
action tensor;b jm

ab is the anisotropy tensor;a i jmn
ab is the non-

uniform exchange interaction tensor;L i jmn is the elastic con-
stants tensor;l i jmn

ab is the magnetostriction tensor;umn is the
deformation tensor;Ma is the magnetization of the subla
tices;a,b51, . . . , 2n; i , j , m, n5x,y,z.
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We shall write the Hamiltonian~1! in an approximate
second-quantization representation.9 The magnetizationsMa

of the sublattices can be expressed in terms of the Holste
Primakoff operators.10 Then the energy of the magnetic su
system will have the form

HM5(
kg

«kg
M ckg

1 ckg , ~5!

where«kg
M 5@Cg

22Dg
2#1/2 is the spin–wave energy;

Cg5 (
b51

2n

a@g,b#Ak
1b , Dg5 (

b51

2n

a@g,b#Bk
1b , ~6!

Ak
ab5mM0F ~xjm

abe' j
a* 1a i jmn

ab kjkne' i
a* !e'm

b

2dabS (
b jm

x jm
abe3 j

a e3m
b 1

1

M0
~H0 ,e3

a! D G ,
Bk

ab5mM0@x jm
abe' j

a* 1a i jmn
ab kjkne' i

a* #e'm
b* .

The quantitya@g,b#, which depends ong andb, deter-
mines the signs ofAk

1b andBk
1b , i.e. it takes on the values 1

or 21. Table I must be used to determinea@g,b#.
We shall now study the elastic subsystem~3!. Quantizing

the elastic deformations we find the spectrum of elas
waves

HU5(
ks

«ks
U bks

1bks . ~7!

Switching to the second–quantization operatorsckg and
bks the interaction energy of the magnetic and elastic s
systems~4! becomes

HMU5(
ksg

Ckgs
MUckg@b2ks2bks

1 #1h.c. ~8!

Ckgs
MU5 i(

ba
A8mM0

3

r«ks
U l i jnm

ab e3i
a Qjk

bgekm
s kn ; ~9!

Qjk
bg5e' j

b ukbg1e' j
b* vkbg .
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Scheme for calculatnga@g,b# as a function of the number of lattices.
a
nd

er
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s
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ed
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the

.

.

The transformations have shown that in the present
proximation only spin waves on the first and seco
branches, corresponding to the operatorsck1 andck2 , inter-
act with sound waves.

Then the antiferromagnetic Hamiltonian~1! assumes the
form

H5(
kg

«kg
M ckg

1 ckg1(
ks

«ks
U bks

1bks

1F (
ks,g8

g851,2

Ckg8sckg8~b2ks2bks
1 !1h.c.G . ~10!

The antiferromagnetic Hamiltonian~10! which is qua-
dratic in the operatorsckg and bks can be diagonalized by
switching to operators which are superpositions of the op
tors ckg and bks and applying the Bogolyubov canonic
transformation. Then we obtain the following dispersi
equation for the frequencies of the coupled magnetoela
waves:

)
g,s

~«kg
M2

2v2!~«ks
U2

2v2!24(
s

«k1
M «ks

U uCk1s
MUu2

3~«k2
M2

2v2! )
s8Þs

~«ks8
U2

2v2!24(
s

«k2
M «ks

U uCk2s
MUu2

3~«k1
M2

2v2! )
s8Þs

~«ks8
U2

2v2!50. ~11!
p-

a-

tic

In summary, in this work we have found the spin-wa
spectrum for a multisublattice antiferromagnet, determin
the coupling parameter between the spin and elastic wa
and obtained in general form a dispersion equation for
spectrum of coupled magnetoelastic waves.
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